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Welcome 
 

 

Dear participants, 

 

It is my pleasure to welcome you to the 2016 international conference “Cognitive Struc-

tures: Linguistic, Philosophical and Psychological Perspectives” (CoSt16) at Heinrich 

Heine University Düsseldorf. The conference is organized by the Collaborative Re-

search Centre (Sonderforschungsbereich) CRC 991 “The Structure of Representations 

in Language, Cognition and Science”, which presently consists of nineteen research pro-

jects funded by the German Science Foundation DFG.  The conference continues the 

series of the four successful and inspiring “Concept Types and Frames” (CTF) confer-

ences which took place in Düsseldorf in 2007, 2009, 2012 and 2014. These conferences 

were initiated by the DFG Research Unit 600 and later on organized by the CRC in its 

first funding period. Although the present conference clearly stands in the interdiscipli-

nary tradition of these previous conferences, we decided to change its title due to a slight 

shift in focus of the CRC in the second funding period and to open it up for an even 

broader audience. The series will be continued with a sixth conference in 2018 and hope-

fully with more follow-up conferences in the next funding period. 

 

The conference is intended as a platform for the interchange of different perspectives on 

the nature of cognition. It aims at bringing together approaches from various disciplines 

such as semantics, computational linguistics, psycholinguistics, philosophy of mind, 

philosophy of science, and experimental psychology. A special focus will be on formal 

and representational issues and the question of how aspects of concept formation in sci-

ence, cognition, and the description of natural language semantics can be captured in an 

adequate way. Therefore, we have particularly chosen contributions based on frame-

works which put special emphasis on cognitive plausibility and naturalness. The result 

is a truly interdisciplinary and balanced conference program of state-of-the-art research. 

 

The conference is financed by the German Science Foundation (DFG). I am grateful to 

all those contributing to the success of the conference including among others the pre-

senters, the reviewers, the program committee and the organizational team. I am sure 

that the conference will be inspiring for all of us and lead to fruitful cooperation and a 

lot of new ideas. 

 

 

Laura Kallmeyer 

Director of the Collaborative Research Centre 
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General Information 
 

 

Conference Site 

Location: Universität Düsseldorf campus, building 25.21, lecture halls 5D-5F 

 

Conference Office 

Opening hours: Monday to Wednesday:  8:00-18:00 h 

Location: Building 25.21 

 

Conference website 

http://cognitive-structures.phil.hhu.de 

 

Website of the Collaborative Research Centre 

http://www.sfb991.uni-duesseldorf.de/sfb991/ 

 

Copies 

If you need to make copies of handouts or transparencies, please contact our staff in 

the conference office. 

 

Internet 

W-LAN is available for the conference, log in details will be provided on site. 

If you need a notebook or any help, we will assist you at the conference office. 

 

Important telephone numbers 

Deutsche Bahn (German Railways)    +49 (0) 180 5 99 66 33 

Deutsche Bahn (train schedule)     +49 (0) 800 1 50 70 90 

Rheinbahn (local public transport)    +49 (0) 1803 50 40 30 

Flughafen Düsseldorf International (airport)  +49 (0) 211 42 10 

Taxi           +49 (0) 211 333 33 and     

            +49 (0) 211 999 99 

Emergency 

Police           110 

Fire/Ambulance         112 
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Guided Tour 

 

On Friday, September 16th, there will be a guided tour through Düsseldorf’s “Me-

dienhafen”. The Medienhafen is part of the remodeled and modernised docklands area, 

located south of the historic city centre. The most famous landmarks are the Rhine 

Tower and a group of buildings by Frank Gehry. 

The tour starts at 6pm at Apollo Varieté, Haroldstr. 1. There will be a separate Ger-

man language and English language tour. The number of participants is limited, so 

please register at the registration desk by Thursday, 5pm, if you want to attend 

either tour.  

To get to the meeting point from the campus (‘Universität Mitte’ or ‘Universität 

West’) take bus 835 (‘D-Comeniusplatz’) or 836 (‘D-Am Seestern’) to ‘Land-

tag/Kniebrücke’ which leaves you on top of a bridge across the Rhine. Take the stairs 

down to the bottom and continue to walk towards the river for 100m to the theatre 

“Apollo Varieté”. 

 

 

Conference Dinner 

 

The conference dinner will take place in the brewery ‘Zum Schlüssel’ on Friday, Sep-

tember 16th from 7:30pm on. ‘Zum Schlüssel’ offers a variety of local dishes and is 

located in Düsseldorf’s Altstadt district. 

From the campus (‘Uni Ost/Botanischer Garten’) take U-Bahn U73 or U79 and get 

off at ‘Heinrich-Heine-Allee’. Leave the station through the exit labeled ‘Bolkerstraße’.  

Follow Bolkerstraße until you reach the brewery ‘Zum Schlüssel’ (after ca. 450m on the 

left hand side). 

The cost is 26,90€ for menu options 1 (beef) and 2 (fish) and 22,50€ for option 3 

(vegan) and will be collected in advance at the registration desk. Drinks will have to be 

paid for separately on-site. If you haven’t already registered online for the conference 

dinner but would like to attend, please note that the number of participants is limited 

and contact the registration desk before Thursday, 5pm. 

 

Zum Schlüssel 

Bolkerstr. 43 

40213 Düsseldorf-Hafen 

www.zumschluessel.de  
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Pubs & Restaurants 

 
On the campus  

Mensa, bldg. 25. 31 open 11:30 - 14:00 

Café Bistro Uno, next to Mensa, open 8:00 - 15:00 

Campus Vita, next to Mensa, open 11:30 -15:00 

Café Medizinische Fakultät, bldg. 22.02, open 8:00 - 15:00 

Cafeteria Philosophische Fakultät, bldg. 23.21, open 8:00 - 15:00 

Cafeteria Mathem.-Naturwissenschaftl. Fakultät, bldg. 25.31 open 8:00 - 15:00 

 

Within walking distance from campus  

Scotti's, Christophstr. 2 

Subway, Christophstr. 59 

Pizzeria Bella Italia, Moorenstr. 68  

Pizzeria Piccola Ergo, Himmelgeister Str. 108  

Café Weise, Himmelgeister Str. 117  

 

Downtown Düsseldorf 

Chinese  

Rosengarten, Karlstr. 76 (city center) 

Tsun-Gai, Bahnstr. 72 (city center) 

Dim Sum Gourmet, Brunnenstr. 13 (Bilk) 

 

French  

Robert's Bistro, Wupperstr. 2 (Hafen/Unterbilk) 

La Bouillabaisse, Neustr. 31 (Altstadt) 

 

German 

Bug, Zollhof 13 (Hafen) 

 

Greek 

Taverne Kreta, Fürstenwall 61 (Bilk)  

Pegasos, Friedrichstr. 50 (Bilk)  

Sankt Suitbertus, Suitbertusstr. 193a (Bilk) 

 

Indian 

Ganesha, Luisenstr. 3 (Friedrichstadt)  
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Italian  

Gallo Nero, Binterimstr. 27 (Bilk) 

Via Appia, Flügelstr. 56 (Bilk) 

Mario's, Friedrichstr. 125 (Bilk) 

Il Mercato, Friedrichstr. 59a, (Bilk) 

 

Japanese  

Kikaku, Klosterstr. 38 (city center)  

ManThei, Bachstr. 1 (Bilk) 

Naniwa, Oststr. 55 (city center) 

 

Korean  

Koreahaus, Bismarckstr. 66 (city center) 

Seoul, Kirchfeldstr. 59 (Friedrichstadt)  

Shilla, Berger Str. 12 (Altstadt) 

 

Libanese 

Libanon-Restaurant, Berger Str. 19 (Altstadt)  

Byblos, Markenstr. 7 (Oberbilk) 

 

Mexican 

Bandido, Adersstr. 46 (Friedrichstadt)  

 

Mongolian 

Mongo´s, Zollhof 10 (Hafen) 

 

South African 

Cape Town, Brunnenstr. 43 (Bilk) 

 

Spanish  

El Gitano, Schneider-Wibbel-Gasse 5 (Altstadt)  

Las Tapas, Schneider-Wibbel-Gasse 4 (Altstadt) 

 

Thai  

Baan Thai, Bergerstr. 28 (Altstadt)  

Mekong, Friedrichstr. 121 (Friedrichstadt) 
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Turkish  

Güzel Voyage, Konkordiastr. 85 (Unterbilk) 

 

Vietnamese 

Khanh´s Lilly, Friedrichstr.132 (Bilk) 

 

Pub/cafe with food  

Café Modigliani, Wissmannstr. 6. (Bilk) 

Tigges, Brunnenstr. 1 (Bilk) 

Destille, Bilker Str. 46 (Altstadt)  

Ohme Jupp, Ratinger Str. 19 (Altstadt)  

En de Canon, Zollstraße 7 (Altstadt) 

Zur Uel, Ratinger Str. 16 (Altstadt) 

Lot Jonn, Kopernikusstr. 94 (Bilk)  

 

Other 

Bender´s Marie (Muschelhaus), Andreasstr. 13 (Altstadt)  

Fischhaus (fish specialties), Berger Str. 3-7 (Altstadt)  

Miss Moneypenny, Brunnenstr. 2a (Bilk) 

Cemo (cheap but delicious), Bilker Allee 178 (Bilk) 

Ugly Deluxe, Karolingerstr. 80 (Bilk) 

Florabar, Kronenstr. 65 im Floragarten (Bilk) 

 

Tavern/Brewhouse  

Brauerei Schumacher, Oststr. 123 (city center)  

Brauerei Im Füchschen, Ratinger Str. 28 (Altstadt)  

Brauerei Im goldenen Kessel, Bolkerstr. 44 (Altstadt)  

Brauerei Zum Schlüssel, Bolkerstr. 43 (Altstadt) 

Brauerei Frankenheim, Wielandstr. 16 (city center)   

Brauerei Uerige, Berger Str. 1 (Altstadt)  
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Plenary Talks 
 

What Does Semantic Tiling of the Cortex Tell Us  

about Concepts and Conceptual Processing? 

LAWRENCE W. BARSALOU  

(Institute of Neuroscience and Psychology, School of Psychology,  

University of Glasgow) 

Recent use of voxel-wise modeling in cognitive neuroscience suggests that semantic 

maps tile the cortex.  Although this impressive research establishes distributed brain 

areas that become active while processing concepts, it tells us little about the structure 

and function of concepts.  While mapping taxonomic categories between Marr’s com-

putational and implementation levels to support brain reading, this approach ignores 

Marr’s algorithmic level, central for understanding the mechanisms that implement cog-

nition, in general, and concepts, in particular.  Following decades of research in cogni-

tive science and neuroscience, what do we know so far about the mechanisms that im-

plement concepts and conceptual processing?  Most basically, considerable research 

suggests that concepts are organized around featural information and frame structure 

(not captured by patterns of statistical activity across voxels).  Increasing research fur-

ther suggests that conceptual representations are multi-level and multi-format, with 

grounding in the modalities, abstraction in association areas, and distributed linguistic 

representations in language areas.  We further know that a primary function of concep-

tual knowledge is to produce rich inferences that support agents acting effectively in 

specific situations, including the activation of relevant goals, action affordances, antici-

pated perceptions, possible rewards, and affective outcomes.  We also understand in-

creasingly how these pattern completion inferences originate in rich knowledge distrib-

uted across neural systems, organized by thematic relations, verb structure, and frame 

structure.  Additionally, this rich knowledge supports concept composition under lin-

guistic control capable of producing infinite novel concepts.  Finally, an emerging con-

sensus is that static concepts do not reside in the brain (as semantic tiles suggest), but 

that the representation of conceptual knowledge is dynamic, varying with context (a fact 

that poses significant problems for brain reading).  Rather than explaining the funda-

mental conceptual processes just described, semantic tiles simply provide a trace of their 

activity over a relatively short time within a specific context.  Establishing the mecha-

nisms that implement concepts and conceptual processing in the brain will require more 

than mapping taxonomic categories to cortical (and sub-cortical) activity.  The semantic 

tiles left as traces of conceptual processing offer potentially useful tools for studying 

this processing, but do not illuminate or establish its mechanisms. 
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The neural basis of attentional set 

VERITY BROWN  

(School of Psychology & Neuroscience, University of St Andrews) 

Cognitive shortcuts – such as assumptions, biases and generalizations – aid information 

processing. However, there also needs to be flexibility, so that they may be over-ridden 

when information needs to be updated so that behaviour can adapt. Many psychiatric 

and neurological conditions show evidence of impaired cognitive flexibility. Therefore, 

it is important to understand how the brain solves the problem of when to stick with 

what was working and when to shift. 

In this presentation, I will show data from rats and patients to challenge the assump-

tion that the impaired behavioural flexibility reported by many labs and in many species 

following damage to the frontal cortex does not reflect a deficit in cognitive flexibility. 

Rather, the behavioural deficit arises from dysregulated attention. 

 

 

Perception, types and frames 

ROBIN COOPER  

(University of Gothenburg) 

I will present a simple-minded view of perception as the classification of objects and 

events in terms of types viewed as cognitive resources.  The theory of types that I am 

using is TTR (Type Theory with Records) which borrows a great deal from work in 

logic and computer science in a tradition initiated by Per Martin-Löf.  It provides a rich 

type theory, that is, it includes types not just for basic ontological categories such as 

entities and functions, but also types of objects such as Tree and Boy and types of events 

(or situations) such as Hugging-of-a-dog-by-a-boy.  Types may be complex objects con-

structed from other types in a type theoretic universe.  I will argue that such types can 

be used to give a formal model of concepts and cognitive processing involving concepts.  

In particular, I will suggest that natural language semantics is at bottom based on our 

cognitive ability to perceive objects and situations in terms of types.  To this we have 

added the ability to reason in terms of the types themselves.  Thus, for example, we can 

consider types of situations without actually perceiving a situation of the type and we 

can even consider types of situations which are impossible.  

Among the complex types introduced in TTR are Record Types which are used to 

model types of situations and also propositions.  "A boy hugged a dog" is true if there is 

a situation of the type Hugging-of-a-dog-by-a-boy and false if there is nothing of that 

type. (This follows the dictum known as "Propositions as Types" which Martin-Löf took 

over from intuitionistic logic.)  Both the intuition behind Record Types and their struc-

ture in the formal theory suggest that they can be used to model frames, both as con-

ceived of by Fillmore and as introduced by Barsalou.  I will develop this correspondence 

and suggest that this provides one way of integrating frames into compositional seman-

tics.  In exploring this we will find relations with work on frames conducted by several 

researchers in Düsseldorf. 
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A design perspective on conceptual spaces 

IGOR DOUVEN 

(Princeton University) 

We address the question of the metaphysical status of natural concepts from the per-

spective of recent work in cognitive psychology. It will be argued that natural concepts 

are concepts represented by the cells of optimally partitioned similarity spaces, where 

"optimality" is defined by reference to very broad constraints we humans are subject 

to.  

The resulting conception of naturalness will be argued to be objective, though not in 

the sense that natural concepts reflect a Platonic blueprint of the world. 

 

 

The constructionist approach to meaning 

ADELE GOLDBERG  

(Princeton University) 

 

 

Counting in language 

MANFRED KRIFKA  

(Humboldt University/ZAS, Berlin) 

In this talk I will first develop the basic semantic principles of count constructions in 

language, as in three apples, three pieces of fruit, and knock three times. I will argue 

that counting is an extensive measure function based on mereological atoms as units, 

as defined by sortal terms and maximally connected entities. I will discuss recent find-

ings about differences between languages (e.g. languages that can count maximally 

connected quantities of stuff without unit terms).  I then will discuss a number of 

seemingly problematic cases, in particular (a) ambiguous or context-dependent units, 

as in two large tables that each consist of three tables put together, (b) counting con-

figurations, as in two pants and two shirts make four outfits, (c) object-induced event 

counting, as in four thousand ships passed through the lock.  

 

 
  

Gamerschlag
Schreibmaschinentext
Canceled

Gamerschlag
Schreibmaschinentext

Gamerschlag
Schreibmaschinentext

Gamerschlag
Schreibmaschinentext
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Frames as informational holograms 

SEBASTIAN LÖBNER 

(Heinrich-Heine-Universität, CRC 991) 

A network of object nodes interlinked by attribute links, a given frame is usually con-

sidered from one perspective: as information about the object represented by the distin-

guished “central node”. Correspondingly, the frame is “read” as providing type infor-

mation about this distinguished object.  However, a coherent frame provides equally 

complex information about every single node it contains; it has as many “readings” as 

it has nodes. For example, the frame visual-

ized in the figure to the right “reads”:   

r: is a male person with brown eyes  

x: is brown eyes of a male person  

y: is a brown color of the eyes of a male person 

z: is a male gender of a person with brown eyes.   

The total information in a frame can be at-

tributed to each node in it – like a hologram 

viewed from different angles provides per-

spectivized images of the same object. 

If frames are used as a framework of linguistic theory, the hologram property of 

frames has far-reaching consequences and explanatory potential. It bears directly on the 

operations of unification, frame embedding, or integration of two (or more) frames into 

an overarching frame. By these operation, two or more frames get connected to form a 

greater frame; all information contained in one of the frames integrated now bears on all 

objects figuring in the others. Pustejovsky (1991) introduced the notion of “cocomposi-

tion” as a mechanism responsible for the fact that the same expression can take on dif-

ferent senses in course of, and due to, compositional interaction with another expression: 

“the product of function application [e.g. of a verb to its object, S.L.] would be sensitive 

to both the function and its active argument” (p. 421). Cocomposition analyzes compo-

sition beyond general semantic rules of meaning combination, like function application, 

by taking a closer look at the interaction of meanings on the basis of partial decomposi-

tion or of a rich type system (cf. Asher 2011). If semantic composition is modeled as 

fame unification, due the hologram property of frames all composition is cocomposition. 

In a frame approach to language, semantic and syntactic composition can be inte-

grated into one frame, as sketched in Löbner (2014: 45–48). In addition to discussing 

the aforementioned theoretical consequences for semantic composition, the talk will 

sketch the added descriptive and explanatory potential of the frame-theoretic approach 

that results from embedding the frame of syntactic and semantic composition into a 

frame of an utterance and the utterance frame, in turn, into frames of the world.          

 
Asher, N. (2011). Lexical Meaning in Context. A Web of Words. Cambridge: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press. 

Löbner, S. (2014). Evidence for frames from natural language. In T. Gamerschlag, D. Gerland, 

R. Osswald, W. Petersen (eds.) Frames and Concept Types, Studies in Linguistics and Phi-

losophy 94. Springer, Heidelberg. 23–67. 

Pustejovsky, J. (1991). The generative lexicon. Computational Linguistics 17, 409–441. 

 

r x y 

z 

COLOR EYES 

GENDER 

brown person 

male 
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Structure and ontology in nonlocal readings of adjectives 

MARCIN MORZYCKI  

(Michigan State University) 

In certain uses, adjectives appear to make the semantic contribution normally associat-

ed with adverbs. The most widely-cited example of this phenomenon is occasional in 

The occasional sailor strolled by, where the interpretation is roughly ‘Occasionally, a 

sailor strolled by’ (Bolinger 1967, Stump 1981). These readings are often thought to 

be a fairly peripheral phenomenon, restricted to one small corner of the grammar and 

just a handful of lexical items. I’ll argue that it’s actually considerably more general 

than is often recognized, and that it admits two fundamentally different modes of ex-

planation: in terms of the syntactic machinery that undergirds these structures and in 

terms of the ontology of the objects manipulated by its semantics. Both modes of ex-

planation have been suggested for some of the puzzles in this domain, and I’ll argue 

they are both crucial. With respect to occasional, the key insight is that the construc-

tion is fundamentally not only about sailor tokens by sailor kinds (Gehrke & McNally 

2010, 2015). But to arrive at a general theory of adverbial readings, it is also necessary 

to further articulate the compositional semantics. Versions of this analytical strategy 

have been pursued by Larson (1999), Zimmermann (2000). In this spirit, I’ll argue that 

adjectives like occasional actually the semantic type of quantificational determiners 

like every. If this way of thinking about adverbial readings is on the right track, it in-

stantiates a means by which these two distinct modes of explanation—and the distinct 

aspects of cognition they may ultimately be associated with—both play a crucial role 

in bringing about the apparently aberrant behavior of this class of adjectives. 

 

Mental files 

FRANÇOIS RECANATI  

(Institut Jean-Nicod) 

Mental files serve as individual or singular concepts. Like singular terms in language, 

they refer, or are supposed to refer. What they refer to is not determined by properties 

which the subject takes the referent to have (i.e. by the information stored in the file), 

but through relations to various entities in the environment in which the file fulfills its 

function. Files are based on epistemically rewarding relations (ER relations), and the 

function of the file is to store whatever information is made available through the rela-

tions in question. 

I offer a typology of files. I distinguish between a variety of indexical files based on 

particular ER relations, including composite files based on several ER relations. I dis-

tinguish between static files (file stages) and dynamic files which are sequences of 

static files. And I distinguish indexical files from encyclopedia entries, which are 

based on a higher-order ER relation and obey a constraint of one-to-one match. I also 

distinguish regular files from indexed files, used in metarepresentational tasks, and 

singular files from files for kinds and situations. 
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Section Talks 
 

On the mapping between language and concepts:  

Doing away with analyticity 

ROBERTO G. DE ALMEIDA 

(Department of Psychology, Concordia University, Montreal) 

Lexical-conceptual analyticity has been a guiding assumption—perhaps a method—in 

virtually all accounts of conceptual representation; thus, virtually all accounts of the 

representation of lexical and sentential meaning. Analyticity about lexical conceptual 

representation, to be clear, relies primarily on what is supposedly internal to lexical 

concepts, “features” or otherwise ontologically primitive content elements. This general 

assumption has permeated, for instance, linguistic theories of verb meaning, theories 

bearing on the nature of compositionality (viz., how one mentally represents the propo-

sition that a sentence expresses), and even theories on how one calculates the meaning 

of an expression deemed figurative. In this talk I will discuss three representative cases 

of this state of affairs and present experiments that suggest we would be well-off ap-

pealing to atomism cum inferences to account for the mapping between linguistic ex-

pressions and their translations into conceptual structure.  

 

Semantic-template complexity 

The case of semantic(/conceptual)-template complexity is perhaps the most perva-

sive. Arguments for the decomposition of causative verbs, for instance, have dominated 

lexical semantics, and have also influenced psychological accounts of concept attain-

ment. A paradigm strategy in linguistics has been the postulation of internal, hidden 

predicates that are supposed to account for both, causer and change of state events, as in 

[[x ACT] CAUSE [y BECOME <die>]] (with varying notations). Numerous arguments 

have been put forward against this view. For instance, way back then, Fodor (1970) 

showed that the distribution of kill and its periphrastic counterpart, cause to become 

dead, which were supposed to be represented by the same structure, did not yield the 

same entailments. In short, if kill is represented semantically by a definition such as 

cause to become dead and if the definition itself is represented by primitive constituents 

(viz., it means cause to become dead), it is expected that kill and cause to become dead 

behave the same way—and entail the same state of affairs—in the linguistic expressions 

of which they are constituents. This is not the case, but appeals to semantic templates 

have persisted (e.g., Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 2005; Jackendoff, 2002; see de Almeida 

& Manouilidou, 2015). I will discuss online and offline experiments (e.g., de Almeida, 

1999; de Almeida & Fodor, 1996; de Almeida & Turbide, in preparation) suggesting 

that causatives do not decompose. In particular, I will show that, when surface properties 

are controlled for, recall of sentences containing putatively complex verbs do not en-

gender propositional-complexity effects (e.g., Kintsch, 1974).  
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Coercion and Enriched Compositionality  
A less prominent but nonetheless equally fertile ground for appeals to lexical-con-

ceptual analyticity is the so-called semantic coercion phenomenon. In semantic coercion 

the problem arises with the interpretation of sentences such as The man began the book, 

in which there is an alleged mismatch between an event argument taking verb (e.g., 

begin) and an entity complement (book). In this case, the verb begin is said to “coerce” 

the entity book (x) to be interpreted as an activity performed with x (e.g., Jackendoff, 

1997). This coercion process is supposed to rely on the semantic analysis of the entity, 

which makes available information about what that entity is typically used for, thus li-

censing an interpretation such as The man began reading the book (Pustejovsky, 1995). 

Albeit along the same lines, an alternative to this view assumes a form of type-shifting 

in which the entity book is said to shift to something like an event. This alternative, like 

the more standard view of coercion, also assumes that an internal analysis of the object 

needs to be made such that its proper ontological category is determined in the compo-

sition with its host verb. However, all empirical evidence offered in support of this ap-

proach has been limited to showing longer reading times at post-verbal positions without 

necessarily constituting evidence for an “enriched” form of compositionality (e.g., de 

Almeida, 2004; McElree et al., 2001; Traxler et al., 2005; Pylkkanen, 2008). I will dis-

cuss experiments (de Almeida & Riven, 2016), including an fMRI study (de Almeida et 

al., 2016), suggesting that these sentences are more likely interpreted abductively or 

enriched by context, without appealing to decomposition. In fact, I will suggest that, in 

cases of “coercion”, sentences are indeterminate, with any form of enrichment being 

linguistically (i.e., syntactically) driven (see de Almeida & Dwivedi, 2008; de Almeida 

& Riven, 2012; de Almeida & Lepore, forthcoming). 

 

Metaphors 

Finally, the dominant view(s) on how metaphors of the form x is y, such as Life is a 

journey, are interpreted relies on the recovery of features of its constituents—e.g., that 

journey can be understood by recovering a set such as {long, arduous, adventurous, 

etc}. The assumption here is that life is understood as being predicated by the features 

that journey projects onto it (see, e.g., Tversky, 1977). This view also assumes that the 

analytic entailments of journey—i.e., its hypothesized semantic features—can actually 

determine the interpretation of the metaphor directly, without one having to compute its 

literal, compositional meaning (Glucksberg, 2003). A recent eye-tracking experiment 

suggests that the literal meaning of the vehicle (journey) is in fact accessed before its 

role in the expression is determined (Ashby et al., forthcoming). More specifically, small 

but statistically reliable reading time differences between a metaphor and a control sim-

ile (Life is like a journey) suggest that these expressions are involved in different com-

positional processes—one that relies on predication (metaphor) and another on simple 

comparison between equal terms. Neither process relies on decomposition by necessity 

and interpretation of these expressions can be accounted for by pragmatic inferences. 

I will present a unified account of these phenomena. Its main tenets are: lexical-con-

ceptual representations are atomic (Fodor, 1998), they are constituents of propositions, 

which—in the context of sentences—contain only linguistically determined elements. 

These suffice for input into further processes of interpretation—inferences much like 

meaning postulates, without analyticity.  
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Instance-based disambiguation of English -ment derivatives 

MARIOS ANDREOU1, LEA KAWALETZ1, MAX KISSELEW2, GABRIELLA LAPESA2, SE-

BASTIAN PADO2 & INGO PLAG1 

(1Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf, 2Universität Stuttgart) 

One of the central problems in the semantics of derived words is polysemy. As shown 

by Lieber (in press), this kind of polysemy can be disambiguated in context. Recent 

work within the framework of Frame Semantics (Kawaletz and Plag, 2015; Plag, An-

dreou, and Kawaletz, to appear), however, has uncovered that context does not always 

fully determine the semantics of a given derived word.  

In this paper, we tackle the problem of disambiguating newly derived words in con-

text, based on the Distributional Semantics methodology (Firth, 1957). We use corpus-

extracted representations to interpret deverbal -ment nominalizations that are either 

event-denoting (e.g. assessment) or entity-denoting (e.g. pavement). 

Our dataset comprises low frequency -ment derivatives (59 types, 407 tokens). We 

chose low frequency derivatives since high frequency formations are often lexicalized 

and thus do not lend themselves readily to the kind of polysemous readings we are in-

terested in. The 59 types are based on four verb classes: psych verbs (annoy), verbs of 

putting (embed), force verbs (coerce) and change of state verbs (congeal). Verb occur-

rences were extracted from corpora such as the Corpus of Contemporary American Eng-

lish, the Corpus of GlobalWeb-Based English, and WebCorp. In the following examples 

from our dataset, emplacement in (1) denotes an event, bedragglement in (2) denotes an 

entity, and embrittlement in (3) is ambiguous between an event and an entity: 

  

(1) Event-denoting nominalization: In many places, emplacement of granite plutons 

is synchronous to volcanic eruptions. (Google Website 1995) 

(2) Entity-denoting nominalization: I set down the scrap of doll’s dress, a bedrag-

glement of loose lace hem (COCA FIC 1999) 

(3) Ambiguous reading: After 8 weeks of hydrolytic degradation, the nonwoven fab-

ric was broken. There is an obvious embrittlement and cracking on the nonwo-

ven fabric (Figure 6.5b). (Google ACAD 2014) 

 

In distributional semantic modeling, co-occurrence information for all instances of a 

word is commonly conflated into a unique distributional vector (DSMs usually model 

word types, not tokens). This approach provides reliable semantic representations only 

if the target words are frequent enough. Our dataset, however, contains low-frequency 

words as well as attestation-specific annotations. Therefore, we adopt a token-based 

perspective on distributional modeling: We consider the sentence in which the disam-

biguation candidate occurs as a bag of contextual cues and employ machine learning to 

learn which cues are discriminative for the event vs. entity interpretation (e.g. temporal 

modifiers are associated with events, and physical descriptors with entities). 

Figure 1 displays our experimental pipeline in terms of three macro-steps: distribu-

tional modeling, machine learning, and evaluation of the dataset described above.  
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Figure 1: Instance-based disambiguation of -ment derivatives: pipeline 

 

Macro-step 1 is the distributional modeling of the training data to be fed to the ma-

chine learning module (macro-step 2). To learn the discriminative features of entity vs. 

event nouns we need training examples and the corresponding bag-of-context-cues rep-

resentation. We extract training examples from our source corpus (a concatenation of 

the British National Corpus and UkWaC, 2.6 billion tokens in total) as follows: 

Step 1a: Extraction of the training examples from the source corpus. The source 

of the training set of prototypical event and entity nouns (our training seeds) is CoreLex 

(Buitelaar, 1998). Two sets of words which unambiguously denote events or entities 

were extracted from the CoreLex classes EVENT and ARTIFACT; we selected 196 items 

per class matched by frequency in the source corpus (min:101; mean:3.5k; max:127k). 

From the source corpus, we then extracted the sentences containing the target seeds and 

randomly sampled 100 sentences per seed word. These sentences represent the input of 

step 1c. 

Step 1b: Extraction of a DSM from the source corpus. We extracted a DSM for 

inflected words with a very large vocabulary, including all words occurring more than 

10 times in the source corpus. Applying a state-of-the-art DSM technique (Mikolov et 

al., 2013) we constructed a DSM with only 300 dimensions. Dimensionality reduction 

techniques produce more manageably sized vectors and improve the semantic represen-

tations by inferring latent semantic relations holding among context features. As shown 

in figure 1, this DSM will be employed at steps 1c and 3a for the computation of distri-

butional representations for target sentences. 

Step 1c: Computation of vectors for seed sentences. To assign a distributional rep-

resentation to the seed sentences identified in step 1a, we adopt the strategy outlined in 

Schütze (1998). First, we turn sentences into bags-of-context-cues: e.g., sentence E1 is 

assigned the set {happen, night}. The bag-of-context-cues is then turned into a sentence 

vector by averaging the distributional vectors of the words it contains. 

Once the training material has been collected from the corpus and assigned a distri-

butional representation, we proceed to the machine learning step: 
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Step 2: Training of an event/entity classifier with logistic regression. The sentence 

vectors computed at 1c are employed as learning events for a supervised logistic regres-

sion classifier, i.e. a machine learning tool which takes a set of distributional vectors and 

the corresponding semantic classes as an input (in the example in figure 1, the pairs {�⃗� 1, 

EVENT} and {𝐴 1, ARTIFACT}) and learns to weigh these features against each other to 

determine the probability of either class. In figure 1, the classifier learnt that d1 is highly 

indicative of an EVENT, that d2 is highly indicative of an ARTIFACT, and that d3 is just 

not discriminative enough. 

In the evaluation step, the classifier is applied to the sentences contained in the dataset 

described above and evaluated against the manual annotation as follows: 

Step 3a: Sentence vectors are computed for each sentence in the -ment dataset, ac-

cording to the procedure described in 1c. 

Step 3b: The classifier (step 2) is applied to the -ment sentence vectors. The outcome 

of this analysis is a probability distribution over the target semantic types for each in-

stance of a derived word (e.g., 80% EVENT vs. 20% ARTIFACT). More balanced proba-

bility distributions arise from either uninformative or contradictory contexts. 

Results. The experiments reported in this abstract are based on a “knowledge poor” 

approach to the task: when training our classifier (and, as a consequence, when classi-

fying the target sentences) we did not resort to any linguistic pre-processing tools be-

sides tokenization. The classifier was trained with logistic regression. We evaluated the 

logistic regression classifier with ten-fold cross-validation, turning the continuous pre-

dictions (from 0 to 1, with 1 corresponding to the event reading) into categorical re-

sponses by applying a threshold of 0.5. The classifier achieved a 73% accuracy (base-

line=50). The very close accuracies of our classifier on the training and test sets indicate 

that it is not overfitting the data. We then applied the classifier to the sentences from the 

evaluation dataset. In the gold standard annotation, 250 instances are classified as 

events, 88 as objects, and 59 as ambiguous (10 sentences had to be discarded). In a 

binary classification task (event vs. object, threshold=0.5, majority class accuracy=74%) 

the classifier achieved 66.3% accuracy, with 19.2% false events and 15.5% false objects. 

In this setting, the ambiguous nouns have been mostly classified as events (66%). Fur-

ther experiments involving the manipulation of the threshold did not outperform the 

majority class accuracy. Our interpretation is that the current model does not generalize 

well from the unambiguous training data to the test data (which are ambiguous, and 

therefore appear to employ different distributional contexts). In future work, we are con-

ducting experiments in which training is focused on low frequency contexts in order to 

improve generalization to the test set.  
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An XMG account of derivational polysemy 

MARIOS ANDREOU & SIMON PETITJEAN 

(Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf) 

A characteristic property of the outcomes of word formation processes is polysemy 

(Lieber 2004, Rainer 2014). In this paper, we model and test the main theoretical ap-

proaches to derivational polysemy, using Frame Semantics and XMG. 

XMG (eXtensible MetaGrammar, Crabbé et al. 2013) is a modular and extensible 

tool used to generate various types of linguistic resources from an abstract and compact 

description. This description, the metagrammar, relies on the concepts of logic program-

ming and constraints. XMG comes with a system of dimensions, allowing to separate 

the different levels of linguistic description (e.g. syntax and semantics), and providing 

dedicated languages adapted to the structures the user wishes to generate. In this work, 

the dimension we used is the <frame> dimension, proposed in Lichte & Petitjean (2015), 

where semantic frames can be described using typed feature structures descriptions. 

 In order to illustrate our claims and proposals we use data from the suffix -ment on 

psych verbs (Kawaletz and Plag 2015, Plag, Andreou, Kawaletz 2016, Kawaletz in prep-

aration). As depicted in Figure 1, psych verbs (e.g. enrage), have two arguments, a STIM-

ULUS and an EXPERIENCER, and comprise two sub-events, a CAUSE and an EFFECT. The 

CAUSE is an activity with an ACTOR and an UNDERGOER. The EFFECT is a change of 

psych state in the EXPERIENCER with an INITIAL STATE and a RESULT STATE. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Psych verbs 

 

The suffix -ment on psych verbs derives EVENT ‘transpositional’ readings, STIMULUS 

readings, activity readings, change of psych state readings, and RESULT STATE readings. 
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Not all elements of the base can be targeted by -ment, however. Although -ment deriv-

atives are highly polysemous, EXPERIENCER readings and INITIAL STATE readings do not 

surface, and this has ramifications for the way we model polysemy. 

 

Modeling monosemy  

There are two approaches to multiplicity of meaning in derivation: monosemy and 

polysemy. In the monosemy approach, multiplicity of meaning is reduced by assigning 

a more vague meaning to an affix. Thus, more concrete meanings of affixes derive from 

a general highly underspecified meaning. 

In order to apply the monosemy approach to -ment, we have to reduce multiplicity of 

meaning by identifying meanings that are shared by all -ment derivatives. As proposed 

by Plag et al. (2016) -ment forms denote (a) eventualities, and (b) entities. Thus, the 

abstract core meaning of -ment is ‘eventuality or entity having to do with X’ (with ‘X’ 

denoting the base).  

The disjunction ‘eventuality or entity’ illustrates the first problem that monosemy 

approaches are confronted with. In particular, the aim of monosemy approaches is to 

reduce multiplicity of meaning by postulating a unitary abstract meaning. -ment deriva-

tives, however, do not always denote an entity. They may be eventualities as well. This, 

however, shows that the desirable underspecified meaning cannot always be reduced to 

a single unitary meaning. 

The second problem with the monosemy approach is overgeneration. Although the 

meaning ‘eventuality or entity having to do with X’ is abstract enough to tackle all at-

tested readings of -ment derivatives, it leads one to expect that -ment derivatives could 

in principle denote all ‘entities’. This is not verified by data, however, since EXPERI-

ENCER readings are never part of the heterogeneous meanings of -ment. 

The first XMG implementation we propose makes this underspecification possible 

by using a scope-over constraint, expressing the fact that the reference of -ment can be 

identified with any of the elements of the verbal base. This approach, nevertheless, does 

not exclude EXPERIENCER and INITIAL STATE readings since the underspecified rule does 

not come with constraints on possible readings. 

 

Modeling polysemy 

The second approach to multiplicity of meaning is the so-called polysemy approach. 

Under this approach, there is multiplicity of meaning in word formation patterns. Given 

the architecture of Frame Semantics, this multiplicity of meaning can be expressed in 

an Inheritance hierarchy of lexeme formation rules (Riehemann 1998, Koenig 1999, 

Plag et al. 2016). Thus, attested readings of words of a given morphological category 

result from indexation of particular elements (e.g. arguments) of the semantic represen-

tation of the verb, combined with inheritance mechanisms. 

An open question is the way we can model the polysemy approach in XMG and con-

strain possible readings. We suggest that there are two ways to tackle this issue. First, 

via a fully specified (and explicit) rule: 

 

 

where | and = are respectively the disjunction and the unification operators, ?Root, 

?Stimulus, ?Cause, ?Effect and ?Result respectively correspond to the boxed numbers 

0, 1, 3, 4 and 6 of Figure 1, and ?Ref is a variable representing the semantic reference. 

  {?Root=?Ref | ?Cause=?Ref | ?Stimulus=?Ref | ?Effect=?Ref | ?Result=?Ref}  
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Under this approach, possible readings are considered as generalizations over already 

attested derivatives. Thus, EXPERIENCER and INITIAL STATE readings are ruled out since 

they are not part of the possible readings in the fully-specified-rule; the rule models 

readings that are already attested in -ment derivatives. 

The second way to model the polysemy approach in XMG is the introduction of an 

underspecified rule with constraints on types. In this case, reference on -ment can have 

three possible types: event, result state, or entity. 

 

 

 

Here, the first line means that there must be a path from the root to the semantic 

reference. Concretely, the compiler will try to generate structures where the reference is 

identified with another label, starting with the whole frame (?Root), and then exploring 

all of its subparts, recursively. Of course, only the structures where no type constraint is 

violated will eventually be generated.  

In the second line, we express the fact that the reference can have any of the three 

types previously stated. In the case of entity, only the STIMULUS should be a possible 

candidate for the reference. We, therefore, add information about ANIMACY (here, inan-

imate), which makes the reference incompatible with frames of type animate, such as 

the EXPERIENCER. When the reference is a STATE, the type result_state is given to pre-

vent unification with the INITIAL STATE frame (of type initial_frame).  

This way, EXPERIENCER and INITIAL STATE readings are ruled out because frame uni-

fication only succeeds if types are compatible. The type constraints (for example incom-

patibility of event and entity) are also specified in the metagrammar.  

In a nutshell, our analysis allows one to model and test the various theoretical ap-

proaches to a long-standing issue in word formation. The XMG implementation shows 

that the underspecified meaning of affixes cannot always be reduced to a single unitary 

meaning and that the monosemy approach leads to massive overgeneration. Thus, we 

propose that the polysemy approach and the introduction of type constraints into deri-

vational rules is more judicious compared to the monosemy approach to derivational 

polysemy. 
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Verbal particles in Hungarian: a frame-semantic approach 

KATA BALOGH & RAINER OSSWALD 

(Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf) 

The verbal particle in Hungarian raises a number of intriguing issues for syntactic and 

semantic analysis. In its default position immediately before the verb, the verbal particle 

(1a) stands in complementary distribution with other modifiers such as resultative ad-

jectives (1b) and bare nouns, but also with narrow focus and sentential negation. 
 

(1) a.  Anna le-festette         a     kerítést. 

      Anna VPTCL-painted the fence.ACC 

     ‘Anna painted the fence.’ 

 b.  Anna zöldre          festette   a    kerítést. 

      Anna green.SUBL  painted  the fence.ACC 

     ‘Anna painted the fence green.’ 
 

According to Kiefer & Ladányi (2000) the verbal particle (VPTCL) can behave either 

as a predicate or as a functor. The predicative meaning of the VPTCL is mostly given 

in combination with motion verbs, where the particle contributes a directional or loca-

tive meaning, while the VPTCL can also have non-locative/non-directional contribution 

functioning as “Aktionsart-formation”, e.g. by contributing a boundary condition. É. 

Kiss (2006a,b), on the other hand, analyzes the pre-verbal position uniformly as predic-

ative and the verbal particle as a resultative, locative or terminative secondary predicate. 

These general characterizations, however, leave open the question of the precise seman-

tic representations and the compositional mechanisms involved. 

In our talk, we present a formal account of the semantic contribution of various verbal 

particles in Hungarian and sketch how the semantic representation of the clause can be 

compositionally derived. We will concentrate on three frequent particles: meg- which 

does not have a lexical content, and two directional particles: le- (‘down, off’) and el- 

(‘away’). Our approach builds on the framework of decompositional frame semantics 

(Kallmeyer & Osswald 2013, Osswald & Van Valin 2014) combined with a formalized 

version of Role and Reference Grammar (Van Valin 2005). Decompositional frame se-

mantics assumes that attributes (features, functional relations) play a central role in the 

organization of semantic representations and, as a consequence, that semantic compo-

nents (participants, subevents, etc.) can be recursively accessed via attributes. In this 

framework, semantic computation is understood as the incremental construction of min-

imal frame models, and composition corresponds basically to frame unification under 

constraints. 

One of the central patterns of our analysis is that verbal particles in Hungarian, and 

other lative-marked verbal modifiers, can turn activity (or process) descriptions into ac-

complishments by adding a boundary condition to the event frame associated with the 
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verb. The boundary information is imposed by syntax-driven frame composition on a 

scale or dimension of change component within the event (in line with Rappaport Hovav 

2008, Kennedy & Levin 2008, among others). 
 

(2) a.  Száradt    a    törölköző. 

      dry.PAST  the towel 

      ‘The towel was drying.’ 

 b.  Meg-száradt       a    törölköző. 

      VPTCL-dry.PAST the towel 

      ‘The towel has dried.’ 
 

Consider, for example, the intransitive verb szárad (‘dry’), which encodes the process 

of drying, i.e., of getting drier (2a). If the particle meg- is added (2b), the resulting verb 

is telic and describes the accomplishment of getting dry. The frame representation of the 

drying process and the effect of adding meg- is sketched in the figure shown below. The 

process of drying is modeled as a progression that is characterized by an incremental 

decrease of moisture. To this end, we extend the logic of Kallmeyer & Osswald (2013) 

by allowing (complex) frame types, indicated by the double lines in the figure, as values 

of attributes. The value of PROG is the frame type which characterizes all subevents of 

the progression. The particle meg- adds a FINAL attribute to the progression frame and 

the constraint given at the bottom of the figure picks out the type of the FINAL value 

from the progression structure. A further constraint (not shown in the example) enforces 

the extremal value zero of the scalar attribute in the final stage. 
 

 

 

Verbal particles can also co-occur with resultative phrases (3), which poses interest-

ing questions for the syntax-semantics interface. 
 

(3) Anna le-festette         zöldre          a    kerítést. 

 Anna VPTCL-painted green.SUBL the fence.ACC 

 ‘Anna painted the fence green.’ 
 

The semantic analysis of cases like (3) is in line with example (2b): the base verb ex-

presses an incremental change of the theme [active-progression], the particle signals the 
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final stage (le-fest [bounded event]) and the resultative phrase contributes a secondary 

predication. 

Signaling the final stage is a rather frequent function of the verbal particle in Hungar-

ian, distributed among several particles, whose semantic characterization calls for fur-

ther investigation. We find semantically similar examples with different particles, e.g. 

meg-ír ‘write sth’ and el-ázik ‘get soaked’. In the talk, we will discuss further Aktionsart 

effects of the particle, as well as the directional meaning contributions. 
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Analysing the problem of the influence of Language on Thought 

LEDA BERIO 

(Heinrich-Heine-Universität, Düsseldorf) 

A question of great importance for theories of representation and meaning is whether 

language has any influence on thought and conceptual systems. In this paper, I will clar-

ify what this question implies and how it is related to several fundamental topics debated 

in linguistics, psychology and philosophy. A review of empirical data will also be pre-

sented in order to argue for an active role of language in definite cognitive processes.  

The Sapir-Whorf hypothesis’ claim (Whorf, 1956), that the language spoken by indi-

viduals strongly affects the way they perceive and categorise the world, has been dis-

carded on both theoretical and empirical grounds (Pinker, 1994). However, several stud-

ies (Lupyan 2006, Malt and Wolff 2010, Winawer et al, 2007, Papafragou et al, 2008) 

have been providing increasing evidence of an influence of language on thought and 

conceptualisation, reigniting the debate: various theories (Botterill and Carruthers 2009, 

De Sousa 2007) have formulated more general claims about the role that language can 

play in cognitive processes. These theories, although well articulated and worth analys-

ing, are rarely systematic and often make reference to a limited set of empirical litera-

ture. The starting assumption of this paper is that what is needed for the debate to be 

productive is a more accurate analysis of the different questions regarding the relation 
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of language and thought. Once this is done, it will possible to show that empirical liter-

ature can provide us with considerable evidence for arguing in favour of some role of 

language in other cognitive processes.  

Firstly, I will present the theoretical possibilities regarding the structural and func-

tional relation between language and thought, and what consequences it has for theories 

of mental representations. On this topic, the possibilities range from strong Whorfian-

like hypothesis on language and thought whereby they are structurally parallel to, on a 

less extreme note, the idea of a relation of dependence (Caruthers, 2012) or strong in-

terconnection (Davidson, 1975) between the two.  

Secondly, I will analyse some issues regarding how language might influence 

thought. Wolff and Holmes’ (2011) taxonomy of hypothesis includes those that consider 

the influence of language on subsequent cognitive processes (“Thinking after language), 

those that take into consideration the interference between language and other cognitive 

processes (“Thinking with language”) and those that consider the cognitive preparation 

for language production and comprehension (“Thinking before language”). This taxon-

omy will be completed and extended by considering several additional issues such as 

the direction of the influence of language and thought processes, adding the possibility 

of an interplay between the two. Following Beaulac’s (2014) suggestion, it will be ar-

gued that language can actually be thought to have different roles depending on the con-

sidered cognitive process: this implies distinguishing between processes that might in-

fluence memory, attention or other cognitive mechanisms and considering the related 

theories and empirical data accordingly. Additionally, the distinction between processes 

that are enhanced by language, modified or even made possible by it will be discussed 

(Beaulac, 2014).  

Thirdly, two sets of questions regarding when language enters the picture of other 

cognitive processes will be analysed. On the one hand, it is possible to discuss the influ-

ence of language on thought as far as ontogenesis is concerned, arguing for its role dur-

ing development, acquisition, or later attunement (Borghi and Binkofsky, 2014). On the 

other, some theories focus more on the role that the faculty of language has in phyloge-

netic development of certain cognitive abilities (Penn, Holyoke, Povinelli, 2008), which 

is also relevant for several theories of mental representation and language.  

Along with the investigation of the different theoretical possibilities, examples of rel-

evant empirical studies available in the literature will be provided and framed in the 

presented picture. I will argue that, given the available studies, several answers can al-

ready be given to the aforementioned questions. For colour words, for instance, results 

show that memory and recognition processes (Winawer et al. 2007, Lucy and Shweder 

1979) interact in a significant way with language processing and language use, exploit-

ing language-specific categorisations and taxonomies. At the same time, it is possible to 

report evidence that language has an essential role in shaping colour categorisation dur-

ing development (Roberson et al, 2004). This is consistent with the idea of language as 

not only meddling with other cognitive processes but also, in some cases, enhancing 

them.  Additionally, it allows to advocate its active role during the development of cog-

nitive skills. Moreover, studies related to the use of spatial reference cast light on the 

issue of the isomorphism between linguistic coding and non-linguistic representations 

(Levinson, 2005). 

Assuming that language has a role in shaping conceptualisation and enhancing it, it 

is possible to incorporate the idea in a frame-based framework. In the frame-theory 
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model, public meaning can be understood as the overlap between different individual 

representations. Consistent with the view defended in this paper, it is reasonable to as-

sume that this overlap is at least partially facilitated by language used in communication. 

For this reason, clarifying the role language has in shaping conceptualisation and cog-

nitive processes is highly beneficial for the framework. 
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Inferential and referential lexical semantic competence 

FABRIZIO CALZAVARINI 

University of Turin, Italy 

It is generally assumed that model-theoretic semantics for natural language can also 

provide an explanatory account of meaning as a cognitive phenomenon (e.g., some body 

of semantic knowledge that speakers possess, or some set of psychological processes 

underlying human semantic abilities). Such cognitivist view is the natural extension of 

the Chomskian approach to syntax, and has been endorsed in the introductory textbooks 

for both Montagovian (Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet, 2000) and Davidsonian (e.g., Le-

pore & Ludwig, 2007) formal semantics. Nevertheless, cognitivism about formal se-

mantics is controversial. Some authors have argued that the recursive components of 

model-theoretic semantics could have some empirical import in the study of the compo-

sitional aspects of semantic competence (e.g., Partee, 1980). However, model-theoreti-

cal semantics is only partially adequate to deal with the lexical aspects of human seman-

tic competence. 
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In philosophy of language, a distinction has been proposed between two aspects of 

lexical competence (Marconi, 1997). The first aspect, i.e. «inferential competence», is 

the «ability to deal with the network of semantic relations among lexical units, underly-

ing such performances as semantic inference, paraphrase, definition, retrieval of a word 

from its definition, finding a synonym, and so forth» (Marconi 1997, p.59). For instance, 

we know that a cat is an animal, we can verbally describe the differences between a cat 

and a dog, we can recover the word cat from a definition such as The animal who meows, 

and so on. In model-theoretic semantics, this aspect of lexical competence can be cap-

tured by means of meaning postulates (Carnap, 1952), i.e. universally quantified 

(bi)conditional statements that constrain the extensions of the constant that appear in the 

antecedent.  

The second aspect of lexical competence, i.e. «referential competence», concerns the 

mapping between words and objects, events and circumstances in the world. For exam-

ple, referential competence has to do with the ability of perceptually recognizing a given 

animal as a cat, or of distinguishing it from a dog, of describing somebody as running, 

and so on. Critically, referential competence is problematic for formal, model-theoretic 

semantics. No set of meaning postulates is going to capture this aspect of lexical seman-

tic competence: a speaker who knew all meaning postulates for a natural language L 

would not thereby know what sentences of L are about. For instance, to know that cats 

are mammals, that have four legs, that usually meow, is not going to enable us to recog-

nize a cat in the environment – not unless we know how to apply legs, meow, and many 

other words (Marconi, 1997). 

In principle, there is no reason to expect that inferential and referential competences 

are implemented by distinct functional subsystems in the brain. The distinction may 

simply be a classification of patterns of behaviour involved in ordinary use of the lexi-

con. However, recent research in neuropsychology and neuroscience suggests that the 

distinction might be neurally implemented, i.e., that different sub-systems with partly 

distinct neural realizations might be responsible for cognitive performances involving 

inferential and referential aspects of semantics. 

The hypothesis of different neurological underpinnings for the distinction between 

inferential and referential abilities is supported by the presence of double dissociations 

in neurological patients. Abilities supposedly underlying inferential performances, such 

as naming from definition, choice of synonyms etc., appear to be doubly dissociated 

from abilities underlying referential performances such as object and picture naming, 

choice of pictures corresponding to words, etc. Inferential abilities may be preserved 

even though referential abilities are impaired or lost (see Marconi et al. 2013 for refer-

ences). The less frequent complementary pattern (reference spared, inference impaired) 

has also been reported (e.g., Heilman et al. 1976; Kremin, 1986; Marangolo et al. 2004; 

Shuren et al. 1993).  

 In a study of competence on verb meaning of 89 brain-damaged subjects, Kemmerer 

et al. (2001) found dissociation «between tests that require referential processing, i.e., 

mapping verbs onto actions in the world, and tests that require analytic or inferential 

processing, i.e. decomposing verb meanings into their component semantic features». 

These findings were confirmed and extended in Kemmerer et al.(2012), a study of 226 

brain-damaged subjects including the subjects of the 2001 study.  
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While these neuropsychological studies suggest a functional and anatomic dissocia-

tion of inferential and referential abilities, more direct support comes a set of neuroim-

aging experiments (fMRI) comparing inferential (naming to definition, word matching) 

and referential (naming, word to picture matching) tasks (Emerton et al. 2014; Ham-

berger et al. 2014; Marconi et al., 2013; Tomaszewki et al. 2005). These studies indicate 

that partially different brain areas are involved in the two kinds of processing, though 

they all activate an extensive set of areas in both hemispheres corresponding to the so 

called “common semantic network” (Binder et al. 2009). On the one hand, referential 

processing selectively engages some brain areas of the right hemisphere, especially the 

right fusiform gyrus. On the other hand, the recruitment of some left hemispheric brain 

regions, namely the left anterior temporal lobe and the posterior middle temporal gyrus, 

appears to be specifically required by inferential processing. This «inferential brain net-

work» does not seem to be responsible for referential processing. 

If further investigated, the cognitive reality of the inferential/referential distinction 

might have impact for both philosophy and neuroscience of semantics. As regards the 

philosophy of semantics, the cognitive reality of the inferential/referential distinction 

might shed new light on the perennial dispute between inferentialist semantics (e.g., 

(Brandom, 1994; Dummett, 1991) and referential (truth-conditional) semantics (e.g., 

(Davidson, 1967; Wittgenstein, 1922). As regards neuroscience of semantics, these find-

ings might shed new light on the functional architecture of lexical semantic competence, 

i.e. competence about word meaning, in both normal and pathological population. Fi-

nally, it might have clinical impact for surgical temporal lobe epilepsy evaluation. Stim-

ulation-based cortical language mapping is often necessary in patients with intractable 

epilepsy who are candidates for surgical resection within the language dominant hemi-

sphere (Hamberger 2015). This cortical mapping aims to identify crucial language brain 

regions that must be saved from resection. Until recently, the cortical mapping provided 

for the exclusive use of a referential task (picture naming). However, Hamberger and 

colleagues suggested the additional use of an inferential task (naming to definition) dur-

ing the mapping, under the assumption that inferential and referential tasks are under-

pinned by different regions of the left hemisphere (M. J. Hamberger et al., 2001; 2007). 

The empirical evidence described above might strengthen this empirical assumption, 

supporting the clinical significance of the joint use of inferential and referential tasks in 

pre-surgical epilepsy procedures. 
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Investigating sound symbolism in French via explicit and  

implicit experiments 
DE CAROLIS L., MARSICO E. & COUPE C. 

(Laboratoire DDL – CNRS – Université Lumière Lyon 2) 

De Saussure’s arbitrariness of the linguistic sign is a corner stone of modern linguistic 

theories. However this principle is not fully verified, as onomatopoeias, idiophones and 

phonasthemes exemplify the possibility of motivated sound to meaning relationships 

(see Schmidtke, Conrad & Jacobs, 2014 for a review) in languages. Moreover, several 
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experimental studies, using judgment or associative tasks, revealed that these associa-

tions between some sensorial properties and phonetic cues can be activated during lan-

guage processing. The most famous result is the well-known “bouba / kiki” effect. When 

presented with two shapes (one spiky and one curvy) and two pseudo-words “bouba” 

and “kiki” (or ‘maluma’ and ‘takete’ in the original experiment of Köhler, 1929; 1947), 

subjects massively associate “bouba” with the curvy shape and “kiki” with the spiky one 

(Ramachandran & Hubbard, 2001). These studies showed that sound symbolism is at-

tested across different cultures and languages (Davis, 1961; Bremner, et al. 2013; Berlin, 

1994; Nuckolls, 1999, Nobile, 2015) and is active as early as in 4-months-olds (Maurer, 

Pathman & Mondloch, 2006; Spector & Maurer, 2013; Ozturk, Krehm & Vouloumanos, 

2013). All this points towards a mechanism rooted in the brain structure (i.e. cross-

modal associations, see Roskies, 1999 and Spence, 2011 for reviews). 

Most of these experiments use very explicit protocols and hence may reflect some 

meta-cognitive strategies. Westbury (2005) stands out as a counterexample testing 

sound symbolism implicitly. Subjects had to perform a lexical decision task between 

words and pseudo-words that were presented in either curvy or spiky frames. Results 

showed that, for pseudo-words, the co-occurrence of plosives (e.g., ‘p’, ‘t’, ‘k’) and 

spiky frame, as well as co-occurrence of sonorants (i.e., ‘l’, ‘m’, ‘n’) and curvy frame, 

generated shorter response times than ‘incongruent’ pairs (i.e., plosives in a curvy frame 

or sonorants in a spiky one). These results are in favor of an interaction between visual 

and phonological features, and a pre-semantic effect that may involve multi-modal brain 

areas. This supports the idea that these symbolic associations have a neurological reality, 

as Köhler (1929; 1947) or Ramachandran & Hubbard (2001) assumed. 

We investigated sound symbolism in French, with an implicit and ecological protocol 

in order to avoid meta-cognitive strategies and maybe to shed light on rooted mecha-

nisms. 

We conducted two studies using pictures of animals in order to have an ecological 

material. The first one followed the ‘bouba-kiki’ protocol: two pictures and two pseudo-

words were presented and participants had to associate one of the two pictures with one 

of the two pseudo-words (2*2 protocol). We manipulated several parameters in order to 

contrast several semantic/physical features (size, dangerousness, repulsion and zoolog-

ical class - i.e., fishes vs birds) with several phonetic ones (voicing, place of articulation, 

manner, height, frontness and rounding). We found few significant associations, like for 

example, little animals and voiceless consonants, or dangerous animals and back conso-

nants. Although significant, these effects remain nonetheless much weaker than what 

previous (explicit) experiments yielded with no ecological material. 

We then conducted a second study differing on one major point: instead of two, only 

one pseudo-word was presented and has to be associated with one of the two presented 

animals (2*1 protocol). This change was made in order to obtain faster (more spontane-

ous) responses that could reflect more low level processes. However, this experiment 

yielded no result (except for the repulsion contrast, this was also a weak effect). One 

possible cause for this absence of results maybe the (2*1) protocol as participants did 

not hear the full phonetic contrast we were testing. 

Finally, we conducted a much simpler and explicit experiment in order to evaluate 

the role of the (2*1) protocol and the (maybe too rich) ecological material in the lack of 

results. Using only paper-and-pencil and no images, participants had to decide whether 
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a given pseudo-word was rather depicting a ‘big animal’ or a ‘small animal’, a ‘danger-

ous animal’ or a ‘harmless animal’ etc. This task revealed several significant and strong 

effects, partially replicating results from the literature. 

In parallel, and completely abandoning ecological material, we implemented West-

bury’s (2005) protocol in French. As some authors argued that the “bouba kiki effect” 

was solely driven by orthography (Cuskley, Simner and Kirby, 2015) we added the font 

of the writing as another variable. We also controlled for several other parameters like 

the number of neighbors, the words frequencies (or frequencies of neighbors in the case 

of pseudo-words), the number of letters and phonemes, etc. Unfortunately, we were not 

able to replicate Westbury’s results. 

Although failing to reproduce most well-known cases of sound symbolism found in 

the literature, our studies questioned interesting aspects of its underlying nature. Why 

implicit protocols seem less prone to reveal sound symbolism? Why ecological pictures 

fail? 

Possibly, sound symbolism emerges through meta-cognitive strategies, and relies on 

linguistic and representational correspondences rather than on statistical or structural 

correspondences rooted in the brain. 
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What is in an artifact concept?  

Distinguishing between two different types of affordances 

ERICA COSENTINO 

(Ruhr University Bochum) 

It is relatively well-established that man-made objects (thereafter, “artifacts”) activate 

specific cognitive processes and brain regions which are distinct from those involved in 

representing living things such as animals (see for reviews Capitani et al., 2003; Devlin 

et al., 2002; Thompson-Schill, 2003). According to some influential accounts of con-

ceptual knowledge, these differences are explained by the assumption that visual fea-

tures and other sensory properties are more relevant to represent living things, whereas 

information on objects’ function is more important for representations of artifacts given 

that exemplars of an artifact – chairs for example – may have different color, shape and 

size, yet still the same function (Warrington & McCarthy, 1987; Warrington & Shallice, 

1984).  

Assuming that function knowledge is the core of an artifact representation, the ques-

tion whether motor information is a necessary component of the conceptual knowledge 

of an artifact has been framed in terms of the question whether function knowledge nec-

essarily involves motor-relevant information associated to objects’ manipulation. 

Garcea and Mahon (2012) provide a clear example of this strategy. They introduce two 

opposite views on the role of motor information in the representation of artifacts, the 

Embodied Cognition Hypothesis and their hypothesis, the Grounding by Interaction Hy-

pothesis. The main disagreement between these hypotheses can be captured in the fol-

lowing claims.   

 

Grounding by Interaction Hypothesis: 

 

GIH1: “… part of the core of an artefact concept is knowledge of function (‘what 

for’) ...” (Garcea & Mahon, 2012, p. 3)  

GIH2: “… while there is significant interaction and exchange of information between 

the systems that represent manipulation, function, and visual knowledge, they are none-

theless functionally dissociable systems and motor knowledge is not constitutive of 

function knowledge” (ib., p. 3). 

 

Embodied Cognition Hypothesis: 

 

ECH1: “… conceptual processing of tools necessarily involves the retrieval or simu-

lation of motor information …” (ib, p. 2). 

ECH2: “… a necessary and intermediary step in the process of retrieving (or compu-

ting) function knowledge is simulation of the motor movements that are associated with 

using the object. In other words, motor-relevant information about how to manipulate 

objects is, in part, constitutive of function knowledge: part of what it means to know an 

object’s function … is to know how to use the object” (ib., p. 2). 
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In this paper, I will argue that ECH1 is substantially correct, while ECH2 is not neces-

sarily so. Furthermore, I will claim that GIH2 may be correct, while GIH1 is not neces-

sarily so. In doing so, I will defend an alternative account according to which motor 

information is necessarily involved in the conceptual processing of artifacts albeit is not 

necessarily constitutive of function knowledge. 

After reviewing evidence according to which function knowledge and manipulation 

knowledge are dissociable (Buxbaum & Saffran, 2002; Buxbaum et al., 2000; Negri et 

al., 2007; Magnie et al., 1999; Buxbaum et al., 1997; Sirigu, Duhamel & Poncet, 1991), 

I will ask whether the assumption that knowledge of function is the core of an artifact 

concept stands. An alternative hypothesis is that motor information associated to object 

use and manipulation can better account for the specificity of artifacts. Neuropsycho-

logical and neuroimaging results seem to be more consistent with this hypothesis. For 

example, Buxbaum and Saffran (2002) showed that apraxic patients with relative defi-

cits in knowledge of manipulable artifacts were impaired in manipulation but not func-

tion knowledge, thus supporting the contention that manipulation knowledge subserved 

by sensory-motor cortices plays a prominent role in the representations of manipulable 

artifacts.  

A relevant implication of this discussion is that the question whether or not motor 

information is constitutive of function knowledge becomes irrelevant to adjudicate be-

tween the Grounding by Interaction Hypothesis and the Embodied Cognition Hypothe-

sis. In particular, even if the Grounding by Interaction Hypothesis were right in claiming 

that function knowledge does not involve simulation over motor information, this would 

not invalidate the Embodied Cognition Hypothesis, which claims that motor information 

is part of an artifact concept. In fact, manipulation knowledge could be independent of 

function knowledge and still be a necessary component of an artifact representation. 

Finally, I suggest that the notion of affordance could be usefully applied to this debate 

to capture the distinction between function and manipulation. Following Gibson (1979, 

p. 127), the affordances of an object or an environment are “what it offers the animal, 

what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill”. Given that the information on what 

the object is used for and the information on how we use the object have been shown to 

be dissociable, a new account of affordances needs to be formulated which keep them 

separate. In order to do so, I will introduce a distinction in the domain of affordances 

between canonical affordances and ad-hoc affordances. 

Canonical affordances are affordances of a class of objects and correspond to the 

functional meaning of that class of objects (e.g., chairs are for sitting-on). Those af-

fordances are part of the mental concept of that class of objects, even though they are 

not necessarily the core of the concept. Ad-hoc affordances are affordances that a par-

ticular object has for a particular agent in a particular situation (e.g., a chair can afford 

standing-on to change a light bulb). They are independent of the functional meaning of 

objects and are associated, instead, to how we interact with objects, that is, how we use 

objects and manipulate them. On the basis of the previous discussion, I suggest that ad-

hoc affordances have to be considered part of an object mental concept and are as prom-

inent as canonical affordances. Such an interpretation fits well with a distributed model 

of the semantic system, which includes sensory and motor domains. 
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How Concepts Differ From Predicates 

JEAN-LOUIS DESSALLES 

(School of Telecom, Université Paris-Saclay – www.dessalles.fr) 

‘Concepts’ have received different and often irreconcilable definitions in disciplines 

such as linguistics, cognitive philosophy, artificial intelligence and psychology. Con-

cepts are sometimes regarded as prototypes. From this perspective, concepts are char-

acterized by gradualism (topological or metric proximity, membership convexity, typi-

calitymeasure) and iconicity (same nature as percepts), extensionality (concepts as 

fuzzy sets or regions in a given space), lack of recursive structure (i.e. the internal 

structure of concepts does not involve further concepts). For instance, P. Gärdenfors’ 

Geometry of meaning presents concepts as convex regions in perceptual spaces 

(Gärdenfors, 2014). 

On the other hand, when considered as elements in sentences or in reasoning pro-

cesses, concepts are often described as logical predicates. By nature, predicates are 

symbolic (no gradualism), non-iconic, intensional and possibly recursive (predicates 

may be defined using other predicates, as in KILL(X,Y) = CAUSE(X, DEATH(Y))). 

For instance, J. Fodor argues that concepts must be symbolic representations (what we 

call predicates here) if we want to account for compositionality and systematicity 
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(Fodor, 1998) (note that Fodor strongly refuses the recursive nature of concepts (Fodor 

et al., 1980)). When membership and extension are considered, it is only with respect 

to the 

definite ‘membership set’ corresponding to the predicate. 

Considering concepts as mental representations, should we regard them as percep-

tual prototypes or rather as symbolic entities? 

 

 
Incompatibility. We will show that the two perspectives are cognitively incompati-

ble. Generalized percepts cannot be considered as extensions (membership sets) of 

predicates, as shown historically by E. Rosch (Rosch & Mervis, 1975). Moreover, we 

lack convincing mechanisms to explain how concepts, if considered as abstracted from 

percepts, can be systematically composed. The perceptual composition ‘house’ + 

‘boat’ may produce unreliable results (this can be tested using a search engine: results 

range from a barge to a former boat converted into a dwelling or a house with a pedi-

ment reminding a sail). Mere association cannot explain systematic aspects of compo-

sition. 

The words ‘Mary sleep’ may be linked to a composite scene in which Mary is 

lying and sleeps, but we cannot exclude that no such scene would be retrieved when 

hearing ‘Anna sleep’. Systematic composition, however, requires that if 

SLEEP(MARY) can be represented, so must be SLEEP(ANNA). Fodor, in his contro-

versy with P. Smolensky, showed that systematic composition is absent from graph-

based knowledge representations in which concepts are represented by nodes in a 

graph (e.g. in traditional neural networks, even if the nodes correspond, not to single 

neurons, but to groups of neurons) (Fodor & Pylyshyn, 1988). Conversely, classical 

predicates forming a coherent compositional system cannot be linked to percepts. Con-

necting such a system to percepts would be like learning Chinese from a Chinese-Chi-

nese dictionary. This paradox is known as the symbol grounding problem (Harnad, 

1990). 

 

Non-recursivity. Following Fodor, we will show that recursive predicates cannot 

account for cognitive meaning construction: no concept definition is correct (out-

sidemmathematics1); non-circular definitions require undefined primitives, and net-

work definitions lead to holism (Fodor & Lepore, 1992). We may add two more refu-

tations (Ghadakpour, 2003): a recursive representation of meaning requires unrealistic 

omnipotence (all perceptive nuances should be represented symbolically) and monot-

ony (representation can only grow in size through composition). 
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Transience. How can we ground concepts in perception while allowing them to enter 

systematic compositions? Meaning cannot be purely perceptive (contrary to what a 

basic empiricist approach would suggest). We must stick to the distinction between 

concepts (as prototypes or elements of a geometrical space) and predicates (as sym-

bolic representations). The latter are unavoidable to account for systematic composi-

tion, argument structure and logical negation. My solution consists in (1) keeping the 

idea that words refer to perceptual representations that are help permanently in 

memory; (2) abandoning the idea that predicates would be permanent structures (Des-

salles, 2015). I will suggest that predicates are transient repre-

sentations that are constructed on the fly when meanings are 

composed. This operation is based on operations like the con-

trast operation that converts perceptual representations (e.g. 

points in a geometric space) into symbolic predicates while be-

ing sensitive to context. Thanks to contrast, a bonsai will be 

predicated as a TREE or NOT-A-TREE, depending on the con-

text, and only for a while.  

 
1 For instance, defining KILL(X ,Y) as CAUSE(X, DEATH(Y)) would wrongly apply to a judge sentencing 

someone to death penalty. 
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When 'punish severely' does not mean 'do a severe punishment' 

– modifying light verb constructions in Persian 

JENS FLEISCHHAUER & MOZHGAN NEISANI 

(Heinrich-Heine University Düsseldorf) 

The topic of the talk is the modification of light verb constructions in Persian. We pro-

pose that a deeper lexical decomposition of light verb constructions (LVCs) is required 

to account for an asymmetry in the interpretation of modification constructions. Our 

analysis is sketched within the frame-approach (based on Barsalou 1992a, b), which 

represents concepts in terms of recursive attribute-value structures. Attributes are taken 

as being strictly functional and provide a one-to-one mapping between the bearer of the 

attribute and the attribute’s value (Löbner 2014; Petersen 2007). Modifiers are analyzed 

as restricting the value of an attribute; for example expensive requires a PRICE attribute 

as part of the concept it modifies and restricts the value of PRICE to ‘high’ (excluding 

other values like ‘low’ or ‘moderate’).  

LVCs consist of a light verb and a non-verbal constituent, as exemplified by the Per-

sian example in (1).  In this case, the non-verbal constituent is the noun barxord ‘crash’, 

which in (1) is interpreted as meaning 'punishment'.  

 

(1) Bâ mojrem-in barxord mi-kon-im. 

 with criminal-PL crash IMPF-do-1PL.PRES 

 'We (will) punish the criminals.' 

 

Light verb constructions, which do take a noun as their non-verbal constituent, can 

be modified in – at least – two different ways. Either an adverbial modifies the whole 

light verb construction (2a) or only the nominal constituent is modified by an adjective 

(2b). Many adverbials are derived from adjectives such that basically the same modifier 

is used for modification constructions. This is illustrated in (2), where both sentences 

receive a different interpretation. This, so far, is not surprising as šadid is used adverbi-

ally in (a) but as an attributive modifier in (b). 

 

(2) a. Bâ mojrem-in šadidan barxord mi-kon-im. 

  with criminal-PL severly crash IMPF-do-1PL.PRES 

  'We will punish the criminals severely.'  

 b. Bâ mojrem-in barxord e šadid-i mi-kon-im. 

  with criminal-PL crash EZAFE severe-INDEF IMPF-do-1PL.PRES 

  'We (will) do a severe punishment of the criminals.' 

 

In (2a) šadidan modifies the manner of the punishing, for example in terms of inten-

sity of aggressiveness, whereas in (b) šadid modifies the severity of the punishment 

itself. INTENSITY/AGGRESSIVENESS are attributes contributed by the (probably under-

specified) manner component of the light verb kardan ‘do’. It is the intensity/aggres-

siveness of the manner of doing the punishment, which is modified in this case. In (b), 

šadid specifies the severity of the punishment and SEVERITY is an attribute contributed 

by the noun barxord and not by the light verb. This suggests that so called 'light verbs' 

contribute to the meaning of the LVC, which is in line with Karimi (1997) who claims 

that light verbs are semantically not completely vacuous. 
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With other verbs, adverbial and attributive modification result in the same interpre-

tation. This is exemplified in (3) for the LVC sedâ kardan 'produce sound'. In (3a) bo-

land ‘loudly’ is used adverbially, whereas in (b) it is used as an attributive modifier and 

modifies the nominal head of the LVC. In both sentences, boland specifies the loudness 

of the produced sound as being ‘loud’. The attribute LOUDNESS is contributed by sedâ 

‘sound’ but not by the light verb kardan, as it is the loudness of the sound and not – for 

example – a property associated with the manner of doing. Thus, there is no difference 

in the interpretation of (a/b).  

 

(3) a. Boland sedâ dâd.  

  loudly sound give.3SG.PST  

  'It/(s)he produced a loud sound.' 

 b. Sedâ ye boland-i dâd. 

  sound EZAFE loud-INDEF give.3SG.PST 

  'It/(s)he produced a loud sound.' 

            

As the examples reveal, there is an asymmetry in the interpretation of the modifica-

tion constructions between (2) and (3). In (2), the two modification constructions result 

in different interpretations, whereas in (3) they do not. The differences in the modifica-

tion of barxord kardan 'to punish' and sedâ kardan 'produce sound' is explained by the 

sources that contribute the respective attributes. In (2), the light verb as well as the nom-

inal constituent contribute an appropriate attribute which allows both modifiers to apply 

to different attributes. In (3), on the other hand, it is only the nominal constituent that 

contributes an appropriate attribute for the modifier boland. We claim that a difference 

in the interpretation of adverbiall and attributive modifiers results only if both constitu-

ents of the light verb construction contribute a suitable attribute as a target for the re-

spective modifiers. If the attribute is merely contributed by one of the constituents of the 

LVC – probably the nominal part – the different modification structures result in the 

same interpretation.  

An analysis of the data presented above requires a deeper lexical decomposition of 

LVCs and we assume that frames are a suitable way of doing this. The talk will be based 

on further examples and we are going to present a decompositional analysis of LVCs 

that catches the above mentioned constraint on the interpretation of adverbial and attrib-

utive modifiers.  
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Operationalizing the role of Context in Language Variation: 

The Progressive to Imperfective Shift in Spanish 

MARTÍN FUCHS, ASHWINI DEO & MARÍA MERCEDES PIÑANGO 

Department of Linguistics – Yale University 

Introduction. 

Consider the sentences in (1): 

 

(1) a. Juan está bailando. 

  John dance.PRS.PROG.3.SG 

  ‘John is dancing’ 

 b. Juan baila 

  John dance.PRS.IMPF.3.SG 

  ‘John dances/is dancing’ 

 

Spanish has two markers to convey the event-in-progress meaning: the unambiguous 

periphrastic marker (1a) and the Imperfective marker (1b), which is ambiguous without a 

context because it can also express habitual meanings. These markers have been claimed 

to be alternative choices to convey events-in-progress and hence to be in free variation 

(Comrie, 1976; Bertinetto, 2000). However, other descriptions of the Spanish Progressive 

do not treat them as free alternants, and argue that the Progressive form actualizes an event 

(Fernández de Castro, 1999) or enhances its duration (Roca Pons, 1958), in contrast to the 

Imperfective. 

These markers are also diachronically related. They partake in the Progressive-to-

Imperfective shift, a grammaticalization path in which a progressive marker arises to 

convey the event-in-progress meaning, whence it encroaches upon the more general im-

perfective domain (Bybee et al., 1994; Dahl 1985; Deo 2015) and gets reanalyzed as a 

general imperfective marker expressing both event-in-progress and habitual/generic 

meanings. In this change, languages evolve from having a single marker to express both 

meanings, which are disambiguated using contextual information –a context dependent 

strategy– to having two distinct markers with categorical domains of use –an explicit 

marking strategy. All the stages in between are partially context-dependent to some de-

gree. Can we characterize which properties of the context in context-dependent and par-

tially context-dependent stages help in disambiguating between event-in-progress and 

habitual/generic readings?  

We test the hypothesis that a speaker’s choice of marker to convey the event-in-pro-

gress meaning is a function of his/her awareness that the hearer has direct perceptual 

experience of the event at issue. We test this hypothesis by distinguishing between a 

“rich” context, in which the interlocutors share a high degree of perceptual experience, 

and a “poor” context, in which they do not. We predict that the acceptability of the 

general imperfective marker to convey the event-in-progress meaning will increase in 

“rich” contexts.  
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Methods. 

We assessed the acceptability of three markers (Progressive/Imperfective/and Pretérito 

as a baseline condition) to express an event-in-progress in two varieties of Spanish: Ri-

oplatense Spanish (RS, N=38) and Mexican Altiplano Spanish (MS, N=37). All 75 sub-

jects rated the acceptability of 180 context-sentence pairs on a Likert scale from 1 to 5. 

Three independent variables were crossed: 1) Context Type (Rich/Poor), encoding the 

shared perceptual experience between interlocutors, 2) the Morphological Marker 

(PROG/IMPF/PRET) and 3) the Grammatical Person (1st/2nd/3rd). An English transla-

tion of an example is given below: 

 

Context Type Marker Sentence 

‘Anna gets home from work and goes 

to her son's room to see how he is doing. 

She knocks on the door...’ 

Poor: ...but her son does not answer. 

Before she gets to open the door, her son 

tells her:’ 

Rich: ...opens it, and sees her son sit-

ting at his desk. Before she says anything, 

her son tells her:' 

PROG 

I am doing / do / did 

my homework. 
IMPF 

PRET 

 

Results. 

When conveying an event-in-progress, the Progressive marker is significantly the pre-

ferred form in both dialects (RS = 4.67 (SE = .05); MS = 4.49 (SE = .06) in comparison 

to the Imperfective (RS = 3.67 (SE = .09), MS = 3.54 (SE = .12), p < .0001. The Pretérito 

marker obtained very low ratings and functioned as a baseline ((RS = 2.62 (SE = .08), 

MS = 2.65 (SE = .08). An effect of richness of context was found in Rioplatense Spanish, 

which showed that the choice of IMPF-marker was significantly modulated by Context 

(Rich = 3.90 (SE = .11); Poor = 3.43 (SE = .08), p < .0001). MS subjects, in contrast, 

were not sensitive to the richness of the context, and rated the marker similarly across 

contexts (Rich = 3.57 (SE = .12), Poor = 3.51 (SE = .12), p = .673). 
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A Grammatical Person effect was also found. Speakers gave significantly higher rat-

ings to the IMPF-marker to express events-in-progress when the sentence was in the sec-

ond person in comparison to the first person, both in Rioplatense Spanish (2nd person = 

3.86 (SE = .08), 1stt person = 3.38 (SE = .09), p < .0001), and in Mexican Spanish (2nd 

person = 3.79 (SE = .12), 1st person = 3.26 (SE = .13), p < .0001). 

 

Discussion. 

We showed that when conveying the event-in-progress meaning, Rioplatense Span-

ish subjects show sensitivity to the degree of shared perceptual experience between 

speakers and hearers. These speakers are able to use the ambiguous, more general Im-

perfective marker when they can rely on a high degree of shared contextual information 

between speaker and hearer to disambiguate the meaning at play. They use the unam-

biguous Progressive marker otherwise. In contrast, for Mexican Spanish subjects, en-

richment of the context does not result in an increased acceptability in their use of the 

Imperfective marker for events-in-progress.  

We conclude that both varieties are in a partially context-dependent stage. The varia-

tion is not free, but the use of the Progressive marker is not yet completely obligatory to 

express an event-in-progress meaning. While Rioplatense Spanish still allows for the 

use of the Imperfective marker when the contextual information is sufficiently rich, 

Mexican Spanish appears as one step further in the categoricalization process, given its 

systematic dispreference of the use of the Imperfective marker to convey the event-in-

progress meaning. We thus understand Progressive-Imperfective variation in Spanish 

as the manifestation of sub-stages within a grammaticalization path determined by 

speaker sensitivity to independently motivated properties of the context.  

 
Bertinetto, P. M. (2000). The progressive in Romance, as compared with English. In: Östen 

Dahl (ed.), Tense and Aspect in the Languages of Europe. Berlin/New York: Mouton de 
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On the fictive reading of German steigen ‘climb, rise’ 

A frame account 

THOMAS GAMERSCHLAG & WIEBKE PETERSEN 

(Heinrich Heine University) 

Fictive motion, i.e., the figurative stative use of verbs of motion, has attracted much 

attention in cognitive linguistics as a paradigm case for how basic dynamic concepts 

are exploited metaphorically in concept formation (see e.g. Langacker 1986, Matsu-

moto 1996, Talmy 2000, Matlock 2004). In the talk, we present a case study of the fic-

tive motion reading of the German movement verb steigen ‘rise, climb’ and show how 

it can be related to the various dynamic readings of the verb in a frame account. As il-

lustrated in (1a) and (b) there are basically two literal dynamic readings: in the manner 

reading of steigen in (1a), the subject referent uses his/her legs for a movement in 

space which can be upward or downward. By contrast, the directional reading in (1b) 

does not require the use of limbs for the movement whereas the direction is restricted 

to upward movement. As shown in (1c), fictive motion steigen (henceforth steigenfm) 

is closely related to directional steigen (henceforth steigendir) in that the meaning of 

both readings is restricted to paths with an upward direction. In this regard, steigen pa-

rallels English climb whose fictive motion use is related to the ‘ascending’ reading of 

the verb and thus is only compatible with directional PPs indicating an up-going path 

(cf. Fillmore 1982, Jackendoff 1985/1990, Matsumoto 1996). 
 

(1) a. Die Ziegen stiegen aufs Dach / vom Dach (herunter). 

  the goats climbed onto.the roof  from.the roof (down) 

          ‘The goats climbed onto the roof / (down) from the roof.’ 

 b. Der Ballon stieg höher und höher / *tiefer und tiefer. 

  the balloon climbed higher and higher  deeper and deeper 

          ‘The balloon climbed higher and higher / *deeper and deeper.’ 

 c. Das Gelände steigt von 500 auf 1000 Meter / *von 1000 auf 500 Meter. 

  the terrain climbs from  onto  meter  from  onto  meter 

          ‘The terrain climbs from 500 onto 1000 meters / *1000 onto 500 meters.’ 

 

In our analysis, we contrast the different readings in terms of frames which are 

made up of recursive attribute-value structures in the sense of Barsalou (1992) and Pe-

tersen (2007). We develop a frame account of steigenfm which builds on Gamerschlag, 

Geuder & Petersen’s (2014) analysis of the dynamic readings of the verb. Starting out 

from the parallel between (1b) and (c), we will argue that the frame of steigenfm is deri-

ved from that of steigendir as sketched in (2). The left-hand figure in (2) shows the 

frame representation of steigendir in which the theme (i.e., the moving entity) and the 
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path are introduced by two attributes of the root node. Moreover, the position of the 

theme is linked to the path by the dynamic attribute trace which maps the values of the 

position-attribute to the record of its trace in the time span of the event. The restriction 

that steigendir can only refer to upward movement is captured by constraining the value 

range of the path attribute VERTICAL TRANSLATION to be greater than zero.  

 
(2) Frame representations of steigendir (left) and steigenfm (right) 

 

                                
 

The right-hand figure in (2) shows the frame representation of steigenfm. We consi-

der this frame as the result of an accommodation process which is driven by a sortal 

mismatch: since the referent of the subject in the fictive use is a stationary entity such 

as Gelände ‘terrain’ in (1c), it is normally not compatible with the frame of steigendir. 

However, one can apply metonymy as an interpretational strategy and accommodate 

the subject referent by linking it to the path as an entity that embeds the path in its 

base. Moreover, as a result of blocking the realization of the sole participant contribu-

ting the dynamic aspects of steigen, the parts of the frame of steigendir which represent 

the positional change of a moving entity are not transferred to the frame of steigenfm 

with the remaining meaning components being reduced to stative aspects. Thereby, the 

dynamic recording of the trace of the position of the theme in steigendir is replaced by 

a static embedding of the path in the spatial base of the theme in steigenfm.  

In the second half of the talk, we will show how steigenfm and the intensional use of 

steigen as in die Temperatur steigt ‘the temperature is rising’ can be related in a frame 

analysis. Building on Gamerschlag, Geuder & Petersen’s (2014) analysis of intension-

nal steigen, we will argue that the two uses derive independently from steigendir and 

that they can both be described in terms of frame restructuring driven by a sortal mis-

match. Thereby, we offer an approach to verb polysemy in which the different rea-

dings of a verb are explicitly and systematically captured by means of interrelated 

frame representations. 
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Two-Faceted Concepts: Storage and Instantiation as Different 

Stages in the Life Cycle of a Concept 

JOSÉ V. HERNÁNDEZ-CONDE 

(University of the Basque Country) 

Concepts play a key role in cognitive processes such as categorization, inference, learn-

ing, memory, decision making, problem solving, etc., being commonly identified with 

bodies of knowledge about the members of a given category. The traditional view iden-

tifies concepts with cores of knowledge stable across individuals and times (invariant-

ism) (Machery, 2009), which explains both the accumulation of knowledge by individ-

uals and the ability to communicate with other subjects. Other views argue that many 

concepts are context-dependent construals created on the fly (contextualism) (Barsalou, 

1993; Sperber and Wilson, 1995; Carston, 2002; Prinz, 2002; Malt, 2010), which ex-

plains our adaptive behavior to changing environments. 

Recently, Casasanto and Lupyan (2015) have proposed an appealing thesis: there are 

no context-independent concepts, that is, all concepts are ad hoc concepts. They argue 

that the seeming stability of concepts is merely due to commonalities across their dif-

ferent instantiations but that, in fact, there is nothing invariant in them. On their view 

concepts only exist when they are instantiated for categorizing, communicating, drawing 

inferences, etc., and those instantiations are produced on the fly from a set of contextual 

cues. 

However, after asserting that concepts are not something we have in the mind, but 

something we do with the mind, C&L focus their work on the instantiation of concepts, 
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leaving aside the issue of what cognitive structures can ground those instantiations. Nev-

ertheless, in order to accept the ad hoc cognition framework a characterization of the 

cognitive structures supporting the instantiation of concepts is demanded. The rest of 

this paper is devoted to the issue of how C&L's approach can be articulated within a 

theory on the structure of concepts, paying special attention to the question of how the 

context-dependence of every instantiated concept may be put in place. My aim will be 

to show that ad hoc cognition can be characterized by means of a prototype theory of 

concepts developed in terms of a conceptual similarity space. 

According to the prototype theory, concept membership is a function of the similarity 

between prototypes (of concepts) and the representation of objects. If objects and con-

cepts are represented within a geometric space whose dimensions are the constitutive 

properties of the relevant concepts, what we have is a dimensional model of the theory 

(also referred to as a similarity space theory of concepts), where similarity is inversely 

proportional to distances between objects and/or concepts (Gauker, 2007). 

And, although most advocates of similarity spaces identify concepts with prototypes 

or conceptual regions indistinctly (Gärdenfors, 2000), here my points are, firstly, that 

regions and prototypes are very different things and, secondly, that concepts are the 

prototypes (and not the regions). It is my view that there are two significant reasons 

which support these statements: 

1. What results from the generalization of a set of tentative examples of a given cat-

egory is a prototype, not a region. Conceptual regions only arise from the evaluation of 

the distances between all the points of the conceptual hyperspace, and the prototypes of 

the relevant concepts. 

2. The use of conceptual regions in categorization tasks is both unnecessary and in-

efficient: (A) It is unnecessary because in order to categorize an object only the locations 

of the relevant prototypes are needed. (B) It is inefficient (both in terms of memory 

and/or processing) because it compels, either to store the concept associated to every 

point, or to store all the boundaries and determine the region within which the considered 

object is situated. 

Thereafter, I will argue for the thesis that the ad hoc cognition can be developed in 

terms of a geometrical similarity space theory of concepts. In this kind of theories sim-

ilarity is inversely proportional to the distances between objects and/or the prototypes 

of concepts. Hence, the Minkowski distance between two concepts (or objects) A and B 

located within an n-dimensional space, would be given by the following expression: 
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where, Xi
[Y]  represents the value of the i-th dimension of the object or concept Y; wi 

represents the weight assigned to the contribution of the i-th dimension; and the value 

of the parameter p determines the type of metric. 

The expression above applies to the standard Minkowski distance. However, those 

distances might be weighted differently according to various criteria. For instance, the 

weight could be a function of the number of examples on which a given concept is based. 

In such a case, the distance-of-comparison dCk (O, PCk) between an object O and a con-

cept Ck, may be expressed under a multiplicatively weighted scheme: 
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Inasmuch as distances (and similarities) are a function of the parameters p, wi and uk, 

and given that the categorization of an object depends on which the relevant concepts 

are, thence at least four contextual factors may have influence on the application of con-

cepts in particular occasions: (i) what are the relevant concepts; (ii) the type of metric, 

p; (iii) the importance of the different dimensions, wi; and (iv) the weight given to each 

relevant concept, uk. 

Based on this proposal, I will distinguish two different notions of concept which may 

be identified with two distinct stages of their life cycle: 

(A) Stored concepts, or information persistently registered by our minds about the 

location of prototypes. Although the stored concept is the starting point for any instan-

tiation of it that takes place in cognitive processes such as categorization, the stored 

concept cannot determine the output of such processes by itself, given that additional 

contextual factors are involved in them. (The instantiation of a concept requires the cal-

culation of similarities between the evaluated object and the prototypes of all the con-

text-relevant concepts.) 

Therefore, stored concepts are not representations kept in long-term memory awaiting 

to be activated in working memory in function of the context. In fact ‒and against Prinz's 

proxytypes (and similar approaches), which are conceived as context-specific represen-

tations of categories stored in long-term memory, from where they are recruited in each 

particular occasion‒, my notion of stored concept cannot be identified with the repre-

sentation of a category in a certain context, but only with the mere representation of its 

associated prototype. (Indeed, in this kind of approach the representation of a category 

in a given context could only be identified with its conceptual region for that context, 

but those regions cannot be stored due to cognitive efficiency reasons.) 

(B) Instantiated concepts, which exist only as a result of cognitive processes asso-

ciated to categorizations, inferences, etc., in spite of which they are responsible for the 

external manifestation of those concepts. (In fact, the result of those processes is the 

only sort of empirical evidence we have about concepts. That is, the only evidence we 

do have about concepts, it is evidence about instantiated concepts, and not about stored 

concepts.) 

However, instantiated concepts are not the result of activating (in working memory) 

bits of information stored in long-term memory, specifically selected for each particular 

context. That is, instantiated concepts are very different from the activation of proxy-

types proposed by Prinz because, while Prinz's proxytypes seem to be stored as such in 

long-term memory and then directly moved from there to working memory when they 

are activated, instantiated concepts are not the mere activation or copy of something 

from long-term memory to working memory. The reason is that the instantiation of a 

concept C is truly constructed on the fly for each particular occasion, taking as starting 

point both stored information about C and stored information about the rest of context-

relevant concepts, together with other contextual factors (such as the kind of metric, the 

importance of dimensions, or the significance of the relevant concepts). The instantiated 

concept emerges as a categorization decision at the end of the cognitive process which 

brings together all that information, and thus instantiated concepts are not something 

that exist; instead, they are something that happen. 
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The major advantage of this approach is that, even though it characterizes a strong 

version of contextualism (as it is the ad hoc cognition framework), it is likewise able to 

explain, from such a contextualist standpoint, a phenomenon typically identified with 

the invariantist perspective. On the one hand, the proposed model articulates a contex-

tualist framework compatible with the evidence against the existence of definitions (or 

conceptual cores), and thus able to provide an account for our adaptive abilities to chang-

ing environments. On the other hand, my proposal explains how, although (instantiated) 

concepts are absolutely context-dependent, (stored) concepts are the means by which 

new information about concepts can be collected. 
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Values in Frames: Universals or Tropes? 

DAVID HOMMEN & GERHARD SCHURZ 

(Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf) 

Values in frames represent properties. The question of this talk is: Are these properties 

to be interpreted as universals – abstract entities which can be exemplified by multiple 

objects – or as tropes – particularized properties which uniquely pertain to the object in 

which they inhere? If the value red is a universal, it can be literally true that two different 

objects have one and the same color red. By contrast, if red is a trope, it is never literally 

true that two objects have one and the same red. At most, they have numerically different 

‘reds’ which resemble each other to a certain (perhaps even qualitatively indistinguish-

able) degree. 

A problem for universals realism seems to arise when frames are recursively speci-

fied: 

 
In this frame, scarlet is predicated not of the individual red of the object, but of the 

universal red. This seems problematic because it is wrong to assign a single shade to the 

apple COLOR red SHADE scarlet
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universal red; for two objects might share the color red but exemplify different shades 

of red. The SHADE attribute, however, can assign only one value to its argument. Trope 

theory seems to circumvent this difficulty, because in cases of different shades of red, 

the SHADE attribute has different arguments: for instance, red1 might be scarlet while 

red2 might be crimson. 

In this talk, we argue, however, that the advantages of trope theory over universals 

realism are merely apparent. In particular, we defend the following two theses: 

1) Universals realism and trope theory are both compatible with frame theory as far 

as terminal values are concerned. Terminal values are the most determinate or most 

specific properties that are instantiated by objects (e.g., determinate points in color 

space). Terminal values are not specified by further attributes, so the problem of recur-

sive specification does not arise. The determinacy of terminal values, however, does not 

imply particularity. Specific properties might be tropes as well as universals of the low-

est possible degree of generality. 

2) Universals realism and trope theory face similar complications as far as non-ter-

minal values, i.e., determinable properties are concerned.  

The universals realist can construe determinables either as classes of determinate uni-

versals or as universals that are realized by determinate universals. Roughly, a universal 

P realizes a universal Q if and only if (i) anything that has P must have Q and (ii) some-

thing might have Q without having P. On the first construal, to say that an object o is 

red is to say that o instantiates some universal which is a member in the class of redness 

universals. On the second construal, to say that o is red is to say that o instantiates some 

universal that realizes redness. Either way, which determinate universal is instantiated 

by o is not determined by the class or the universal redness, but only by o itself. 

Many trope theorists construe determinables as classes of determinate tropes. Ac-

cordingly, their interpretation of frames should correspond to the interpretation of the 

class-theoretic universals realist. Other trope theorists might construe determinables as 

tropes that are realized by determinate tropes. A trope p realizes a trope q only if (i) 

anything that has a trope from the same resemblance class as p must have a trope from 

the same resemblance class as q, and (ii) something might have a trope from the same 

resemblance class as q without having a trope from the same resemblance class as p. 

This, however, does not suffice to determine p as the realizer of q, because p and q could 

inhere in different objects. Rather, p is determined as the realizer of q only when p and 

q are compresent, i.e., when they inhere in the same object. 

Hence, no matter whether they construe determinables as classes or as proper univer-

sals/tropes, both universals realists and trope theorists have to admit that attributes of 

non-terminal values are functional only relative to the context of the denotation of the 

respective frame. 
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Nominal concept types and determination in German 

CHRISTIAN HORN 

(Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul) 

The goal of this talk is to present the method and the results of a corpus-linguistic inves-

tigation of a central component of the Theory of Concept Types and Determination 

(CTD, Löbner 2011). Löbner distinguishes four basic nominal concept types on the basis 

of two binary properties, i.e. inherent relationality [±R] and inherent uniqueness [±U]. 

The four noun types represent combinations of the values of these properties: sortal 

nouns (flower, sand) are [–R, –U], relational nouns (sister, leg) [+R, –U], functional 

nouns (father, president) [+R, +U], and individual nouns (sun, God) [–R, +U]. As a 

reflex of their inherent referential properties, each of the four concept types is considered 

congruent with certain modes of determination (e.g. [+R] nouns are considered congru-

ent with plural use, [–U] nouns with indefinite use). Incongruent uses lead to type shifts 

(in the sense of Partee 1986) of the particular concept (see Ortmann 2015 for a typolog-

ical analysis of Germanic and Mayan languages within the CTD framework). Based on 

the predisposition for certain congruent uses, Löbner expects that functional and rela-

tional nouns occur more frequently in possessive use than [–R] nouns. Likewise, indi-

vidual and functional nouns are expected to be used more often in definite use that [–U] 

nouns. These claims can be tested on the basis of a corpus study. 

In my talk, I present an investigation of this prediction carried out on a contemporary 

corpus of German. German provides a rich inventory of relevant grammatical markers 

(e.g. definite and indefinite article, quantifiers; prenominal and postnominal genitive) 

which make it an appropriate language for the analysis. Recent similar studies (Horn & 

Kimm 2014, Horn 2015) were conducted on a very restricted choice of texts. The corpus 

for the investigation presented here is set up along the lines of the British National Cor-

pus with texts of different sorts (except spoken language) and comprises about 200,000 

words, including 50,000 noun tokens. Methodologically, the investigation is carried out 

by manual annotation which makes it necessary to keep the corpus size restricted. All 

identified noun tokens in the corpus are classified by three German native speakers on 

the basis of a fine-grained, carefully tested annotation procedure. In a nutshell, the over-

all procedure is to first collect the noun tokens in the corpus and assign them a concept 

type, then annotate the particular uses with respect to definiteness and possession, and 

to finally conduct a statistical evaluation.  

In detail, the guidelines consist of the following five components: In the first compo-

nent, nouns which are part of idiomatic expressions (Aus die Maus! ‘over and done’), 

expressions with a fixed meaning (blaues Auge ‘black eye’), proper names and complex 

proper names (Berliner Mauer ‘Berlin Wall’) are identified. Nouns in such uses may 

have undergone meaning shifts and type shifts and, thus, they need to be filtered out. 

For the remaining noun tokens, the goal of the second component is to assign appropriate 

paraphrases for the given word sense by consulting a dictionary (for this, the online 

rescource of the German standard dictionary ‘Duden Universalwörterbuch’ was em-

ployed). This allows to subsequently conduct the semantic investigation solely on the 

basis of the paraphrase, independently of the original use. The annotator decides whether 

one of the listed paraphrases in the dictionary fits the given sense. If so, the noun enters 

the second component. The goal of the third component is to classify the collected word 

senses as mass or count. This is a necessary prerequisite for the following annotation 
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pathway since mass concepts and count concepts require e.g. different tests of inherent 

uniqueness. For the mass-count test, the noun is presented with the selected paraphrase 

only. Based on this paraphrase, the annotator assesses syntactic combinations (e.g., with 

etwas 'some' as in etwas Blut 'some blood') as acceptable or not; partly the assessments 

are performed on a five-step scale in order to distinguish between clear and problematic 

cases. The goal of the fourth component is to assign a concept type to each of the iden-

tified word senses. For that, the annotators are presented with a test battery (including a 

pragmatic test of relationality) which distinguishes between [+R] vs. [–R] and [+U] vs. 

[–U], individually. The goal of the last step consists in the annotation of the particular 

modes of determination in the corpus which allows for a calculation of congruent and 

incongruent uses. 

In the first part of the paper, I outline the guidelines for the manual annotation of the 

nominal concept types in the German corpus. In the second part, I present the results of 

the statistical evaluation, discuss interesting cases where the annotators showed disa-

greement, and draw consequences for the underlying assumptions of CTD. 
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The effects of ultrasonic vocalization on prosocial behavior: im-

plications for conceptual representations of social partners 

ANTON ILANGO, SANDER VAN GURP, MIREILLE VAN BERKEL, SANDRA SCHÄBLE, 

MARIJN VAN WINGERDEN AND TOBIAS KALENSCHER  

(Comparative Psychology, Institute of Experimental Psychology, Heinrich-Heine 

University of Düsseldorf, Düsseldorf, Germany) 

Actions that lead to benefit to others are called prosocial behavior. Cross species studies 

revealed that apart from humans prosocial behavior exists in other species like rats. Rats 

could express prosocial behavior by preferring to take decisions associated with mutual 

reward for itself and its partner. Rats emit 50-kHz ultrasonic vocalization (USVs) during 

appetitive contexts; these USVs are assumed to communicate positive, affective attrib-

utes between rats. This social contact calls serves as a social approach behavior in the 
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recipient and are accompanied by a short lasting dopamine release in the nucleus ac-

cumbens, a brain region involved in motivation and reinforcement learning (Wöhr and 

Schwarting 2007; Wilhuhn et al., 2014). To understand the role of 50-kHz USVs in 

orchestrating rodent social behavior, we trained pairs of rats, an actor and a partner rat, 

in a prosocial choice task in a double T maze apparatus. Actors could move into one of 

two maze compartments, yielding rewards to the actor. In addition to the own-reward, 

choosing one compartment was associated with 50kHz ultrasonic vocalization playback 

+ reward for the partner rat, choosing the other compartment led to white noise playback 

+ an identical reward for the partner rat. We hypothesize that rats’ preferences are mod-

ulated by USV playback. Furthermore, we propose that, Frame theory (Barsalou, 1992) 

provides the conceptual tools to describe and understand the conceptual processes un-

derlying the rats’ prosocial behavior. 
 

Barsalou, LW. 1992. Frames, concepts, and conceptual fields. In Lehrer, A., & Kittay E.F., 

(eds.), Frames, Fields, and Contrasts: New Essays in Semantic and Lexical Organization, 

21–74. Hillsdale: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 

Willuhn I, Tose A, Wanat MJ, Hart AS, Hollon NG, Phillips PE, Schwarting RK, Wöhr M. 

2014. Phasic dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens in response to pro-social 50 kHz 

ultrasonic vocalizations in rats. J Neurosci. 34:10616–10623. 

Wöhr M, Schwarting RK. 2007. Ultrasonic communication in rats: can playback of 50-kHz 

calls induce approach behavior? PLoS One. 2:e1365 

 

 

Marked morphosyntactic constructions: a cross-linguistic study 

of the constraints and triggers 

ANJA LATROUITE & KATALIN BALOGH 

(Heinrich Heine Universität Düsseldorf) 

Information packaging considerations are often at the heart of marked morphosyntactic 

choices, i.e. selection of a marked syntactic construction (dislocation, cleft, fronting) 

signals a certain informational-structural organization that is only felicitous if it is li-

censed by the given local Common Ground (CG), i.e. by the knowledge shared between 

interlocutors at a given point of the discourse. Languages differ in how far morphosyn-

tactic structure is influenced by information structure and CG-considerations, as the ex-

amples in (1) show. A rigid SVO-language like English may, and for the most part will, 

show the basic default word order (1a), regardless of whether or not a participant (like 

Madge in (1)) is newly mentioned or not. The discourse-configurational language Hun-

garian (É. Kiss, 1995), and the non-configurational language Tagalog (Kroeger, 1993), 

however, reflect information-structural considerations like these on the morphosyntactic 

level. Both languages show verb-initial word order (with non-bare NP arguments) in the 

unmarked case, but will resort to marked syntactic constructions to mark ‘newness’ of 

an element. In (1b) we see that in the Hungarian translation of the given English sen-

tence, speakers recur to a focus construction with the Actor subject in preverbal focus 

position forcing the bare noun object into a postverbal position, while Tagalog resorts 

to an equational inversion construction with the focal, and therefore preverbally realized, 

Actor being followed by a nominalized verb (1c). 
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(1) Context: When we finish our business at the market, we go to the back door of the 

mayor’s house to sell half the strawberries, knowing he has a particular fondness for 

them. (Collins 2008) 

a. The mayor’s daughter, Madge, opens the door. 

b. Madge, a  polgármester  lánya      nyit   ajtót.  

  Madge the mayor   daughter.3SG-POSS opens  door.ACC 

c. Ang anak ng   Alkalde  na  si   Madge ang nag-bukas ng pinto. 

  NOM child GEN  mayor    LK  NOM Magde NOM AV.RLS-open GEN door 

(unmarked word order (1b): Ajtót nyit Madge, a polgármester lánya.) 

(unmarked word order (1c): Nagbukas ng pinto ang anak ng Alkalde na si Madge.) 

Note that within the given context, the Actor argument and her action with respect to 

the prementioned Undergoer argument door, i.e. the opening activity, is newly men-

tioned information. Still, the ‘newness’ of the two parts of the utterance is of a different 

quality. In information theoretic terms the event of someone opening the door does not 

come as a surprise, but is expected in the given context. Firstly, it is the main purpose 

of a door to be opened and closed, and secondly, in the context of a house selling situa-

tion doors are expected to be opened. The main new and informative bit is thus the newly 

introduced Actor in the propositions in (1), justifying that it is only this element that 

receives special morphosyntactic treatment. Note furthermore that the Actor is also at 

issue with respect to the salient current Question Under Discussion (cf. Roberts, 2012; 

Velleman and Beaver, 2015) Does the mayor open the door (and buy the strawberries)?, 

and is not the expected Actor (i.e. not the mayor, but a relative of whose existence the 

reader was not aware). The focal element in (1) therefore fulfills different criteria – 

newness in the sense of not being mentioned, entailed or evoked, at-issueness and con-

trast to another element – all of which have been suggested in the past for slightly dif-

ferent notions of focus (cf. Krifka and Musan, 2012) and all of which need to be modeled 

in a comprehensive approach to the CG-syntax interface. Drawing on our corpus data 

we will show that the above criteria are not equally relevant for the mentioned construc-

tions in the languages under investigation. Note that in (2), in contrast to Tagalog, the 

already introduced participant Prim is chosen as focus in Hungarian (2b) and not the 

new information, i.e. the name of the cat (2c). The Hungarian focus construction thus 

seems to also be used to reintroduce discourse topics and start new discourse seg-

ments/trees.  

(2) Context: Sitting at Prim’s knees, guarding her, is the world’s ugliest cat. Mashed-in nose, 

half of one ear missing, eyes the color of rotting squash. 

a.  Prim named him Buttercup. 

b. Prim nevezte el Kökörcsinnek. 

Prim named PRT buttercup.DAT 

c. “Buttercup” ang ipinangalan sa kanya ni Prim. 

Buttercup NOM given.as.name DAT  him GEN Prim. 

The data show the similarities and differences between the languages and the need for a 

more fine-grained representation model so that distinctions like ‘new, but expected’ and 

‘new and not expected’ can be captured. In order to model the different kinds of 

givenness/newness as well as the updating and activation of local CG content, we will 
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use frame semantic representations in the spirit of Barsalou (1992), Löbner (2011), Pe-

tersen (2007). Activation and at-issueness can easily be modeled in a frame, but the latte 

needs to be derived from a discourse-structural representation (cf. Riester, 2015), which 

is helpful in order to discover and track those elements of the utterances that are under 

discussion in a given context. Without such a model the notions of aboutness topic and 

discourse topic, both of which can be shown to be morphosyntactically relevant for Hun-

garian and Tagalog cannot be satsifactorily captured 
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Towards an Account of Rich Situated Semantic Content 

KRISTINA LIEFKE 

(Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich) 

Abstract. This paper proposes a novel account of natural language meaning according 

to which the meaning of linguistic expressions varies – in content, and in richness of 

content – with the informational situation of the cognitive agent interpreting the expres-

sions. The account is motivated by its ability to solve a number of problems for propo-

sitions which have recently resurfaced in the philosophy of language (esp. the cognitive 

accessibility problem and the substitution problem) and to identify the right level of 

granularity for the content of propositional attitudes. It is inspired by the idea from cog-

nitive science and artificial intelligence that cognition is always strictly tied to the situ-

ational context of the cognition. In reference to the name of the latter approach, i.e. 

situated cognition, we call our account rich situated semantics.  

1. Introduction. The same utterance of a (non-indexical) sentence has a different mean-

ing to different interpreting agents. This is due to the fact that different agents have 
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different information about the sentence’s subject matter, which is used in the utter-

ance’s agent-specific interpretation: Depending on the agent’s background knowl-edge, 

the sentence Punxsutawney Phil is a groundhog will be interpreted as an informationally 

rich proposition (e.g. as a proposition which contains the information that The inhabitant 

of Gobbler’s Knob is a groundhog/that Punxsutawney Phil is a woodchuck) or as an 

informationally poorer proposition which does not contain this additional information.  

Most theories of semantic content restrict the meaning of sentential utterances to the 

utterances’ update content (here: to the information that the referent of the name Punx-

sutawney Phil is a groundhog) and delegate all other available information about the 

sentence’s subject matter to areas like pragmatics or psychology. However, Moltmann 

(2014) has observed that they thus underspecify the content of propositional attitudes. 

As a result, these theories cannot explain how agents grasp the semantic content of ut-

terances, or why an epistemic inference is valid for some epistemic agents, but invalid 

for others. The disregard of agents’ information about a sentence’s subject matter further 

conflicts with the mental/environmental embeddedness of linguistic understanding 

which has been observed in situated cognition (see Clancey, 1997; Robbins and Aydede, 

2009). 

Our paper presents a novel account of semantic content, called rich situated seman-

tics, which solves the above problems by varying the meaning of expressions – in con-

tent, and in richness of content – with the informational situation of the agent interpret-

ing the expressions.  

2. Rich Situated Interpretations. Our account analyzes the semantic content of sen-

tential utterances as a function from agents’ informational situations to semantically rich 

propositions that contain the utterance’s update content together with the agent’s infor-

mation about the utterance’s subject matter. Informational situations are information-

ally incomplete (spatio-temporal) parts of possible worlds that are obtained from world-

parts by reducing the information about their individual inhabitants to the ag- ent’s sali-

ent information about these inhabitants. Semantically rich propositions are non-decom-

posable objects with stricter identity-conditions than sets of possible worlds (see Thom-

ason, 1980; Pollard, 2015) that contain complex information.  

We call the value of the interpretation of (1b) at an informational situation σ the in-

terpretation-at-σ of (1b) (in (2)). Let σ be a situation in which it is only the case that 

Phil is a groundhog and that Kit walks. The interpretation-at-σ of (1b) is then a seman-

tically rich proposition that contains the information that Phil is a groundhog and that 

he is a woodchuck.  
  

(1) a. Phil is a groundhog. b.  Phil is a woodchuck. 
 

(2)  [[Phil is a woodchuck]](σ) 
 

Notably, (1b) will also have this interpretation at a situation σ’, containing σ, in which 

it is further the case that Phil is a woodchuck. Since the update content of (1b) is now 

already included in the agent’s information about Phil, the interpretation-at-σ’ of (1b) 

will be identical to the interpretation-at-σ’ of (1a) (cf. (3)). This is not the case for the 

interpretation of (1b) at σ.  
 

(3)  [[Phil is a groundhog]](σ’) ⇔ [[Phil is a woodchuck]](σ’) 
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3. Rich Situated Attitudes. The consideration of the interpreting agent’s information 

enables us to solve the cognitive accessiblity and the substitution problem from (Molt-

mann, 2013; 2014) and (Prior, 1971). The agent-relative interpretation of utterances fur-

ther explains why an epistemic inference is valid for some agents, but invalid for others: 

To avoid predicting agents’ logical omniscience, many theories of formal semantics 

assume hyperfine-grained meanings that have stricter identity-conditions than sets of 

possible worlds. These theories thus distinguish the semantic content of intensionally 

equivalent sentences like (1a) and (1b). However, hyperfine meanings block some intu-

itively valid inferences like (4), whose validity stems from the agent’s awareness of the 

sentences’ equivalence. 
 

(4) Noa knows that Phil is a groundhog.  T 

 Phil is a groundhog. ⇔ Phil is a woodchuck.    

 Noa knows that Phil is a woodchuck. T 
 

Rich situated semantics solves this problem by varying the granularity of semantic 

content with the informational situation of each cognitive agent. In particular, since this 

semantics identifies the interpretations of (1a) and (1b) at the informational situation σ’ 

of an agent (here: Noa) who knows both (1a) and (1b) (cf. (3)) and distinguishes them 

at the informational situation σ of an agent (here: Kit) who only knows one of these 

propositions, the groundhog expert will reason with fewer propositions than the ground-

hog layman. This explains the intuitive validity of the inference from (5) and the intui-

tive invalidity of the inference from (6). 
 

(5) Noa knows that Phil is a groundhog.  T 

 [[Phil is a groundhog]](σ’) ⇔ [[Phil is a woodchuck]](σ’)     

 Noa knows that Phil is a woodchuck. T 
 

(6) Kit knows that Phil is a groundhog.  T 

 [[Phil is a groundhog]](σ) ⇔ [[Phil is a woodchuck]](σ)  

 Kit knows that Phil is a woodchuck. F 
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Epistemic and context-dependence of mental content in Stal-

naker’s causal-pragmatic account of belief 

MARIA MATUSZKIEWICZ 

(Warsaw University) 

In my paper I will focus on Robert Stalnaker’s causal-pragmatic account of mental con-

tent (Stalnaker: 1984, 1999, 2008). I will argue that this account cannot adequately rep-

resent the epistemic situation of the cognitive system, especially that it does not offer a 

good explanation of the cognitive system’s actions. In the first part of my paper I will 

briefly summarize the three main components of the account: the causal aspect of belief, 

the pragmatic aspect of belief, and the possible-world account of mental content. I will 

also present the biggest philosophical gains that Stalnaker’s account promises to offer: 

(i) it gives a naturalistic account of cognitive states as states which can be explained in 

terms of the system’s interactions with its environment; (ii) it does not require any com-

mitments concerning the way in which mental content is internally represented. 

In the critical part of my paper, I will focus on the notion of content that the theory 

proposes. Given that content is represented as a set of possible worlds the key question 

is, how is the relevant set of possible worlds which represent content picked out? Ac-

cording to Stalnaker it is the causal factor that uniquely fixes the content of belief states 

(Stalnaker, 1984). According to the causal account of content which Stalnaker accepts 

we characterize content in terms of “being of such-and-such object,” which is causally 

responsible for our belief. I want to argue that if it were the case, our beliefs would be 

too underspecified to explain our actions. The causal factor so understood determines 

which objects our beliefs are of, but not how we conceive of these objects. And how we 

think of objects in the world around us is crucial for accounting for our actions. I will 

provide some examples to show that even though we may be thinking of the same ob-

jects, the way we think about them is important for the cognitive value of our thoughts.   

Despite the fact that Stalnaker claims a clear-cut division of labor between the prag-

matic and causal aspect of belief (the latter fixes the context, the former makes a partic-

ular state the propositional attitude that it is: a belief, a desire, etc.), he admits that it is 

a task of the theorist who ascribes content to narrow down the possibilities which ade-

quately represent the cognitive system’s beliefs. The theorist does it by inferring the 

cognitive system’s beliefs from his actions (including verbal behavior). Stalnaker claims 

that to have a belief with a certain content is to “distinguish between alternative possi-

bilities,” where “distinguishing” is construed non-intentionally in terms of behavioral 

dispositions. It is this formulation of the theory which stresses the connection between 

the content of the agent’s beliefs, his epistemic situation, and his behavior. It suggests 

that it is not only the causal aspect, but also the pragmatic aspect which is relevant for 

the determination of content. On this interpretation the set of possible worlds which 

represent the agent beliefs is limited by the cognitive interests of the theorist who attrib-

utes beliefs to the agent.  

One might still be concerned that on this interpretation the theory does not explain 

naturalistically how it is that our thoughts have the content that they do. The content the 

theorist ascribes might explain the actions, but it is more specified than it could be in 

terms of a simple causal relation. I will claim that the gap between the informational 

content of the belief state (fixed by the simple causal relation) and the content that the 

theorist ascribes to the agent to explain his behavior might be closed if we allow that our 
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concepts of object are not only determined by what they are of, but also reflect the way 

and context in which we acquired them. 

In order to model the content of our beliefs we need to introduce a notion of concepts, 

which not only are of objects, but which also reflect the subjective ways of thinking of 

these objects. These concepts are not only characterized by what they are of, but also by 

different contexts and different ways in which we receive information, which account 

for their subjective character. This solution makes objective knowledge of facts situated 

knowledge.  

 
Stalnaker, Robert C. (1984) Inquiry. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press. 

Stalnaker, Robert C. (1999) Context and Content. Essays on Intentionality in Speech and 

Thought. Oxford: Oxford University Press. 

Stalnaker, Robert C. (2008) Our Knowledge of the Internal World. Oxford: Oxford University 

Press. 

 

 

Siouan instrumental prefixes:  

Lexical decomposition and frame modeling 

RAINER OSSWALD & ROBERT D. VAN VALIN, JR. 

(Heinrich-Heine-Universität Düsseldorf) 

A distinctive property of the verbal system of Siouan languages is the use of so-called 

instrumental prefixes in the formation of transitive causative verbs. Lakhota, for in-

stance, has the prefixes ka- ‘by striking’, na- ‘with the foot’, pa- ‘by pressure, by press-

ing with the hands’, wa- ‘by cutting’, wo- ‘by impact started from a distance’, ya- ‘with 

the mouth or the teeth’, yu- ‘with the hands, by pulling’, and na- ‘by inner force’ (Boas 

& Deloria 1941, Ullrich 2011). Many transitive verbs are derived by combining such 

prefixes with a stative root expressing the state or condition of an entity. Examples of 

the stative roots in Lakhota to which the prefixes can be added are -ksa ‘to be separated, 

severed’, -bleča ‘to be broken into particles (as something brittle), scattered’, and -ȟlóka 

‘to have a hole’. The resulting transitive causative verbs for -ksa are illustrated in (1) 

(Ullrich 2011:795f). 

 

(1) ka-ksá   ‘to cut off something by striking (as with an axe)’; literally ‘to cause 

         something to be severed/separated by striking (as with an axe)’ 

 na-ksá ‘to break something off with the foot’ 

 pa-ksá ‘to break something off by pushing with the hands or by pressure’ 

 wa-ksá  ‘to cut something off with a knife or saw’ 

 wo-ksá  ‘to break something off by impact (as by punching, shooting, hitting 

          with a vehicle)’ 

 ya-ksá  ‘to bite something off’ 

 yu-ksá  ‘to break something off by pulling with the hands, to cut something off 

          with scissors’ 

 

In English, these forms are variously translated by means of particle verbs such as break 

off, cut off or bite off, reflecting the result state (off), the process of separation (break) or 
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different causing actions (cut, bite). In Lakhota, on the other hand, each of the morpho-

logically complex verbs in (1) reflects rather directly their compositional meaning: an 

action associated with a particular instrument or manner (the prefix) causes (expressed 

by the combination of the prefix and root) an entity to come to be in a particular state or 

condition (stative root). 

It has been argued since at least the 1980’s that this phenomenon, among others, pro-

vides strong motivation for representing verb meaning by means of lexical decomposi-

tion, and it is difficult to see how an atomic representation simply in terms of thematic 

relations could capture these properties, e.g. waksá ⟨Agent Patient⟩. The decomposi-

tional representations have tended to be derivative of the system proposed in Dowty 

(1979), as in e.g. (2b), which is couched in terms of the notation of Van Valin (2005). 

 
(2) a.  Wičháša kiŋ ožáŋžaŋglepi kiŋ wo-bléče. 

            man        the window         the WO-shattered 

          ‘The man shattered the window [by throwing something through it or 

            shooting it].’ 

  b. [do′ (man, [affect.from.distance′ (man, window)])] CAUSE  

        [INGR shattered′ (window)] 

 

While this kind of representation captures the essence of the forms in (1), namely that 

there is a causing activity of a certain manner or instrument which brings about a change 

of state in an entity, it is clearly not satisfactory as a representation of the semantic con-

tribution of the instrumental prefixes. 

In order to develop a more detailed representation, it is revealing to note that the 

application of the instrumental prefixes is not limited to deriving causative change of 

state verbs of the type discussed so far. In fact, the prefixes can also be attached to man-

ner of motion verbs and to locative verbs and adverbs, among others. For example, when 

attached to the manner of motion verb -slohaŋ ‘creep, crawl’, they yield verbs like pa-

slóhaŋ ‘to push something along’ and yu-slóhaŋ ‘to drag or draw along, tow’. Attaching 

the prefixes to locative adverbs such as mahél ‘inside’ or ȟéyab ‘away’ gives rise to 

verbal expressions like pa-/yu-mahél ‘push/pull inside’ and pa-/yu-ȟéyab ‘push/pull 

aside’. On the basis of these observations we can conclude that the crucial semantic 

contribution of the instrumental prefixes consists in the way or manner how force is 

applied to the undergoer by the actor. The prefix pa-, for example, expresses that the 

actor exerts force on the undergoer, typically but not necessarily by using the hands; the 

force vector is directed from the actor to the undergoer in this case. Moreover, the ap-

plication of the force can be temporally extended, as in the case of pushing (on) some-

thing continuously. The prefix wo-, by comparison, expresses an impact on the under-

goer of an object propelled by the actor from a certain distance, which may or may not 

be still under the control of the actor at the time of the impact. In the talk, we will give 

a formal analysis of the semantic contribution of the different prefixes, using the frame-

work of decompositional frame semantics (Osswald & van Valin 2014), that takes into 

account the force-dynamic patterns just sketched. 
 

Boas, F. & Deloria, E. C. (1941). Dakota Grammar. US Government Printing Office. 

Dowty, D. (1979). Word meaning and Montague Grammar. Reidel. 
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Attributes, Values, the Head and the World  

ALEX TILLAS, WIEBKE PETERSEN 

(University of Düsseldorf) 

Frames are theoretical descriptions of the way that knowledge is structured. Specifically, 

frames are recursive attribute-value structures, with a single value being assigned to a 

given attribute each time a particular object is represented. Barsalou (1992) claims that 

frames with attributes as functional relations at their core provide the universal repre-

sentation of knowledge in human cognition. Several accounts to a formalization of this 

idea have been developed (Petersen 2007, Kallmeyer & Osswald 2013, Petersen & 

Osswald 2014, Löbner 2016, amongst others). Common to these formalization ap-

proaches is that they either do not tackle the problem of the ontological status of attrib-

utes and their values at all or that they consider attributes to be mappings between ele-

ments of the universe (that is particulars in the world) without problematizing the exist-

ence and status of the elements. For example, within the proposed formalisms no prin-

cipal distinction is made between the values of part attributes (e.g., ‘nose’), role attrib-

utes (e.g., ‘producer’) and quality attributes (e.g., ‘color). 

In our presentation we discuss the ontological nature of attribute, values and frames 

and their referential properties on the background of the traditional problem of univer-

sals. Universals are a class of mind-independent entities. They are the generalizations in 

virtue of which different particulars resemble each other. For instance, a red ball and a 

red apple are similar, in being both red, in virtue of sharing a universal of redness or the 

quality of ‘being red’. The issue of whether universals exist and whether they are nec-

essary for accounting for the relations of qualitative similarity and resemblance between 

particulars has been at the center of philosophical debates for more than two millennia. 

There are three main strands in this debate. Realism, the view that endorses universals; 

Nominalists who reject universals and argue that the relations at stake do not have to be 

explained by appealing to universals; and Conceptualists who purport that similarity 

amongst particulars is explained in terms of general concepts, which exist only in our 

minds (and not in the world). Most recently, Trope Nominalists introduced the notion of 

‘tropes’ or single property instances. That is, even though any given object would have 

several properties, tropes ‘isolate’ (a) single properties/(-y). In this sense, tropes are sin-

gular, while objects are construed as bundles of tropes.  

Without committing to any of the above views, we use the debate of universals as a 

background setting against which we offer our analysis of the ontological status of 

frames. Our target is to assess the implications of existence or non-existence of univer-

sals for frame theory (FT), and for the way frames (and concepts) are formed and de-

velop. Specifically, we are interested in exploring what frames are representations of, 

and how they could represent particulars or universals. Additionally, we look into how 

frames are formed and how they develop – an aspect of FT that is yet underdeveloped. 
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Without such an explanation FT simply represents snapshots of our conceptual content 

at various points in our cognitive life, while it ignores how this knowledge entered our 

minds and how it changes over time in light of our experiences (conceptual development 

and change). 

We assume that concepts, and in turn frames, are formed on the basis of experiences 

with instances of a given kind. We further assume that the similarity of two individuals 

is perceived by a low-level mechanism. Given our focus on perceptual experiences, we 

account for the general representational powers of concepts and frames in terms of an 

abstraction model based on ideas developed in (Tillas 2014) that is driven by bottom-up 

perceptual salience as well as by top-down effects from stored representations.  We will 

sketch a frame model that may account for concept acquisition, individuation and rep-

resentation. It is based on equivalence relations which are grounded in the relation ob-

tained by perceived similarities between objects in the world. The corresponding equiv-

alence classes (ECs) account for the problem of reference to the world. This account 

does not depend on the idea of any mind-independent universals, but implies some sort 

of (trope) nominalism. In this sense, we show that a given concept, and ultimately a 

given frame, refers to all members of a given category and rather not to a universal form. 

In our talk, we will emphasize that despite being theoretical constructs, frames are 

grounded in concepts, associations between concepts and representations, and ulti-

mately activation patterns occurring between neuronal ensembles at the lower compu-

tational level. It is one of the virtues of FT that frames do not simply acknowledge these 

representational associations but rather this is what frames are made out of. Against this 

background, we examine the relations between different attributes and values in a given 

frame, with an end of establishing their ontological status and assess the implications 

for FT. 
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chap. 1, 21–74. Hillsdale, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates. 
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Towards a unified lexico-conceptual analysis for real-time  

metonymy composition  

MARIA MERCEDES PIÑANGO  

(Yale University) 

Introduction. “Figurative language” expressions such as Reference transfer (RT) “The 

ham sandwich in the corner wants more coffee” and Lexical producer-for-product Me-

tonymy (PP) “Everyone reads Walt Whitman in college” present an interesting challenge 

for the modeling of the language-conceptual structure interface: on the one hand, RT 

and PP both demand an association of an implicit/intended entity triggered by an explicit 

entity: ham sandwichexplicit must invoke the person-who-ordered-the-ham-sandwichim-

plicit (RT). Walt-Whitman-the-personexplicit triggers Walt-Whitman’s-writings implicit (PP). 

On the other hand the means by which these respective associations are made are taken 

to be different from each other: RT is said to index an association of an individual to a 

situation (the ordering of a ham sandwich by a customer) whereas PP indexes an asso-

ciation from an individual to an entity (the writings) (e.g., Nunberg,1979/1995, Jackend-

off, 1997). Recent processing evidence shows a potentially converging pattern: com-

prehension of both kinds of metonymy trigger an N400 effect, but only reference trans-

fer triggers in addition a late positivity. Altogether this pattern has been taken to suggest 

that reference transfer makes extra-conceptual demands during comprehension requir-

ing the creation of a more specific, richer conceptual context (Schumacher, 2011, 

2013a/b, Weiland et al., 2014 Piñango et al., 2016). Here we propose a model of meton-

ymy composition that characterizes these contextual differences in terms of underspec-

ification of contextual cues thus allowing both metonymic processes to stem from the 

same conceptual compositional principles. In doing so the model sheds light on the na-

ture of the organizing principles of conceptual structure at play during real-time mean-

ing composition. 

Model: 1) the conceptual system is structured along a finite set of organizing princi-

ples within semantic memory space. The units of composition are situations 

(Events/States). The memory unit for these situations, how they are perceived and 

stored, is the episode (e.g. Tulving, 2002; Binder & Desai, 2011). 2) These Situation-

Episodes are stored and computed as points in a multidimensional space organized along 

two axes, Connectedness and Control asymmetry. It is out of this space that participant 

roles are construed. 3) Whereas connectedness refers to the degree of functional relation 

between two participants going from coincidental (simple location) to non-coincidental 

(part-whole relation) (e.g., Jackendoff, 1983,1990; Pinker, 1987); control refers to the 

degree of asymmetric affectedness between participants: from zero affectedness asym-

metry (e.g., nonfunctional physical adjacency) to maximal affectedness asymmetry 

(e.g., creation-ownership: a writer and his book or functional-ownership: a customer 

and his order). Analysis: Both RT and PP, demand reference to a situation (of owner-

ship and of creation respectively) with high asymmetric control and high non-coinci-

dental connectedness: “Ham Sandwich wants..” means [The x that ordered a HS] 

wants.. and “read Whitman” means read [The x that Whitman wrote]. In both cases the 

explicit participant cannot bear the intended semantic role (‘want-er’, ‘read-ee’). So in 

both cases a shift in perspective is required from the affected to the affecting participant 
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(ham sandwich to customer) or from affecting to affected (Whitman to Whitman’s prod-

uct). However, only in the PP the situation that supports the shift in perspective can be 

construed through the licensing predicate e.g., “read”, in RT the intended participant is 

not inducible from any predetermined predicate in the sentence, rather the situation has 

to be construed from contextual inference by the comprehender. This situation construal 

production is present in both RT/PP but it is more cognitively taxing in RT due to the 

lower cue-validity of the other word meanings in the utterance; hence the extended pro-

cessing cost. 

 

Conclusions. 1) Metonymy is analyzed as perspective shift in the conceptual struc-

ture of an utterance triggered by a conceptual incongruence between a predicate and an 

explicit participant. 2) The incongruence introduces a situation containing relations of 

control asymmetry and connectedness connecting the explicit and intended (implicit) 

entities in the utterance’s conceptual representation. 3) Introduction of the situation re-

sults in the processing cost observed. The RT vs. PP time-course differences observed 

result from differences in predictability of the invoked situation (PP>RT). 4) From a 

conceptual structure perspective, differences across metonymic interpretations and be-

tween “literal/figurative” uses are thus of degree. The less lexicalized and convention-

alized the situation required, the less predictable and therefore the more “figurative” the 

use. 
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Image-Schematic Vantage Construction:  

Categorizing Conflict Participants 

SERHIY POTAPENKO 

(Nizhyn University) 

The hierarchy of cognitive structures underlying categorization procedures is unraveled 

by the vantage theory, a little known model of categorization which was applied to ex-

plaining color distinctions (MacLaury, 2002). This approach poses that a category is 

composed by an analogy to space-time coordinates which a person processes as fixed 

landmarks and motion between them (MacLaury, 2002). Consequently, a category con-

sists of three coordinates: the focus which in case of colors is determined according to 

the Munsell chart; the dominant vantage with a strong similarity to the focus on the 

analogy to the immobility of space; the recessive vantage with a difference from the 

focus on the analogy to the mobility of time (MacLaury, 2002). The theory stipulates 

that vantage construction is a multi-tiered procedure with the dominant and recessive 

vantages entering figure-ground relations at one level with the preceding levels remem-

bered as a presupposition (MacLaury, 2002).  

However, the application of the vantage theory to the reconstruction of categories 

other than color requires replacing the Munsell chart with a universal method of focus 

differentiation. This gap can be filled in by image schemas, i.e. recurring, dynamic pat-

terns of our perceptual interactions and motor programs (Johnson, 1987). These struc-

tures constitute the basis of the image schematic vantage construction procedure which 

reveals how the focal features encoded by an image schema are intensified or deinten-

sified in the course of category construction throughout vantages which split into sub-

vantages and steps.  

This presentation exemplifies the procedure of image schematic vantage construction 

by reconstructing the category of CONFLICT PARTICIPANTS as it is encoded by the 

naming units in the BBC online news stories (http://www.bbc.com/news).  

The focus of the category is represented by the COUNTERFORCE image schema 

generalizing an experience of two force centers colliding face-to-face (Johnson, 1987). 

The intensification / deintensification of the focal force features results into differenti-

ating participant at four main levels: existential as people unconscious of counteraction; 

intentional as humans conscious of counteraction; instrumental with individuals using 

special means to counteract the opponents; cumulative, combining features of the pre-

ceding levels. 

The first – existential – level involving the PEOPLE category relates COUNTER-

FORCE participants to two recessive subvantages bordering on the adjacent categories: 

intensified quantitative reflecting an increase in the number of participants (tens of thou-

sands of people) approaching the PROTESTER category and deintensified qualitative, 

representing harmed humans (five people were injured), being close to the DEAD cate-

gory. 

At the second – intentional – level the PEOPLE category serves as the ground for the 

figure represented by non-equipped participants differentiated according to two van-

tages – dominant, characteristic of protesters with a force sufficient to counteract the 

opponents, and two recessives: deintensified and intensified. The deintensified sub-

vantage reveals the loss of force features in two steps: that of motion, pertaining to de-

monstrators, and that of immobility, characteristic of supporters nearing the PEOPLE 
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category. The intensified subvantage captures an increase in force features, characteris-

tic of activists close to the categories of POLITICIANS and ARMED PARTICIPANTS.  

At the third – instrumental – level the unarmed participants serve as the ground for 

the figure represented by those armed with a varying degree of force captured by the 

dominant and recessive vantages. The intensification of the force features within the 

dominant vantage is rendered in three steps: they distinguish participants possessing 

weapons (armed men), using them (gunmen), and increasing in number (militants). The 

recessive vantage splits into deintensified and intensified subvantages. The deintensifed 

one – close to the PEOPLE category – indicates a loss of force features by armed par-

ticipants in two steps: quantitative, reflected by the noun personnel (all Ukrainian ser-

vice personnel), and qualitative, rendered by the unit servicemen (withdraw servicemen). 

The intensified recessive subvantage reflects an increase in force features characteristic 

of rebels and militants bordering on the SEPARATISTS category, on the one hand, and 

forces and troops overlapping with the STATE category, on the other hand. 

At the fourth – cumulative – level the vantages of unarmed and armed participants 

form the ground for the figure representing SEPARATISTS being strong enough to dis-

rupt the superordinate STATE category: the combinability of the noun separatists re-

veals that they try both to destroy the existing state and to create a new one. 

To conclude, the image-schematic vantage construction reveals a hierarchical struc-

ture of categories within which vantages inherit the features from the preceding levels 

with the focus represented by image schemas while the subvantages render an increase 

/ decrease in focal features distinguished in separate steps. As for the conflict partici-

pants, their differences result from the fluctuations in the force features coded by the 

COUNTERFORCE image schema at the separate levels, sublevels and steps of vantage 

construction. 

 
Johnson, M. (1987). The Body in the Mind. The Bodily Basis of Meaning, Imagination, and 

Reason. Chicago: Chicago University Press.  

MacLaury, R. (2002). Introducing vantage theory. Language Sciences 24 (4), 493-536.  

 
 

How Do People Reason about Difficult Decisions? 

KEVIN REUTER & MICHAEL MESSERLI 

(University of Bern) 

Rational reasoning can be difficult. Imagine you are confronted with a choice between 

having a career as an artist and having a career as a lawyer. In these hard choices, you 

are faced with two options neither of which seems better, worse, or equally good (at 

least to many agents), i.e. the options do not seem to allow for comparison.  

According to the philosophical consensus, such cases can be shown to violate transi-

tivity (Boot, 2007; Hsieh, 2005). In order to show how transitivity fails in hard choices, 

we will consider the small-improvement argument. It is based upon the idea that in hard 

choices an option which is marginally improved is better than the original one but not 

better than the alternative option, e.g.: 

 

(1) A career as a lawyer is neither better nor worse than a career as an artist.  

(2) A career as a lawyer plus two additional holidays is neither better nor worse than  
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a career as an artist.  

(3) A career as a lawyer plus two additional holidays is better than a career as a  

lawyer. 

 

Anyone who endorses statements (1) - (3) reasons intransitively, because if transitiv-

ity were to hold, we could infer the negation of (3) from both (1) and (2).  

We can also conclude from the three premises that in hard choices one option is nei-

ther better, nor worse, nor equally good than the other, which is commonly interpreted 

as incomparability (Raz, 1986). However, others have resisted such an interpretation 

and instead suggested to conceive of options as roughly comparable (Parfit, 1986) or on 

par (Chang, 2002).  

While we agree that hard choices are particularly fascinating cases that raise im-

portant questions for intransitivity, incomparability and rationality, the existing litera-

ture is devoid of empirical data supporting the views of the philosophical consensus. 

More specifically, the debate has failed to address three important questions: 

 

(a) Are hard choices real-world dilemmas, i.e. do we really distinguish hard from 

easy cases? 

(b) Do people indeed reason intransitively in hard choices? 

(c) Can we provide empirical evidence for or against the idea that two options are 

incomparable in hard cases of comparison? 

 

In order to investigate these claims empirically, we randomly assigned participants to 

an easy or to a hard choice. While the hard choice consisted of lawyer versus artist, the 

easy scenario asked people to decide between law careers at two equally appealing law 

firms. We predicted that a majority of participants who considered a career as a lawyer 

to be neither better nor worse than a career as an artist (1), would also not prefer any of 

two options when a small incentive was added (2). In contrast, in the easy choice, the 

same incentive should convince people to prefer a career at one law firm over the other. 

The percentages of the response are presented in Figure 1 and confirm both predictions.  

χ2=58.61, p=0.002, one-tailed. 
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Figure 1:  Percentage of people’s responses in both the easy and hard case. 84.8% (N=78) consider a marginally im-

proved version better than the second option, whereas only 21.4% (N=9) of participants do so in the hard case. 

Second, we tested whether in hard choice scenarios, people actually violated transi-

tivity. If participants rate the marginally improved option to be better than the original 

one, then this would show – in conjunction with people’s endorsement of (1) and (2) – 

a violation of transitive reasoning. The results show that 70.1% (N=32) indeed violate 

the transitivity requirement. This was significantly above chance level, χ2=15.61, 

p=0.032, one-tailed. 

Third, we make a suggestion on how to operationalize the notion of incomparability. 

More specifically, we investigated the following hypothesis: 

 

Incomparability: In hard cases of comparison, the threshold value of the incentive is 

negatively correlated with the perceived importance of the incentive.  

 

This operationalization reflects the need to explain decisions in hard choices as deci-

sions in favor of the incentive and not as decisions in favor of one of the original options. 

If a person attaches great importance to the incentive type (holidays), then a lower mag-

nitude of the incentive (e.g. number of additional holidays) is required to pass the thresh-

old – hence the negative correlation. The results of a simple linear regression revealed 

no significant correlation between additional and perceived importance of holidays (r=-

0.07; F(1,69) = 0.29, p=0.586). While we cannot conclude that no correlation exists, the 

data strongly suggests that people's perception of the importance of holidays does not 

influence the number of additional holidays needed to choose one career over the other. 

This result puts serious pressure on the idea that two options are considered incompara-

ble in hard cases of comparison. 
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Figure 2:Data points relating the importance of holidays with the threshold-value of holidays. 

This paper presents the first empirical investigation on hard choice scenarios. Our 

results reveal that hard choices present real-world dilemmas in which a significant ma-

jority of people violate transitivity. Furthermore, we provide empirical evidence that the 

options in some hard choices are not considered to be incomparable.  
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Stereotypes as 

extreme values: a game theoretical analysis 

ROBERT VAN ROOIJ 

 (Institute for Logic, Language and Computation (ILLC), Amsterdam) 

Standard linguistic theories in the tradition of formal semantics predicts that (for a 

simple fragment) any function from individuals to truth values is a property that can be 

denoted by a property denoting expression. It is obvious, however, that in any lan-

guage only a tiny fragment of all these functions are, in fact, denoted by simple words 

or constructions. This gives rise to the following questions: (i) can we characterize the 

properties that are denoted by simple expressions in natural language(s), and, if so, (ii) 

can we give a pragmatic and/or evolutionary explanation of this characterization?  

To answer question (i), Bickerton (1981) hypothesizes that `simple' expressions can 

only denote connected, or convex, regions of cognitive space, and hypothesizes that 

the preference for convex properties is an innate property of our brains. Unfortunately, 

when we think of properties as in standard denotational semantics, it is impossible to 

distinguish properties that have, from properties that don't have such `structural fea-

tures'.  Partly for reasons like this both linguists and philosophers (e.g. Gardenfors, 

2000) proposed alternative, and richer, frameworks to represent meanings and sug-

gested that they can be used to distinguish `natural' from `unnatural' properties. A 

prominent idea found in those proposals is to assume that meaning spaces have some 
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additional structure, i.e., an a priori given coordinate structure.  'Natural' properties 

can now be characterized as those subsets of the meaning space which form convex re-

gions of this meaning space. A partition of the meaning space into convex regions with 

centre points for each of the regions is known as a Voronoi Tesselation. Gardenfors 

thinks of the region itself as the descriptive meaning of the property denoting expres-

sion, while the centre point is thought of as its  prototype.  

As for the second question, it is shown in Jaeger (2007) and Jaeger & van Rooij 

(2007) that Voronoi Tesselations can be derived as equilibria of signaling games using 

an Eucledian meaning space with utility function based on a notion of similarity.  On 

flat distributions of the points in the meaning spaces, these prototopes will always be 

in the center of their descriptive meanings. Although this captures an important intui-

tion, it also misses something, and it might even be wrong for simple predicates like 

color and polar adjectives: the prototype (or stereotype, if you want) of being white is 

being very white, but that is not what is coming out. It is also predicted that adjectives 

like ''tall'' and prepositional phrases like “above the table'' give rise not only to convex 

meanings, but also to prototypes. Although the former result is appropriate (cf. Zwarts, 

1997), the latter result is in conflict with what is standardly assumed in linguistics (e.g. 

Kamp & Partee (1995)).  

In this talk we give an alternative evolutionary game theoretical motivation for the 

prominence of convex meanings, but one that (i) doesn't make use of utility functions 

based on a notion of similarity, and (ii) gives rise to prototypes (or stereotypes) that are 

extreme rather than central points in the descriptive meaning of the property denoting 

expression (adjective). The results are somewhat similar to the outcomes of the games 

set up by Nowak & Krakauer (1999) to provide game theoretical motivations for the 

fact that the vowels of languages are as perceptually distinct as possible. The method 

of deriving this 'maximal distinctiveness' result, however, is very different, and it also 

doesn't require the extremely strong stochastic evolutionary stability concept implicitly 

used by the above authors. 

 
German Particles an, auf and ab in the domains of Perceptual 

Space and of Properties. Cognitive and Formal Semantics 

ANTJE ROSSDEUTSCHER & SYLVIA SPRINGORUM 

(Institute of Natural Language Processing, University of Stuttgart) 

The paper reports on a joint investigation into a compositional theory of the meaning of 

particle verbs using methods of Cognitive Semantics and Formal Semantics in 

exchange. The two parties share the conviction (i) that a particle construction is well 

formed if verbal kernel and particle combine in a conceptually coherent manner;  

(ii) that the meaning of the complex predicate results from the meanings of particle 

and verbal root. While the Cognitive Semantics party uses representation methods that 

rely on insight into semiotic rules and give the directional particles a representation by 

means of images such as directed arrows (in the spirit of Lindner (1983),  

Gärdenfors (2014), i.a.), the Formal Semantics party figures out the contribution of 

verbal kernel and directional element relying on formal representation such as  path-

structures and other scale-structures in the tradition of algebraic semantics (e.g. Krifka 

(1998), Beavers (2009)f., Zwarts (2005), i.a.)  
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The case study is about the contribution of the three particles in context of change of 

location descriptions (i.e. in the spatial domain) on the one hand, and in deadjectival 

verbs (i.e. in the domain of properties) on the other. Following assumptions of Cognitive 

Semantics the three particles are concepts that are universal among domains and 

semantic classes. One aim of the paper is to give this conviction substance relying on 

methodological principles from both disciplines. As for Cognitive Semantics we rely on 

psycholinguistic experiments of the selection of images by test persons to 'fit' the 

meanings of the particle verbs best: auf - upwards arrows, an - horizontal arrows, ab - 

downwards arrows. (See Springorum, S. Aiming at particles with arrows, this volume.) 

As for Formal Semantics we compose the meaning of the particle verbs from the 

meaning of their roots at the Syntax-Semantic-Interface: Functional heads introduce 

ontological 'building blooks' of meaning: verbalizer - events; voice - (proto)-agents; 

P(reposition) and p(article) - states; P(reposition) - spatial regions;  Path - spatial paths; 

a(adjective) - properties;  n - entities; scale - (non-spatial) scales. 

  

The particles in Primary Perceptual Space. For reasons of space we characterise the 

contribution of the particles almost refraining from motivations:  

(i) auf (up) contributes increase of height in the direction counter gravity.  auf (up) is 

a force-dynamic concept; it naturally contributes a maximum of height of the theme's 

change of location, e.g. Wasser schoss auf ('water leaped up').  

(ii) an (at) contributes increase of proximity. There is no force dynamic effect: change 

of location typically is in the horizontal. Contact, e.g. in application description is the 

limit of increase; the direction an in motion descriptions like anrollen (approach) is 

proto-typically in alignment with forward movements of creatures toward a point in the 

horizon of perception. 

(iii) ab (down) contributes decrease in height without force-dynamic impact. 

 

The particles in the property domain. As a compositional theory of change of location 

descriptions at the syntax-semantic-interface from their roots is available in our earlier 

publications, we will focus here on the particle's contribution in the property domain. 

Lexical theories of de-adjectival verbs (c.f. Kennedy & Levin (2008) 

Pedersen (2015), i.a.) derive the meaning of the verbal construction, in particular 

Aktionsart properties, from the scale properties of the 'adjectival core', (cf. Table 1). 

(German ADJs (italics) are added accordingly, telling apart the relative ADJs into those 

with positive and with negative degrees (underlined)). Leaving differences aside, it is 

shared wisdom that the Aktionsart properties are a matter of lexically provided maximal 

and/or minimal values of the scale (total and partial ADJs) on the one hand, or only 

contextually provided 'standard values of comparison' to provide maxima on the scale 

(relative ADJs). Simple verbs are telic, when they are derived from the former and atelic 

when they are derived from the latter. 
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total partial  relative 

dry, straight, empty, ... 
trocken (dry), heil (healthy) 
sauber (clean), leer (empty) 

wet, blurry, dirty, ... 

feucht (humid), schmutzig 
(dirty), ... 

wide, tall, strong,... 
heiß (hot), warm (warm), stark 
(strong), hell (bright),  
 kühl (cool), schwach (weak), 
dunkel (dark), kurz (short),... 

   

                      Table 1. Taxonomy of Adjectives (cf. Pedersen (2015)) 

 

Table 2 exemplifies the grammatical vs. ungrammatical combinations of scalar read-

ings of the particle for the classes in Table 1. 

einen Patienten (a patient)  
*aufheilen, 
*anheilen,  
*abheilen,  
(from heil (healthy)) ..., 

ein Handtuch (a towel) *aufschmutzen, 
(o.k.) anschmutzen, 
*abschmutzen,   
(from schmutzig ( dirty)) ..., 
 

eine Suppe (a soup)  
(o.k.) aufwärmen,  
(o.k.) anwärmen, 
*abwärmen, 
 (from warm (warm)) ..., 
*aufkühlen 
*ankühlen 
(o.k.) abkühlen 
      (from kühl (cool)) ..., 

 

                        Table 2: Formation restrictions 
 

Hypotheses: The contributions of the particles and prefixes  

(i) auf (up) selects adjectival cores without minima or maxima; it introduces a require-

ment for a context dependent standard value of comparison as a maximum and asserts 

that this standard value is met in the result of the event.  

(ii) an selects adjectival cores without maximal values on the scale; its  

requirement is like auf's, but the assertion is that the reached value  is below that stand-

ard of comparison. 

 (iii) ab (down) combines with adjectival cores with negative degrees. 

 

Consequences (among others):   
(i) The hypotheses predict that both, an- and auf-verbs are telic, because the values on 

the scales have an upper bound --- while the simple de-adjectival verbs (e.g. wärmen)  

(to warm), heizen (to heat) aren't --- leaving  conventionalised meanings aside.  ab-

verbs are predicted to have atelic readings, just like the simple DAs.  
 

Beavers, J. (2009). Multiple incremental themes and figure/path relations. In Friedman, T. & 

Italo, S. (eds.) Proceedings of SALT XVIII, pp. 90-107. Cornell University. 

Gärdenfors, P. (2014). Geometry of Meaning. MIT Press. 
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Language Variation as a Gateway into Lexico-Semantic  

Structure: The Case of Copula Processing  

across Spanish Varieties  

SARA SÁNCHEZ-ALONSO, ASHWINI DEO & MARÍA MERCEDES PIÑANGO 

(Yale University) 

Background: Spanish has two copulas ser and estar (translated as English “be”). Estar 

entered the language from Latin as a locative copula in the 12th century, gradually being 

used in contexts in which only ser had been previously used (Vañó-Cerdá, 1982; Gutiér-

rez, 1992; Batllori et al., 2009; Roca & Batllori, 2012). This process of encroachment 

continues in Modern Spanish, particularly with respect to individual-level adjectival 

predicates (ILPs) (1).  The acceptability of estar with ILPs, however, varies across Span-

ish varieties when the sentence is presented in isolation (Roldán, 1974; Clements, 1988; 

Escandell-Vidal & Leonetti, 2002; Cortés-Torres, 2004; Díaz-Campos & Geeslin, 

2011). For example, (1) is not a felicitous use of estar in Iberian Spanish (Gumiel et al., 

2015), but it is acceptable in Mexican Spanish (Bessett, 2012). 

(1)  La casa está grande.      ‘The house estar big.’ 

Previous work (Deo et al., 2016) has analyzed the distinction between the two copu-

las in terms of an additional presuppositional component. Specifically, estar presup-

poses that the embedded predication holds contingently at utterance time. Estar li-

censing contexts are thus those that allow the predication to be construed as contingent 

by making accessible alternative situations at which the predication may be false. For 

example, the acceptability of estar in (1) improves when it is presented in a context 

such as (2), in which the prior beliefs about the standard size of houses in the area 

make accessible contrasting alternatives in which the property of being big may not 

apply to the house. 

(2) Context: My friend’s house is surprisingly bigger than any other in the area. 

      ¡La casa está grande!     ‘The house estar big!’ 

Proposal: The higher informative value of estar (which leads to greater context-de-

pendence) allows speakers to extend its use to predications in which it may not be dia-

chronically observed.  In the context of ILP predications, if speakers are presented 

with contingency-supporting contexts, they are expected to accept [estar+ILP] sen-

tences more easily than in the absence of such explicit support.  The variability across 

Spanish varieties in accepting [estar+ILP] sentences is rooted in individual speakers’ 

willingness to assume presupposition-satisfaction in the absence of an explicit context.  

Hypothesis: The acceptability/real-time processing of [estar+ILP] should be sensi-

tive to contextual modulation. Prediction: Higher acceptability ratings (Studies 1-3) 

and faster reading times (Study 4) for [estar+ILP] when the context allows the proposi-

tion to be construed as contingent (contingency-supporting context, SC vs. neutral con-

text, NC).  
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Materials (2x2 Design) (sentences are presented in English for brevity): 

         Two contexts                                         +            Sentence with ser or estar 

SC: We were surprised with Mondrago beach.  There are many palm trees, the wa-

ter SER/ESTAR blue and it has a 

quiet sea. 

NC: Mondrago beach has all the qualities of 

the ideal beach.  

Studies 1-3: Questionnaires (Iberian Spanish: n=40, Mexican Spanish: n=37, Ar-

gentinian Spanish: n=38; 150sents). Participants were presented with pairs of sen-

tences (context + test sentence).  

Results. Scores were significantly higher for [SC+ESTAR] vis-à-vis [NC+ESTAR] 

(p<.001). [NC+SER] sentences were rated higher than [SC+SER] (p<.001), indicating 

a preference for estar when SC contexts were provided. In Mexican Spanish, estar is 

less dependent (vs. Iberian/Argentinian) on alternative contrasting situations being ex-

plicitly provided by the context.  

Study 4: Self-paced reading (SPR) (Iberian Spanish: n=61, Mexican Spanish: on-

going; 180sents). Participants were presented with pairs of sentences following the de-

sign in Studies 1-3. Reading times (RTs) were recorded for each displayed segment.  

Results. RTs were significantly higher for estar sentences when preceded by NC 

contexts (p<.001). No significant differences were found for ser (Fig.1). Gender differ-

ences: Interaction between context-type and gender; women were faster than men at 

processing sentences preceded by SC contexts in comparison to NC contexts (p=.02). 

Conclusions. 1) estar sentences are significantly more acceptable (questionnaire) 

and less costly to process (SPR study) when they are preceded by SC contexts. This 

difference can be explained by the accommodation of estar’s presupposition that the 

predication is contingent, which is easily satisfied by SC contexts. This finding under-

scores the centrality of contingency-supporting contexts in determining the acceptabil-

ity of [estar+ILPs] and, ultimately, the expansion of estar onto the domain of use of 

ser. We conclude that Mexican Spanish appears diachronically ahead in the pattern of 

distribution and thus relies less on contextual cues for the acceptability of [es-

tar+ILPs]. 2) The context modulation of ser in the questionnaire is interpreted in terms 

of the division of pragmatic labor between the two copulas (Horn, 1984). 3) Women 

and men are differentially attuned to the contextual requirements of the two copulas. 

We relate this latter finding to differences in accessing of contextual information. This 

“non-linguistic” ability has been independently associated to distinct styles of cogni-

tive-processing: preferential attunement to “global context” (women) and “local con-

text” (men) (Kramer et al., 1996; Yu, 2010). We conclude that copula variation is a 

manifestation of the diachronic pattern of encroachment, which is rooted in real-time 

processing asymmetries across speakers. Overall, the data shows how the presupposi-

tional content of a lexical item, in this case estar’s potential to establish a contingency-

based relation, is used to extend its domain of use. 
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How Mental Models Guide the Activity of Sketching 

STEFAN SCHNEIDER & KAI-UWE KÜHNBERGER 

(Institute of Cognitive Science, University of Osnabrück, Germany) 

While recognition of objects and pictures seemingly goes with ease, drawing an object 

– that is, to depict properties or perspectives of it – requires conscious effort. This holds 

even more in the case where no external model is copied, but the respective object has 

to be imagined. What mental processes guide this sketching activity? Two components 

seem to be essential: a) to be able to mentally represent and manipulate objects, b) strat-

egies for depicting imagined objects in 2D sketches. 

In an earlier think-aloud study (Schneider, 2015) we found that subjects in mental 

imagery tasks on-the-fly construct the specific detail that they intend to render them-

selves clear about. The results support the hypothesis that what commonly are called 

“mental images” are no pictorial representations, but are better thought of as “schemes” 

to generate such images – e.g. for the preparation to actually draw. Mental imagery is 

not about "seeing" what is already there, but about the anticipation of what has to be 

constructed next. 

In this conceptual contribution we want to extend this hypothesis to the activity of 

sketching. We assume that if sketching is not about mere formalized symbols (e.g. let-

ters, emoticons, and the like), the skilled hand has to be continuously guided by the 

mental activity of assembling the next stroke. We argue that the mental activity of 

sketching is 

a) mediated by a thick layer of cognitive structures well learned during child-

hood, as shown in developmental studies (cf. Machón, 2013). The totality of 

such structures with respect to a given object we here call a “mental model”; 

b) that only very little of the structures that constitute a mental model are con-

sciously represented at any given time. Mental models are no rigid depictions, 

but allow on-the-fly assembly of perspectives and subtleties resulting in ever 

new sketches. 

Different types of sketches, e.g. children’s scribbles, masterful drawings, and more 

formal depictions, suggest to be based on different underlying processes. A. Machón, in 

his brilliant and extensive investigation of children's drawings (Machón, 2013), puts an 

emphasis on the huge variety of scribbles and their classification. The first scribbles are 

based on motoric patterns restricted by anatomic constraints (e.g. arm joints). Later, 

hand-eye coordination leads to finer movements, making it clear that tracing a straight 

line on a sheet of paper is a grand achievement. Basic elements of children’s advanced 

scribbles have been classified by R. Kellogg (cf. Fig. 1). According to Machón it takes 

much longer before drawings become symbolic, depicting first characteristic move-

ments and dynamics (e.g. a turning wheel), and then shape (e.g. the roundness of a 

wheel). 

Notwithstanding the complexity of the acquired sketching abilities of children it ob-

viously is still a long way to artistic mastery. Take for example one of the oldest ever 

found human drawings in the Chauvet cave in southern France (Fig. 2). The painters of 

the Chauvet cave created lively and realistic depictions of animals from their memory. 

In order to be able to do so, they must have had a long-standing practice in observing  

and in sketching. Moreover, the paintings depict animals in action – Figure 2 for exam-

ple shows two mating lions. With photography and video stills ubiquitous in our culture 
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we can hardly imagine how extraordinary it was before to see a concrete, “frozen” po-

sition of moving animals. 

But “freezing a concrete position” requires what we hypothesized before: the con-

struction of a mental model based on direct observation of the animals, and the use of 

this model to guide the sketching activity. Down in the darkness of the cave, using char-

coal, the artist drew a 2.5m line in one quick stroke (as can be reconstructed by the trace 

of the line) to depict the outline of the bigger lion. 

 

Figure 4: “Two black lions”.  Aurignacian culture, 45 000 to 35 000 years ago. Source: http://www.bradshawfounda-
tion.com/chauvet/chauvet_cave_art.php 

Figure 3: A classification of already quite advanced 
scribbles. From: R. Kellogg (1969). 
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In this conceptual contribution we will discuss underlying processes based on further 

examples and put these into a theoretical perspective, relating to Barsalou’s work on 

grounded and situated conceptualizations (Barsalou, 2016). We propose that the psy-

chology of sketching has to account for the activity guided by mental models, and that 

research on a fine-grained temporal scale during sketching activity is needed. We will 

elaborate on our micro-genetic approach in (1) and present an adaptation of think-aloud 

verbalization to parallel recordings of pencil traces during sketching activity. 
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Influence of manner adverbs on action verb processing  

JAN SIEKSMEYER, ANNE KLEPP, VALENTINA NICCOLAI, ALFONS SCHNITZLER & 

KATJA BIERMANN-RUBEN  

(Institute of Clinical Neuroscience and Medical Psychology, Medical Faculty,  

Heinrich-Heine-University Duesseldorf, Germany) 

Grounded cognition theories propose that processing of action-related language could 

rely on sensorimotor areas (Barsalou, 2008). On the behavioral level, previous research 

reported priming effects when the response effector matches the implied effector of an 

action verb (Andres et al., 2015; de Vega, Moreno & Castillo, 2013; Klepp et al., in 

preparation). A rarely investigated phenomenon, however, is a possible modulation of 

these priming effects. Specific semantic features might influence verb-motor priming, 

e.g. when combining verbs with manner adverbs as in the current study. 

Previously, we designed a priming paradigm in which German verbs of different cat-

egories (hand, foot and non-body verbs) were followed by a visual cue indicating re-

sponse execution with the right hand or foot. In one experiment a secondary semantic 

decision was required, i.e. participants should react to the visual cue following concrete 

verbs and refrain from responding after non-body verbs. Here, a priming effect was vis-

ible in effector matching verb-response conditions. This was expressed in faster hand 

responses following hand verbs compared with foot verbs and vice versa for foot re-

sponses (Arnzen, Bachelor thesis, 2014). In another experiment, participants just read 

the verbs but reacted to a visual cue, thus not forcing deep semantic processing of the 

verbal stimuli. Here, a priming effect only emerged for hand responses following verbs 

with high body-part specific movement (like "to run"; Sieksmeyer, Bachelor thesis, 

2014; Klepp et al., in preparation).  

Interestingly, high movement as well as high prototypicality decreased overall reac-

tion times. This indicates that these verbal features may facilitate conceptual access or 

response preparation. 
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To extend the findings regarding our established priming paradigm we introduced 

German manner adverbs to study their effect on action verb processing. In Experiment 

1, a German adverb was visually presented for 400 ms. Then an action verb appeared 

while the adverb remained on screen. The adverb was pseudorandomly chosen out of a 

set of 4 adverbs intensifying the action ("upregulating", e.g. strongly) and 4 adverbs 

attenuating the action ("downregulating", e.g. calmly). The verb was pseudorandomly 

selected from a set of 36 German verbs (12 hand verbs, e.g. to box, 12 foot verbs, e.g. 

to kick and 12 non-body verbs, e.g. to dream). Subjects had to react with their hand or 

foot according to a colour change appearing 400 ms after the onset of the verb-adverb 

combination but only in the case of concrete actions. We found the previously reported 

priming effect for matching verb-response-conditions and a main effect of adverb but 

no modulation of the priming effect. The fact that reaction times following upregulating 

adverbs were faster compared to downregulating adverbs indicates that reading manner 

adverbs of speed or force can generally increase or decrease reaction times according to 

their content. It is yet unclear which cognitive processing stage is modulated here. More-

over, there was no influence of adverbs on the priming effect, implying no specific mod-

ulation of language processing. However, the adverb might already have been too far 

along the processing stream circumventing any modulating influences on verb pro-

cessing. Thus we changed the order of presentation for Experiment 2 (verb first, adverb 

following) and changed the task to have responses directly depending on the adverb, to 

ensure its semantic processing. Five healthy subjects (20 expected) participated so far 

in this ongoing study. The action verb set consisted of 24 verbs (12 hand verbs, 12 foot 

verbs). After 400 ms of visual verb presentation the adverb appeared. The task was to 

react with the hand to upregulating adverbs and with the foot to downregulating adverbs 

or vice versa, counterbalanced across two separate experimental sessions for each sub-

ject. We expect a priming effect to emerge in response times for hand and foot responses 

in matching verb-response conditions with a modulating influence of the adverb. Addi-

tionally, we measured the EEG-signal derived from 29 electrodes positioned according 

to the 10-20-system to investigate the time course of processing the verb and adverb. 

The focus of interest is on oscillations in the beta range (15-25 Hz) during word pro-

cessing and response as beta oscillations are associated with activity in motor areas 

(Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999). Congruent limb-movement-verb combinations 

yielded a decreased activation in motor and language areas during action verb pro-

cessing (Mollo, Pulvermüller & Hauk, 2016). We hypothesize that adverbs could have 

a modulating influence on this pattern of results. 

We therefore contrasted upregulating vs. downregulating adverbs and matching vs. 

non-matching verb-response conditions and explored the interaction between adverb 

type and verbal-motor congruence in response times and EEG-measurements. Prelimi-

nary analysis of 5 subjects, did not yield any significant effects yet. 

Taken together, our studies suggest that processing action-related language partly 

takes place in motor areas and can be modulated by manner adverbs. Activation of motor 

areas might therefore depend on the specific manner the motor simulation of the denoted 

actions is implemented. 
 

Andres, M., Finocchiaro, C., Buiatti, M. & Piazza, M. (2015). Contribution of motor represen-

tations to action verb processing. Cognition 134, 174-184. 
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Aiming with arrows at particles. 

Towards a conceptual analysis of German particle verbs 

SYLVIA SPRINGORUM, SABINE SCHULTE IM WALDE 

(University of Stuttgart) 

1 Background and Motivation 
Particle verbs (PVs) such as anstrahlen ’beam at’ and aufhören ’stop’ are very common 

in German. They are compositions of a prepositional particle (P) and a simple base verb 

(BV). We assume that each particle P has a restricted number of basic meanings. We 

understand those basic meanings as concepts which are underspecified at first, and then 

resolved by contextual constraints. Additional cognitive objects, like associations and 

world knowledge, determine the plausibility and grammaticality of a PV. A particle sense 

is therefore an adjustment to contextual constraints, by combining lexical and cognition-

based meanings.  

Similarly to Lakoff (1987)'s notion of Image Schemas and Gärdenfors (2004) who 

interprets prepositions as “primarily spatial relations” that create “spatially structured 

mental representations”, we understand the basic meanings of Ps as spatially grounded 

mental structures. In this context, our work focuses on directional concepts. 

In previous research on P semantics, meanings were mostly approached with discrete 

classifications of their PVs (cf. Kliche (2011), Lechler (2009), Springorum (2011), 

Stiebels (1996)). For example, ’Direction’ and ’Contact’ represent two independent 

readings for an. For example, the PV in the sentence Karin schaut das Haus an (’Karin 

looks towards the house’) belongs to the first class, suggesting that an assigns a direction 

to the BV, whereas in Karin klebt die Briefmarke an (’Karin sticks the stamp on’) the PV 

would be assigned a ’Contact’ P meaning. In combination with a movement BV as in 

Karin fährt die Laterne an (’Karin drives against the lantern’), the P again introduces a 

direction. In addition, the meaning also requires a decreasing distance, which results in a 

contact when maximal. Therefore, anfahren represents an example with meaning 

components from both classes, ’Direction’ and ’Contact’. The examples show that P 

senses vary in their complexity, and they illustrate the limits of a hard class assignment.  
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In a different vein, previous research already connected concepts with complex verbs. 

For example, Lindner (1983) used visual representations, for a lexico-semantic analysis 

of English verb particle constructions, and Morgan (1997) provided an extension for 

metaphorical readings. Abreu (2008) and Side (1990) discussed the advantage of Image 

Schemas for learning phrasal verbs.  

 

2 Experiment 
Our goal is to explore basic meaning components of particles, which function as building 

blocks for more complex meanings. In this abstract, we present an experiment which 

focusses on the identification of directional concepts, associated with the particle 

meanings.  

PV data  
The lexical data consist of 30 BVs from three domains, varying in their degrees of 

abstractness: (1) the concrete ’Machines and Tools’ domain (hämmern ‘hammer’,  spitzen 

‘sharpen’), (2) the less concrete ’Force’ domain ( pressen ‘press’, quetschen ‘squeeze’) 

and (3) the abstract ’Sound’ domain (donnern ‘thunder’, rattern ‘clatter’). The 30 BVs 

were combined with 9 prepositional particles (ab, an, auf, aus, ein, mit, nach, vor, zu), 

leading to a set of 270 PVs1 in addition to the 30 BVs.   

Simplified Image Schemas as non-lexical concept representations  
The directional concepts were visually represented as Concept Images (CI), which are 

more universal than words, according to Neurath (1983). Although the number of 

directions in space is infinite, a simplified conceptual reduction into a two-dimensional 

setting is in many cases sufficient, because “salient dimensions of the world reinforce the 

horizontal and vertical” (Tversky, 2011). We defined a set of directional arrows (cf. 

Figure 1) representing CIs, by relying on Dreyfuss (1984)’ and Frutiger (1987)’s semiotic 

resources. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1: Concept Image set. Procedure  

 

The experiment was performed as follows: The 300 PVs+BVs were distributed randomly 

over 30 lists with 10 verbs each. The random distribution was balanced for domain, 

particle type and neologism. The subjects were presented a list of 50 target verbs, together 

with the CIs, and asked to mark those CIs which fit to the target verb.  

 

3 Results and Discussion 
The main part of the talk will discuss preferences of particles and domains across the CIs, 

and relate them to theoretical hypotheses about particle meanings.  

                                                           
1 About half of the PVs are neologisms. 
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a) Participant agreement on CIs across Ps. (b) Participant agreement on CIs for auf.  

Figure 2: Predominant selections of directional Concept Images.  

 

For example, Figure 2(a) shows particle preferences for specific CIs, which we will 

demonstrate to fit to our hypotheses in many cases. Furthermore, PV compositions 

relying on semantically similar BVs were associated with similar CIs. This regularity 

allows to make theoretical inferences on concepts and meanings depending on BV 

contexts. As a second example, Figure 2(b) shows the distribution of CIs over the BV 

domains for PVs with auf. Upward arrows are linked to PVs composed of ’Sound’ and 

’Machines and Tools’ BVs, but aren’t linked to ’Force’ PVs, as their BVs already were 

in some cases associated with CIs by themselves. This seems to indicate conflicts in the 

composition of the concepts. An example is *aufquetschen, where the inward pointing 

arrows coming from quetschen ’squeeze’ cannot be combined with the upward concepts 

in auf.   
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Against Concepts as Words 

RICHARD STÖCKLE-SCHOBEL 

(Ruhr-Universität Bochum) 

In his recent book “Words and Images“, Christopher Gauker’s view is that having a 

concept can only mean knowing a word, and prelinguistic evidence for concept use is 

only evidence for the infants’ ability to make similarity judgments across sample sets of 

category members vs. non-members – as researched in studies like Quinn, Eimas & 

Rosenkrantz (1993). Gauker holds that language is not necessary in order to be able to 

make similarity judgments since those latter judgments are not a form of conceptual 

activity. In this talk, I will take a closer look at this position and I will argue that 

Gauker’s notion of similarity judgements fails to support a non-conceptual understand-

ing of thinking about similarity relations. If my view is correct, it weakens the “concepts 

= words” position, it strengthens Gärdenfors’s original conceptual spaces position that 

Gauker also criticises (Gärdenfors, 2000, Gauker, 2007), and it validates the develop-

mental study of infant concept use. 

The most successful research paradigm in infant cognition is arguably the dishabit- 

uation, or familiarisation, technique (see, e.g., Murphy, 2002, 272f.). Due to the behav-

ioural limitations of young infants, the most telling piece of evidence one can gather 

when having them participate in experiments is what they look at, and how long they 

look at it.  

Quinn et al. (1993) have researched the reactions of 3-4 month old infants upon being 

shown images of cats, dogs and birds, using the dishabituation paradigm. After having 

seen a number of pairs of cat pictures, the infants dishabituated when being presented 

with a pair of a cat picture and a bird picture. The researchers have taken this as evidence 

that the infants have formed a category that includes only cats, and their surprise at see-

ing a pair of a cat and a bird stems from their categorial differences. Gauker objects to 

this explanation, and offers an alternative explanation which doesn’t rely on the for-

mation of categories, but on non-conceptual similarity judgments. A similarity judgment 

is a thought along the formal lines of a three-place predicate statement: 

‘Object a is more similar to object b than to object c.’ 

In Gauker’s view, this type of judgment is not conceptual because it doesn’t need any 

conceptual framework to function: even though we would describe an infant’s thought 

during the cat-and-human trial phase as “This thing [the bird] is less like this thing [the 

cat with which it is paired] than any of those other things [the cat it had already been 

shown] were like it“ (Gauker, 2011, 172), the thought itself doesn’t need to have any 
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referential relation to a category – it is sufficient to assume that the child has some sort 

of imagistic thought which places the objects in question in a perceptual similarity space 

in which the objects differ in their positioning along various dimensions. An observer, 

or a ‘cartographer’ of this similarity space may well be able to go ahead and group ob-

jects therein as belonging to certain categories, but Gauker holds that these categories 

“may represent nothing psychologically real in the infants at all” (Gauker, 2011, 174). 

Since Quinn et al. cannot use their study to point to even a vague point at which one 

category in the infant’s mind begins and where it ends, Gauker concludes that they 

should not go ahead and posit conceptual representations. The next step in his argument 

is that any kind of study in prelinguistic infants’ concepts can be explained in a similar 

way. He holds the view that concepts should be equated with words, and that all non-

linguistic cognition should be explained in terms of imagistic thought. In my talk, I will 

raise a problem for the view that similarity judgments, involving the three-place predi-

cate introduced above, are independent of the use of categories or concepts. 

In his investigation, Gauker describes that psychological research has usually used 

the notion of similarity as a two-place predicate of the form ‘a is similar to b in respect 

R’ (cf. Gauker, 2011, 186). Here, the reference to a specific concept that frames the 

similarity relation between a and b is obvious. In the case of the ‘more similar than’ 

relation, however, Gauker maintains that no reference to a conceptual framework is nec-

essary, and that this kind of similarity “may be absolute” (Gauker, 2011, 186, my em-

phasis). I will critically consider what this assessment entails. The main example Gauker 

uses in support of his claim is the comparison of three ambiguously shaped figures a, b 

and c. If we cannot express a clear criterion by which we judge (for example) b to be 

more similar to a than to c, then talk of a conceptual similarity judgment seems far-

fetched.  

In response to Gauker’s construal, I will raise two points. First, I will argue that it is 

possible to form conceptual three-place similarity judgements without recurring to 

words by allowing criteria besides successful classification in an existing conceptual 

system for calling something a concept. On this understanding of concepts, it is possible 

and meaningful to speak of non-linguistic concepts. 

Second, I will argue that, at its most basic, Gauker’s own explanation of non-concep-

tual similarity judgments, which relies on dimensions of a perceptual similarity space 

along which three objects can be differentiated (cf. Gauker, 2011, 191f.), is not neces-

sarily a non-conceptual explanation. I will compare Gauker’s use of similarity spaces to 

Gärdenfors’s use of conceptual spaces and I will argue that both are best understood as 

employing concepts for establishing similarity judgements. 

So, while I will not argue against Gauker’s important idea that imagistic cognition in 

some sense plays an important role in human cognition, I want to object to the flip side 

of this idea – that concepts are words. Gauker conceives of imagistic cognition as in 

principle distinct and separate from conceptual thinking, and I will to argue that this 

latter point is not supported strongly enough by Gauker’s ideas on similarity judgments. 
 

Gärdenfors, P. (2000). Conceptual Spaces. The Geometry of Thought. Cambridge, MA: MIT 

Press.  

Gauker, C. (2007). A Critique of the Similarity Space Theory of Concepts. Mind and Language, 

22(4), 317–345.  

Gauker, C. (2011). Words and Images. An Essay on the Origin of Ideas. Oxford: Oxford Uni-

versity Press.  
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The Small World of Words Project: Modeling the Mental Lexi-

con based on Word Associations 

GERT STORMS, SIMON DE DEYNE 

(University of Leuven, University of Adelaide) 

Since the 1970s, researchers have forwarded the idea of semantic networks, coupled 

with an activation spreading process, to account for a number of empirically observed 

phenomena, like semantic priming, false word recognition, etc (e.g., Collins & Quillian, 

1969; Collins & Loftus, 1975).  These ideas, however, remained mainly hypothetical 

constructs that were hardly testable, due to a lack of means to build networks with a 

realistic number of words.  In the past two decades, technological developments made 

it possible to deduce networks and spatial models that include thousands of words, based 

on word collocation.  Nowadays, such text corpus based research has developed into the 

main approach to modeling the semantic lexicon. 

Rather than deriving meaning indirectly from word usage in language an alternative, 

more direct approach is based on word associations.  We present a novel large word 

association database, gathered in the Small World of Words project.  The database con-

sists of over 5 million associations between 16,000 Dutch words, provided by approxi-

mately 80,000 volunteering participants in Flanders and the Netherlands (see De Deyne, 

Navarro & Storms, 2013 for more details on the method). The associations were col-

lected in an online application, in which participants write down three associations for 

a set of 16 cue words each.  Every cue word was presented to at least 100 participants.  

In other words, 300 or more associations are available for each of the 16,000 cue words. 

For each words the responses we can calculate the strength of the word and its associa-

tions as the percentage of people that have generated this response. For example, for the 

word 'language', the strongest associate was 'Dutch', followed by 'to speak', 'communi-

cate', 'talk', mother tongue' and so on. 

We used the word association data set to build a semantic network by estimating the 

strength of each connection between a source and a target word as a function of the 

number of times a participant responded with the target word. Using this network, we 

investigated the structure of the resulting lexicon in several ways.  In this presentation, 

we will give an overview of the findings of the project, focusing on (a) network proper-

ties, (b) the type of semantic and lexical properties that can indirectly be derived from 

the network, and (c) how the network can account for a number of important empirical 

findings on semantic relatedness. 

First, we showed that central nodes in the network tended to be highly frequently used 

words that are acquired early. Moreover, the network was shown to display small-world 

properties.  Furthermore, a network based on three associations per word was found to 

be considerably denser than networks based on a discrete (single association) task (De 

Deyne & Storms, 2008). Importantly, we showed that in contrast to previous work that 

relied on discrete responses the continued response procedure includes weak responses 

that enable us to derive accurate similarity representations. 
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Second, the association data were used to predict various lexical properties such as 

emotional valence (whether a word has a positive connotation or a negative connotation) 

or concreteness. In one study, similarities were derived between all word pairs, and then 

analyzed with multidimensional scaling.  Next, optimal directions in the resulting high-

dimensional semantic space were searched to account for ratings of affective variables 

like valence, arousal, dominance, and masculinity versus femininity of words, as well 

as age of acquisition and concreteness.  The results showed that this method yields better 

predictions of the empirically obtained human ratings of these lexical variables than 

previously presented methods based on word collocations in text corpora (Van Rensber-

gen. Storms, & De Deyne, 2015). In another study, ratings of person attributes on the 

Big Five personality factors were predicted from the word associations, using the same 

technique of optimal direction search.  The results again showed high correspondences 

between human ratings and the association based predictions surpassing text-based ap-

proaches. 

Third, in a direct comparison of association based and collocation based predictions, 

we showed that the first clearly outperformed the latter in accounting for relatedness 

judgments (Likert scale type ratings) of participants.  Furthermore, in a series of exper-

iments, we showed that similarities between completely unrelated, as well as between 

related entities, obtained in a triadic comparison task, were much better predicted by 

word associations than by text-based models (De Deyne, Navarro, Perfors & Storms, 

2016). 

Fourth, the similarities derived from the network were validated in an Event Related 

Potential study, where subjects had to evaluate whether two consecutively presented 

words were related.  The magnitude of the N400 measure was shown to be related to the 

network derived similarity of the word pairs (Van Vliet et al, 2015).   

Fifth, in a series of studies, we showed that a random walk model, implemented on 

the association network, which makes use of the global structure of the network, yields 

clearly better predictions of different semantic criterion variables than a simple model 

derived from direct associations only, which only takes into account the local structure 

of the associations (De Deyne, Navarro, Perfors & Storms, 2016).  

Finally, the potential of the association approach to do cross-linguistic comparisons 

was piloted by studying the derived meaning of emotional terms in an American English 

and in a Flemish Belgian population (Boiger, De Deyne, & Mesquita, 2013).  The results 

showed both culturally consistent (e.g., anger) and inconsistent (e.g., shame) emotions, 

a finding that is in line with cross-cultural studies that used completely different meth-

odologies. 
 

Boiger, M., De Deyne, S., & Mesquita, B. (2013). Emotions in “the world”: cultural practices, 

products, and meanings of anger and shame in two individualist cultures. Frontiers in Psy-
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Collins, A. M., & Loftus, E. F. (1975). A spreading-activation theory of semantic processing. 
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Collins, A. M., & Quillian, M. R. (1969). Retrieval time from semantic memory. Journal of 

Verbal Learning and Verbal Behavior, 9, 240 –247. 

De Deyne, S., Navarro, D. J., & Storms, G. (2013). Better explanations of lexical and semantic 

cognition using networks derived from continued rather than single word associations. Be-

havior Research Methods, 45, 480 – 498. 
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Default Inheritance in Prototype Frames 

CORINA STRÖßNER, ANNIKA SCHUSTER & GERHARD SCHURZ 

(Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf) 

Prototype theories claim that concepts have internal typicality structures. The psycho-

logical reality of such structures is beyond dispute. There is, however, a controversial 

debate on prototype compositionality: How can we generate prototypical features of a 

complex concept from its constituents? Inheritance of default values from a noun to its 

modification is a special case of this problem. The selective modification model (SMM) 

of Smith et al. (1988) predicts that the modification of a concept like APPLE by an attrib-

ute value like RED increases the importance of the modified attribute and makes the 

modifying value the dominating one. No change on other attributes is expected. 

Connolly et al. (2007) present experimental evidence that humans don't transfer de-

fault values from concepts to their modifications: Humans rate Ravens are black more 

likely then typical modification like Feathered ravens are black. Acceptance is even 

lower if modifiers are not typical, namely for Jungle ravens are black. Connolly et al. 

(2007) admit that pragmatic effects explain the decrease for typical modifiers but argue 

that the even lower acceptance for non-typical1 modifications shows that defaults are 

not inherited and that the SSM is wrong. We use a frame theoretic illustration of proto-

types in order to explain the evidence from Connolly et al. (2007) by constraints, which 

model relevance of modification. 

In figure 1 a concept C with two attributes A1 und A2 is illustrated. The attributes 

have each a designated typical value (F and D) and an alternative one (- F and - D). As 

an example, think of C as RAVEN, A2 as preferred locomotion, A1 as lightness of colour 

with the values F as flying and D as dark. A raven typically flies and is dark. 

 
Figure 5: The attributes are not constrained. 

 

Figure 6: Atypical modification has no effect in A2. 

The modification with an atypical quantifier yields the frame in figure 2: Read -DC as 

the modification of C with the value -D of attribute A1, in our example as LIGHT RAVEN. 

According to the SSM all votes on A1 are transferred to -D, which is now typical. A1 

becomes more important than A2. Apart from that, A2 remains the same. This is what 

SMM predicts and what we expect in this case.  

Let us now consider a concept, where A1 and A2 are related by a value constraint (cf. 

Barsalou 1992, p. 37ff). An atypical value for A1 indicates atypicality for A2 as well. 

                                                           
1 Other than Connolly et al. (2007) and other authors, we use “atypical” for values that have a typical 

alternative and “non-typical” general for those that are not typical. 
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For an illustration think again of C as BIRD and A2 as its preferred locomotion. A1 stands 

for webbing of feet. Typical values are -W and F. Webbed feet indicate that a bird is not 

mainly flying (but swimming).  

 
Figure 7: Values of A1 and A2 are connected 

  

Figure 8: Atypical modification influences A2. 

The modification with the atypical value in figure 4 is different from figure 2. Not 

only the votes for A1 go to the value of the modifier but there is also a shift within A2: 

The formerly preference for F is given up in favour of -F. While birds typically fly, 

webbed footed birds don't.  

A switch of a default as in figure 4 is also possible for other non-typical modifiers. 

Typical modifiers, however, always 

enable default inheritance. Negative 

constraints among typical values as 

in figure 5 are dubious: If a typical 

value of A1 indicates an atypical one 

for A2, it's impossible to construct a 

typical exemplar that accords to the 

constraint. It is also impossible to 

match probabilities to such a frame. 

If P(W/C) and P(F/C) is high, P(-

F/C&W) is low. 

In a nutshell, default inheritance works for typical modifications and for non-typical 

ones that are irrelevant to the default, but clearly not for relevant ones. The failing of 

default inheritance in such case is not necessarily a failing of compositionality. Rele-

vance can be part of the meaning in a prototype frame. It is also worth mentioning that 

Smith et al. (1988, p. 495) explicitly noted limitations of their model in covering seman-

tically relevant relations among attributes. Constraints as discussed by Barsalou (1992) 

may help to overcome this limitation. 

The experiments described in Connolly et al. (2007) don't regard relevance of modi-

fications. Some of their non-typical modifications might lower the acceptance of the 

default because of a relevant constraint. We will present experiments that use stimuli 

from Connolly et al. in German translations but ask also for relevant connections be-

tween the inherited defaults and the modifiers, both within the particular category and 

in general. We compare judgements on default inheritance and relevance. By that means 

we test the hypothesis that an enrichment of the SSM by constraints can deal with the 

data from Connolly et al. (2007). 
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Figure 9: Values of A1 and A2 are connected 
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What can Frames Teach us about Socio-Cognitive Development? 

SAMUEL D. TAYLOR 

(Heinrich-Heine-University Düsseldorf) 

If frames represent cognitive structures such as concepts, then frames should be able to 

represent the changes cognitive structures undergo in the course of socio-cognitive de-

velopment (Barsalou, 1992; Barsalou et al., 2003a). Take a child’s concept of dog as 

represented by a frame, for instance. It seems evident that it is only in the course of the 

child’s cognitive development that she learns that there are many breeds of dog, and 

hence incorporates the attribute BREED into her dog-frame (Löbner, 2015; Peterson, 

2007). What’s more, it seems evident that it is only by becoming enculturated into par-

ticular sociocultural practices and speech communities that she learns that some dogs 

are pets, others are wild, and others still are kept to be raced against one another for 

sport; and hence incorporates the attributes of PET, WILD, and RACE into her dog-

frame. But how, then, can we describe the changes undergone by frame representations 

when they move from one state to another in this way? And, more importantly, what do 

these changes to frames reveal about the changes cognitive structures undergo in the 

course of socio-cognitive development? 

In this paper, I assume that frames represent cognitive structures and that there are a 

potentially infinite set of possible states s1……sn that any frame f may be in at any point 

during development. In the first part of the paper, I argue that changes in the state of a 

frame f can be described in terms of changes to the simplicity – or, conversely, complex-

ity – of f (Chater, 1999). It follows that any change to a frame f – such as the addition of 

the attributes BREED or PET into a dog-frame – can be specified in terms of changes 

to the simplicity of f. I develop this idea further by arguing that changes to the simplicity 

of f can be described in terms of additions to, or subtractions from, the attribute-value 

structure of f as it moves between a subset of it’s possible states s1……sn. For instance, 

I hold that a dog-frame, fdog, in state s2 with the attribute BREED, can be differentiated 

from the same dog-frame, fdog, in state s1 without the attribute BREED, because the ad-

dition of the attribute BREED makes fdog in state s2 more complex. 

In the second part of the paper, I consider the implications a simplicity-based descrip-

tion of frame changes has for our understanding of socio-cognitive development. I argue 

that the simplicity-based description of frame changes should only partly inform our 

understanding of socio-cognitive development, because during socio-cognitive devel-

opment cognitive structures appear to become both more simple – as with when disor-

ganised, irregular, and heterogeneous cognitive input is categorised into classes (i.e. 

mammal) and objects (i.e. dog) – and more complex – as with when a dog concept in-

corporates the sub-concept BREED. For this reason, I reject the reductionist position 
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that holds that the aim of maximal encoded simplicity causes all developmental change 

to cognitive structures (Chater & Vitányi, 2003). Instead, I argue that developmental 

changes to cognitive structures are caused by an interplay between the need for simplic-

ity and the need for practicality. That is, the need to distinguish recurring or more prom-

inent patterns of cognitive input from other seemingly random input (simplicity), but 

also the need to predict and explain both general and specific aspects of the world, to 

form guiding decisions about practical actions, and to enable integration into sociocul-

tural practices and speech communities (practicality). Ultimately, I argue that my theory 

of the interplay between the need for simplicity and the need for practicality as the cause 

for socio-cognitive development explains why frames (e.g. fdog) – and therefore cogni-

tive structures (e.g. the concept dog) – develop to have states that are both highly abstract 

(e.g. dog) and highly specific (e.g. lassie). The reason, in short, is because they are the 

result of a socio-cognitive developmental that aims to both organise cognitive input ef-

fectively and put it to use in one way or another. 

I conclude by setting out some questions for future research concerning the relation 

between the simplicity-practicality interface underlying socio-cognitive development 

and the possibility of communication (Moore, 2014; Tomasello, 2008; Wilson & Sper-

ber, 2012). 
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Grading similarity 

CARLA UMBACH & HELMAR GUST 

(ZAS Berlin / Universität Köln – Universität Osnabrück) 

Similarity is well-known to be basic in human cognition, e.g., in categorization and 

learning processes. Linguistic expressions of similarity include, on the one hand, adjec-

tives like similar and verbs like resemble and, on the other hand, demonstratives of man-

ner, quality and/or degree (named mqd demonstratives in this paper), like German so, 

Polish tak and English such. Mqd demonstratives modify (some or all of) verbal and 
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nominal and degree expressions, posing the problem of how to reconcile their demon-

strative characteristics with their modifying capacity.  

 In Umbach & Gust (2014) it is argued that mqd demonstratives express similarity 

to the target of the demonstration gesture, and that the emerging similarity class (in the 

majority of cases) constitutes an ad-hoc generated kind. For example, in (1) it is said 

that Anna has a dress that is similar in certain respects to the one in the shop window, 

where the set of similar dresses constitutes an ad-hoc created subkind of dresses, say, 

sleeveless dresses from the sixties. (For an alternative interpretation of mqd demonstra-

tives see Anderson & Morzycki (2015) who argue for direct reference to kinds without 

mediation of a similarity relation.) 

 

(1)  (Speaker pointing to a dress in a shop window) 

  Anna hat so ein Kleid / ein solches Kleid. 

  ‘Anna has such a dress / a dress like this.'  

 

The similarity analysis of mqd demonstratives is spelt out with the help of multi-

dimensional attribute spaces which are integrated into referential semantics by general-

ized measure functions mapping individuals to points in these spaces. Similarity is de-

fined as indistinguishability with respect to a contextually given set of attributes, that is, 

as an equivalence relation. This notion of similarity is adequate when interpreting mqd 

demonstratives, as in (1), which are clearly not gradable – there is no way of saying that 

something is more such a thing than something else. However, in contrast to similarity 

expressed by demonstratives, similarity expressed by adjectives is gradable, see (2).  

 

(2)   Annas Kleid ist dem im Schaufenster ähnlicher als dem von Berta. 

  'Anna dress is more similar to the one in the shop window than to Berta's.' 

 

It would certainly not be attractive to assume that there are two different notions of 

similarity, a categorical one and a gradable one. The preferred option is a single notion 

of similarity such that the categorical case behaves like the positive form of a gradable 

adjective. If this idea is spelt out in degree semantics, one would have to postulate sim-

ilarity degrees corresponding to a given order of similarity. However, for similarity there 

is no previously given order of individuals (unlike, e.g., height where the order of indi-

viduals is a matter of fact), since similarity is relative to a context-dependent set of at-

tributes (similar with respect to …). Moreover, a degree-based analysis would require 

defining the positive on top of the comparative form, which does not exist in the case of 

mqd demonstratives. 

 In the talk it will be suggested to define a gradable notion of similarity such that the 

comparative is based on the positive, in the spirit of the analysis of Klein (1980). Sim-

plifying considerably, similarity is implemented as shown in (3), where F is a multi-

dimensional attribute space and C(F) is a set of classification functions associated with 

F which are defined on points in the attribute space. Two individuals are similar with 

respect to an attribute space F and classification functions C(F)  iff the classification 

functions yield the same result when applied to corresponding points in the attribute 

space, cf. (3) (where μF is a measure function mapping individuals to points in F). This 

corresponds (for fixed F and C(F)) to the indistinguishability notion in rough set theory 

(Pawlak, 1982). For details see Gust & Umbach (2015). 
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(3) sim(x, y, F, C(F)) iff  ∀p* ∈ C(F): p*(μF(x)) = p*(μF(y))  

 

Classification functions associated with attribute spaces may differ with respect to 

the granularity they impose on the attribute space. In order to implement graded simi-

larity, classification functions are assumed to be (partially) ordered with respect to their 

granularity: C'(F) is more fine-grained than C(F), C'(F)< C(F), iff points in F that are 

indistinguishable with respect to C'(F) are indistinguishable with respect to C(F). 

Graded similarity can then be defined such that x is more similar than y to z iff there is 

a more fine-grained set of classification functions according to which x is similar to z 

but y is not.1   

 

(4) more-sim(x, y, z, F, C(F))   

  iff ∃C'. sim (x, z, F, C'(F)) & ¬sim (y, z, F, C'(F)) & C'(F) < C(F)  

 

Defining a graded version of similarity on top of a categorical similarity predicate in 

a Kleinian way maintains the idea that similarity is a means of classification, that is, a 

relation establishing classes, or kinds, of individuals. Gradability is accounted for by 

contexts of different granularity, without invoking degrees. There has been an extensive 

discussion about the pros and cons of degree-based vs. Kleinian analyses of gradability. 

Arguments in favor of degrees are compelling as soon as measure and factor phrases are 

available (180 tall, twice as tall …). However, neither is combinable with the adjective 

similar, which is evidence that similarity is not naturally conceptualized in terms of de-

grees. Although from a technical point of view it would be possible to map similarity 

classes to scales, these scales would have to be very weak (non-proportional) and not be 

of advantage in the analysis. 

 

The notion of similarity defined here is qualitative instead of quantitative. Quantita-

tive similarity starts out from a metric distance function and is found in geometrical 

models (e.g. Gärdenfors 2000). Qualitative similarity makes use of sets of (weighted) 

features as suggested, e.g., by Tversky (1977). But while in Tversky's contrast model 

common and divergent features are combined by summation and mapped onto a scale, 

in our account features (i.e. classification functions p*) are universally quantified over. 

So while Tversky starts out from a gradable notion of similarity (and does not consider 

the positive form) we start out from the positive – a and b are similar – and define the 

comparative on top, thereby accounting for the idea that similarity is a means of classi-

fication while being sufficiently weak to match the data – no measure / factor phrases, 

comparative form not always available.  

The graded notion of similarity defined above is, first of all, required to interpret 

comparative forms of similarity adjectives (as in (2)). Beyond, it may be helpful in an-

alyzing multi-dimensional adjectives like healthy and beautiful, which do not readily 

allow for a cut-off (i.e. pos element) in terms of a point on a scale. Sassoon (2013) 

suggests quantification over dimensions such that, e.g., healthy means healthy in all 

relevant dimensions while leaving the question open of how to define the comparative. 

                                                           
1 One reviewer suggested to directly define graded similarity by inclusion of classification functions. The rea-

son why granularity of classification functions and similarity are defined separately is that the former is defined 

on points in F while the latter is defined on the domain of individuals, cf. Gust & Umbach (2015). 
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The notion of similarity presented in this paper offers an analysis of multi-dimensional 

adjectives by similarity to prototype (where a prototype is a set of attributes, not a par-

ticular element of the domain, cf. Rosch 1978): x is healthy iff x is similar to the healthy-

prototype, and x is more healthy than y iff x is more similar than y to the healthy-proto-

type. 

A degree-based analysis of gradability is clearly superior in the case of (one-)dimen-

sional adjectives like tall which allow for measure phrases. In the case of multi-dimen-

sional adjectives, however, it seems worth to explore a Kleinian route based on a simi-

larity predicate, maybe even at the price of diverging analyses of one-dimensional 

(measure-based) and may-dimensional adjectives. 
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Language as prototype: conceptualizing language in  

multilingual Casamance 

RACHEL WATSON 

(SOAS) 

The Casamance region of southern Senegal is a site of extreme multilingualism. A 

highly mobile population traversing wide social networks across villages, each with 

their own particular linguistic and cultural landscape, has resulted in extensive societal 

and individual multilingualism. People here routinely count upwards of six languages 

in repertoires which are highly personal and conditioned by individual biographies. The 

linguistic ecology is striking in that inhabitants maintain many minority languages de-

spite intense contact, daily discourse involving heavy code-mixing, as well as the pres-

ence of several regional lingua francas. Predictably, we see a significant degree of con-

vergence between languages in the region in terms of structural similarity, and lexical 

correspondences, whether due to genetic inheritance or contact effects. However, the 

more remarkable fact is the degree to which differences between languages are main-

tained. Speakers are conscious to a significant degree of boundaries between languages, 

and ideological linguistic knowledge manifests itself in confident judgements and lin-

guistic performance.  Indeed, there exists a ostensible contradiction in the juxtaposition 
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between linguistic practice which is characterised by a high level of multilingualism, 

and language ideologies, which are rather conservative and prescriptive. It is argued by 

Lüpke (2015) that this situation is maintained by a historical need to maintain flexible 

alliances between various small communities. 

In this paper I propose a representation of linguistic knowledge based on prototype 

theory which can successfully model the patterns of convergence and divergence ob-

served. Each language is treated as a category as understood in prototype theory (Rosch, 

1973; 1975). As such each language has emblematic features which distinguish it from 

others. These constitute the core of the prototype where maximum cue validity is main-

tained from the other languages. These are shared between speakers and accessible even 

to those who do not master the language in question.  At the same time each language 

category has fuzzy edges, constituted by either features that do not enjoy a wide con-

sensus (i.e. rarer lexical items or grammatical constructions), or by features that are 

shared between languages and so do not represent high cue validity. Furthermore, the 

structures of these prototypes, and the interactions between them are shaped by histori-

cal and social factors. 

I illustrate this model using data from three languages – Joola Banjal, Joola Kujireray, 

and Baïnounk Gubëeher - which stand in differing historical and contemporary relations 

to one other. Joola Banjal and Joola Kujireray are genetically related, but the villages in 

which they are spoken are at somewhat of a remove. Joola Kujireray and Baïnounk 

Gubëeher are only distantly related but spoken in villages that are directly adjacent to 

each other. Among the most emblematic features of these languages is a system of nom-

inal classification, marked by prefixes on the noun and structured according to semantic 

domains. Owing to shared genetic inheritance, the systems of the Joola languages are 

more or less similar formally; Gubëeher on the other hand, while it shares many of the 

semantic distinctions, is remarkably distinct formally, despite intense linguistic contact 

and geographic proximity. Even when lexical roots are shared across all three languages, 

Gubëeher maintains its distinct noun class system, as illustrated in Table 1, where the 

Joola prefixes are cognate, and the Gubëeher prefixes formally distinct.  
 

 

Table 1 Noun class alternations in Joola and Baïnounk 

Joola Eegimaa Joola Kujireray Baïnounk  Gubëeher gloss 

bu-nunuh/u-nunuh bu-nunuhen/u-nunuhen si-nunuhen/mu-nunuhen ‘tree/s 

ma-fos ma-fos ja-fos ‘grass 

e-/si-cup e-/si-cup gu-/ha-cup ‘nail/s’ 

fu-/gu-boŋ fu-/ku-boŋ bu-/i-boŋg ‘thigh/s’ 

ga-/u-ber ka-/u-bër gu-/ha-bëër ‘wings’ 

 

The forms in bold in the final two lines of Table 1 show that while noun class diver-

gence is not available to the Joola varieties due to the shared genetic inheritance, they 

nonetheless maintain distinction at the pho. One of the most emblematic differences 

between Kujireray and Banjal is the contrast between [k] and [g] in cognate forms. 

While there is significant overlap of prototypical items in the lexical and grammatical 
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domains, such phonetic distinctions allow separate linguistic prototypes to be main-

tained.   
 

Table 2 [g]/[k] alternation in Joola cognates 

Joola Eegimaa Joola Kujireray gloss 

gë-sumay kë-ssumay     ‘peace’ (part of formulaic greeting) 

ga-fat ka-fat ‘fence’ 

ga-robo ka-robo ‘to sit’ 

gu-nah ku-nah ‘days’ 

 

This paper offers a novel approach to the conceptualization of multilingualism of this 

type. In particular it begins to populate the model with specific linguistic constructions 

that are likely candidates for prototypical features or otherwise. It is proposed that this 

model may be applied to other linguistic situations to further investigate the dynamics 

of multilingualism, and how speakers conceptualize the languages that they speak. 
 

Lüpke, F. (2015). Pure fiction - the interplay of indexical and essentialist language ideologies 

and heterogeneous practices: A view from Agnack. Language Documentation and Conser-

vation (in press). 

Rosch, E. (1973). Natural categories. Cognitive Psychology 4, 328-350. 

Rosch, E. (1975). Cognitive representations of semantic categories. Journal of Experimental 

Psychology: General 104, 192-233. 
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Reciprocal Verbs as Collective Predicate Concepts  

YOAD WINTER, IMKE KRUITWAGEN, EVA B. POORTMAN, CARIEN WESTENBROEK, 

ROBYN BERGHOFF AND LUCA BISCHETTI 

 (Utrecht University) 

We present a new analysis of reciprocal verbs, supported by experimental evidence chal-

lenging previous proposals. Verbs like collide and hug, which were previously classified 

as “reciprocal”, are shown to only be “pseudo-reciprocal”. We argue that there is no 

logical rule connecting sentences like A&B hug to symmetric situations where A hugs B 

and B hugs A. Instead, we propose that these verbs denote collective predicate concepts 

in the lexicon. The relation between the intransitive collective entry and the transitive 

entry is described using “soft” typicality preferences. Our results reveal two preferences 

for categorization with such collective concepts, which are typical though not logically 

necessary. This allows implementing our proposal using a standard threshold theory of 

categorization (Hampton, 2007). 

For an intransitive-collective verb P1 (“reciprocal”) and a transitive verb P2, previous 

analyses postulated a uniform entailment: from A&B P1 to A P2  B and B P2 A (Gleitman 

et al. 1996, Dimitriadis 2008, Siloni 2012). Such entailments are derived by a general 

lexical rule connecting P1 and P2. For the verbs collide/hug, the unary predicate c1/h1 

and binary predicate c2/h2 lead to analyses (1)-(2), connected by a rule (3).  

  (1) a. [[A&B collide]] = e.c1(e, AB)    b. [[A&B hug]] = e.h1(e, AB) 

  (2) a. [[A collides with B]] = e’.c2(e’, A,B) b. [[A hugs B]] = e’.h2(e’,A,B) 

  (3) a. A,be.c1(e, AB) e’e.c2(e’, A,B) b.A,B e.h1(e,AB) e’e.h2(e’, A, B) 

(3a) requires that any “collective” event e with a plural participant AB contains two 

“transitive” sub-events with participants A and B in both argument orders (for 

AB=BA). Consequently, (1a) is expected to entail both “A collides with B” and “B 

collides with A”. Similarly, (1b) is expected to entail “A hugs B” and “B hugs A”. How-

ever, we show that for many predicates such entailments don’t hold. E.g. in Fig.1a, many 

Dutch speakers judge “the man and the woman collide” true but “the woman collides 

with the man” false, and similarly in Fig.1b for “the girl and the woman hug” and “the 

woman hugs the girl”. Thus, given the momentary situations in Fig.1a/b, those speakers 

make different inferences about collective events and transitive events, showing pattern 

(4).  

 

This contradicts (3), which requires B collides with/hugs A to be inferred from any 

situation where A&B collide/hug is inferred. According to (3), when a speaker is given 

a depicted situation and a sentence like A&B collide/hug, she is expected to check 

whether the two sub-situations in the picture support the corresponding transitive sen-

tences. If she sees that one of the sub-situations does not support the corresponding bi-

nary statement, her judgement is expected to be that the collective sentence is false. 

 
1a 

 
2a 

 
1b 

2
b 
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Additionally, we also found that collective sentences as in (1a-b) are less commonly 

judged as true in situations as in Fig.2a-b, where the “passive agent” doesn’t look emo-

tionally involved. We conjecture that this preference for “involvement” and patterns like 

(4) are commonly attested with speakers, falsifying rules like (3). Instead, we hypothe-

size that intransitive verbs like collide and hug denote primitive concepts of collective 

predicates in a speaker’s lexicon. When a group argument is categorized as an agent of 

such a verb, there are only typical “sub-entailments” regarding what the group members 

do, e.g. whether each of them is hugging or colliding with the other member(s) of the 

group (Dowty, 1987). Typicality is central for analyzing lexical reciprocity, since the 

threshold for categorizing an event as belonging to a reciprocal verb may vary from 

speaker to speaker (Hampton 2007, Kerem et al. 2009). We propose that similar to other 

categorization tasks with natural verb concepts (e.g. which events count as smiling?), it 

is typicality preferences, not logical rules, that determine whether speakers categorize 

an event using reciprocal verbs like hug and collide. Specifically, for such reciprocal 

predicates P1, we identify two typical preferences for any group argument G in an event 

e: 

(5) The event e is typical for P1 proportionally to two values:  

Participation (P)  = number of pairs in G satisfying the binary relation P2  

= |{x,yGG: x≠y & e’ e. P2(e’,x,y)}|    

E.g. the more “transitive collisions/hugs” within G in e, the more typical e becomes 

as collective collision/hug of G. In (1): an event with two transitive collisions/ hugs 

is more typical than an asymmetric event, but (1) doesn’t categorically require two 

transitive collisions/hugs.  

Collective Intentionality (CI) = strength of evidence that G’s members have in e a 

“shared intention/joint attention/shared belief/collective emotion” about the relevant 

act (Searle 1990, Schweikard & Schmid 2013).  

In sum: symmetric participation is preferred to asymmetric participation plus CI, which 

is preferred to asymmetric participation without CI. This explains the observations on 

Figures 1-2 using Hampton’s threshold theory of categorization (Hampton, 2007): in 

Fig.1a-b, CI has strong evidence, hence the typicality of A&B collide/hug is above the 

categorization threshold of many speakers despite non-maximal participation. In Fig.2, 

participation remains as in Fig.1, but negative evidence for CI reduces the typicality of 

A&B collide/hug to levels that are below many speakers’ threshold.   Our experiment 

tested this theory. 

Materials. Eight Dutch reciprocal verbs were tested (botsen “collide”, knuffelen “hug”, 

praten “talk”, vechten “fight”, spreken “speak”, kletsen “chat”, roddelen “gossip”, ap-

pen “send WhatsApp messages to (each other)”) on two similar drawings, each featuring 

two people. In both scenarios, one person visibly performs the transitive act on the other, 

while the other person is passive. In the target-scenario, the passive person looks emo-

tionally involved (Fig.1), but not in the control-scenario (Fig.2). For each target-sce-

nario, we tested truth-value judgements on two sentences, e.g:  

(6) a. de man en de vrouw botsen “the man and the woman collide”   (Collective) 

  b. de vrouw botst tegen de man “the woman collides with the man” (Binary) 

(7) a. het meisje en de vrouw knuffelen “the girl and the woman hug”  (Collective) 

  b. de vrouw knuffelt  het meisje  “the woman hugs the girl”   (Binary) 
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A pretest revealed no effect of order between such items, thus we gave each partici-

pant all 8 target-scenarios with both sentences. Further, we added 30 fillers (clearly true, 

or vague) to balance true/false reactions. For control-scenarios, we only tested truth-

value judgements on the collective sentences.  

Procedure. 48 Dutch speakers (37 female, age M= 23) indicated if they considered a 

sentence true/false in a depicted scenario. Trials were presented on a screen in a pseudo-

random order. Control-scenarios were all presented at the end of the experiment.  

Results. The table gives proportions of participants judg-

ing the collective sentence true (col+) and the binary sen-

tence true (bin+) in the target scenarios. The “col+ bin-” 

column indicates individual responses in target scenar-

ios, detailing proportions of participants who judged the 

collective sentence true but the binary sentence false. 

The reverse measures of “col-bin+” participants were 

uniformly zero. The “ctrl.col+” column gives propor-

tions of “true” judgements on the collective sentence in 

the control-scenario.  

Discussion. For all 8 verbs in the target-scenarios, collective sentences were very often 

judged “true”, while the binary sentences were not. For all 8 verbs, many participants 

(42-96%, M=69%) showed a “col+bin-” behavior in the target-scenario, i.e. judged the 

collective sentence “true” and the binary sentence “false”. This is unexpected according 

to rules like (3): if a sentence A&B P1 logically entails A P2 B and B P2 A, it is unclear 

why speakers sometimes judge the antecedent “true” while judging one of the conse-

quent’s conjuncts “false”. We conclude that while symmetric participation is preferred 

for the verbs we tested, it is not logically required. Considering the mean acceptance 

rates of the collective sentences in the control-scenarios, we see a substantial decline 

compared to the target-scenarios (from M=81% to M=34%). Many of the speakers who 

gave “col+” reactions in the target-scenario changed their judgement in the control-sce-

nario and considered the collective sentence false (24-66%, M=40%). This is explained 

by the lack of evidence for CI in the control-scenario, which for many speakers led to 

typicality values below the threshold level. Together, these results falsify logical rules 

like (3) and support our typicality-based account. 
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The meaning of natural attributes 

HENK ZEEVAT 

(HHU Düsseldorf) 

From the perspective of standard model theory, the attributes employed in frame-based 

NL semantics such as weight of, mother of, name of etc.  are partial functions mapping 

objects to other objects and that is the end of the analysis apart from a further definition 

of the domain and codomain of the function. The extensional analysis of functions in 

model theory does not say anything about which function is intended. Standard alterna-

tives such as intensional characterisations of computable functions by recursive defini-

tion or by computer programs or Carnap's meaning postulates do not apply.  

The paper makes the case that the progress in the theory of causality mainly due to 

the development of geometrical models, such as causal bayesian nets (viz. Pearl) can fill 

in this gap and provide an intensional characterisation of attributes in terms of proce-

dures that can partly and approximately determine the value of the attribute for ranges 

of objects. One needs more than physics or psychology to get this going, other disci-

plines such as history and the law, descriptions of social institutions and common sense 

accounts of perception and causation are needed. General formal approaches to causality 

such as Bayesian nets even if they have their restrictions naturally generalise over these 

very different scientific and common sense accounts in that they can describe the rele-

vant small causal systems in a way that does justice to these accounts. 

Bayesian nets are directed acyclic graphs with stochastic variables as their nodes and 

with a function that determines for every variable in the net its value from the values of 

its direct ancestors in the terms of the arrows. In causal bayesian nets, the arrows model 

causal dependencies. 

A simple example are scales that map the downward pressure exerted on their top 

into a position of the needle in the window, that can be read of as a number of kilograms. 

It involves three variables: the exerted pressure, the needle reading, (a noise variable), 

the function is (an approximation captured by the noise variable to) identity. 

John stepping on the scales exerts pressure on its top, the needle stabilises at a point 

near a bar indicating the number 81. If the scales are sufficiently correct the event de-

termines John's weight as being 81 kilos. 

The geometrical structure that expresses what goes on in the example is an extension 

of the causal net describing the scale. John's stepping on the scales constitutes an exer-

tion of downwards pressure on the scale, and John's weight corresponds with the pres-

sure exerted to some degree. Constituency and correspondence can be described by extra 

arrows and the causal nets can be generalised to arbitrary people and arbitrary scales of 

the same type. While the result is no longer a causal Bayesian net, it is also interpretable 
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as a constraint on distributions of values of the variables involved: it is part of an aspect 

of reality that can be called the causal order. 

The generalisations over our example are limited. Scales for adult persons cannot be 

used for determining the weights of all objects (e.g. a garden shed). But there are other 

kinds of scales and other procedures for measuring weight. These include direct percep-

tion by holding an object in one's hands or even estimating the weight from the overall 

appearance. Each of these give rise to their own causal nets and their own standards of 

accuracy. The attribute weight is constrained by all these procedures. 

 It is not an accident that the weight attribute is part of the natural concepts such as 

the ones associated with words in many languages: it is useful in carrying out our lives. 

It is however an accident that the related concept of mass is central in physics so that 

science can be the final arbiter on statements of weight. 

The situation with the attribute mother of is similar, but here there is no science that 

is the ultimate arbiter. In our society, one can be mother by giving birth, by adoption 

and by fulfilling the role of a mother, without any of these causes having a privileged 

status in all contexts. One can have distinct biological, legal and social mothers. But the 

normal situation is that they are the same person so that finding evidence that a is the x-

mother of b is also finding evidence for a being the y-mother of b. 

Consequently, we can try to capture the mother attribute as before, starting from 

building a number of causally definable event types (giving birth, adopting, acting in the 

mother role) as basic and correlating them by imperfect constituency links to the mother 

attribute.  The causal models would link the boolean variable of childbirth and biological 

motherhood (boolean), adoption (boolean) and legal motherhood (boolean), mothering 

(multi-factorial matrix values) and the state of normal motherhood (real values). The 

constitution links would link the mother attribute imperfectly with the causal models. 

The proposal under elaboration attempts to define an empirical and verificationist (viz. 

Martin-Loef on empirical truth, Leiden Spring 2014 and his 2015 paper) frame seman-

tics for NL, using techniques from both update semantics and geometrical models. 
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When Computations Explain Better. A Case Study 
SILVANO ZIPOLI CAIANI 

(University of Florence, Italy) 

Since Gibson introduced the concept of affordance (Gibson, 1979), the role of the motor 

skills in perception has become an active topic of research in several areas of cognitive 

science. In particular, according to Gibson, there is no need to invoke internal represen-

tations and causal mechanisms to explain an agent’s ability to perceive action possibil-

ities in the environment. In light of this assumption, Gibson’s ecological psychology is 
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consistent with the dynamical systems theory of cognition, insofar as it allows for cov-

ering-law explanations that avoid reference to informational states and causal processes 

(Chemero, 2009). Over the last few decades, however, contrary to Gibson’s original 

view, several studies have exploited the concept of affordance within a computational 

framework, thus setting out a brand new approach to the perception of possibilities of 

action (e.g., Cisek, 2007). Notably, the dual stream model of vision (e.g., Milner & 

Goodale, 1995) served as a first approximation to the manner in which agents compute 

visuomotor information in the environment. According to this model, visual perception 

consists of integration of two specialized subsystems: the ventral system, which per-

forms processes associated with object identification and intentional planning, and the 

dorsal system, which performs processes associated with perceiving affordances and 

guiding actions.  

The aim of this paper is to defend the explanatory virtue of a computational account 

of affordance perception by providing arguments to overcome the traditional reluctance 

to extend the concept of affordance beyond the boundaries of the dynamical systems 

view. To this end, I focus on the explanatory advantages of adopting a mechanical 

framework in cognitive science. I maintain that an ecological-dynamical approach to 

perception of affordances provides a valuable description of how agents interact with 

action opportunities in the environment, whereas a computational view provides an ex-

planation for why they have such an ability in addition to why this ability can be lost. 

This amounts to arguing for a distinction between two well-known styles of explanation, 

the covering-law explanatory paradigm and the causal theory of cognition, respectively.  

This paper is divided into three main parts. In the first part I introduce the dynamical 

systems account of visual affordance, and I then show how a covering-law model of 

explanation applies to this case. In the second part, I introduce the computational ac-

count of affordance and provide a detailed description of the sensorimotor matching 

mechanism that allegedly underlies the perception of possibilities of actions. Finally, in 

the third part, I compare the two options, assessing their ability to address the case of 

optic ataxia, a condition in which patients with a lesion in the posterior parietal cortex 

are no longer able to perceive the affordances of objects. After an introduction to the 

anomalous behavior of patients suffering from optic ataxia, I discuss the explanations 

provided by the dynamical and the computational theories of affordance. Thereafter, it 

will be clear that the computational model of affordance perception provides an expla-

nation that is not available to the dynamical systems view. Indeed, while the dynamical 

systems approach is limited to offer a correlational account, which is based on the lawful 

covariation of bodily, behavioral and environmental variables, the computational ap-

proach provides a causal account, which explains why such a covariation occurs. More 

precisely, by focusing on the case of optic ataxia, I argue that the dynamical systems 

view is only able to describe the correlation between a lesion in a particular area of the 

patient’s parietal cortex and his inability to take advantage of the affordances in the 

environment. Differently, the computational view is able to explain such a correlation 

by means of a visuomotor mechanism, wherein the parietal cortex plays a crucial role in 

integrating visual and motor information  

The major difference between the dynamical systems explanation of affordances per-

ception and the computational one is the degree to which the latter provides information 

that is available for purposes of manipulation and control in non-standard cases. As 

Woodward (2003) notes, it is precisely this feature that makes it possible a distinction 
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between descriptive and mechanical knowledge. A dynamical-systems explanation pro-

vides descriptive knowledge that, although it may be used as a basis for predictions and 

classifications, does not provide information relevant to explain why manipulating in-

ternal factors or conditions of the system will produce changes in the behavioral out-

come. By contrast, a computational explanation offers a mechanical knowledge which 

provides an account of why a target system is expected to behave in a certain way under 

a much wider set of initial conditions and under a more diverse range of interventions 

on the external environment, and on the components of the representational mechanism. 

This approach seems particularly relevant when dealing with disorders of the cogni-

tive apparatus. Indeed, knowledge about the underlying causes of anomalous behaviors 

may improve rehabilitation programs and yield new hypotheses of treatment. In light of 

this, it is possible to show that a computational account of affordance perception satisfies 

the need to provide an explanation to optic ataxia that is not available to a dynamical 

systems view. Although the dynamical and computational accounts have the same pre-

dictive power, the former does not go beyond identification of measurable parameters 

and correlations, whereas the latter provides a more accurate etiological account. Ac-

cordingly, by relying on a computational approach, it is possible to explain why patients 

with lesions to the parietal cortex become unable to perceive affordances in the environ-

ment but nevertheless exhibit good visuomotor performances given appropriate external 

conditions. The integration of different streams of information makes it possible to ex-

plain why a lesion in a particular area of the parietal cortex is correlated with inability 

to detect and exploit affordances, but also why particular circumstances (e.g., delayed 

responses) allow the agent to use alternative cognitive strategies to recognize and take 

advantage of the affordances in the environment.   
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